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Iran aims

to unseat

gov’t - Peres
DAVID MAKOVSKY and MICHAL YUDELMAN
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More funds

for anti-terror

effort okayed
. • ;

’.-'; -• - • -• • *

- : DAVID MAKOVSKY

THE. security cabinet yesterday;

approved the additional funds for

the war on terrorism requested:

by General Security Service chief'

Ami Ayaton. •

? _
•

.
/

.. The amount was not rfiscleacd,

but sources dose to the session'

said it was significant -Sv
After the wave of _siacidfr

bombings, the cabmrt ^>poioled

Ayalon to
;
coordinate the anti-

terror effort among 'the .security

forces.
•

•
'
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Ayalon prepared a booklet for
’

die inner cabinet members-qn- Is-

rael's strategyjo bolster its intel-

ligence against ^fidaittic terrorism.

. ^ ^ Z. •

rrlnce Faisal, representingms miner lung nussein, emerges uum a Royal Wings Dash-8 at^n_Gl™n

marked traffic between the two coimtnes. Faisal was acamipamed by the Jordanian ^^rsof
transportation and antiqoidts and was greeted here by Transportation Minister Yisrael Kessar. \

IDE uncovers data leaker; journalists protest
: - — - ----- AREH O’SULLIVAN s—,fTHE Military - Police, using seized

telephone records, has uncovered

an officer suspected of leaking

classified information to the me-

dia,, the IDF Spokesman said last

nigjtf.
•

.
-

Bnt journalists have protested,

saying' die move is mi infringe-

ment' of the freedom of the {ness

and a crude- attempt to shut

mouths : by revealing their

sbnees*.

Legal experts, however, said

the state laws are draconian

enough to allow for such

measures.

According to Israel Radio and

Yediot Aharonou military police

questioned senior IDF officers,

including brigadiers and at least

one major-general, in the at-

tempt to stop die leaks. Several

of tbe officers were also request-

ed to take a polygraph lest, the

reports said.

Those questioned were report-

edly from Central Command, the

civil administration, the office of

the coordinator for government

activities in die territories, the Ju-

dea and Samaria Command, and

the IDF Spokesman’s Office
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itself.

IDF Spokesman Brig. -Gen.

Amos Gilad said the Military Po-

lice had uncovered the leaker and

legal action is being taken against

him. He refused to identify the

person other than to say it was an

"officer.”

“Leaking is a very grave crime,

and the Military Police will do

everything it can, within the

framework of the law, to catch

leakers,” Gilad said.

(Continued on Page 9)

IRAN stands behind terror at-

tacks, because it hopes that in

this way it can bring down the

Labor government and derail

the peace process, Prime Min-

ister Shimon Peres charged

yesterday.

Peres, in an interview with

The Jerusalem Post, insisted

that Iran is trying to “unseat a

government of peace because

it wants to unseat peace.”

Peres said he has hard evidence

that the attacks are designed to

drive Labor from power. “They

are doing whatever they can to

bring an end to peace and bring

an end to the government that

strives for peace,” he said. “For

this, I have 100 percent evidence,

and we have evidence they are

pressing upon Islamic Jihad and

other subversive organizations to

act against Israel before the

elections.”

But he refused to reveal this

evidence.

Speaking later to the Labor

Party convention, Peres remind-

ed the delegates that Iran is also

behind Hizbullah. He noted the

recent discovery of an Iranian

ship on its way to Hamburg, Ger-

many, carrying explosives which

he said were probably intended

for terrorist attacks on Jewish

targets.

Meanwhile, the IDF Spokes-

man announced that the General

Security Service had last month

arrested Khalil Abu Ita, 24, a

student from Gaza, alleged “to

have been recruited by Islamic

Jihad in Turkey and who under-

went military training in Iran to

carry out terror attacks against

Israeli targets." (See stories, Page

2)

The Likud accused Peres of in-

citement in his contention that

the I ranians are seeking to re-

place his government, presum-

ably seeking to put tbe Likud in

power instead.

In the interview, Peres did not

mention the Likud in this

context

Dr. David Menasheri, of Tel

Aviv University’s Dayan Center

for Middle East Studies, said

there is no question lhaL Iran is

seeking to undermine the peace

process, but that Teheran is also

aware of its limitations.

“Iran sees the peace process as

being totally negative, with no

redeeming features," he said. “It

is committed *o the anti-peace

process camp, but at the same

time, it believes its influence is

marginal in changing the direc-

tion of the process, just as it

failed to prevent Damascus's in-

volvement in the peace process.

This does not mean it doesn’t

try.”

Menasheri said he does not feel

capable of judging whether Iran

thinks that if Labor loses power,

this would end the peace process.

He would only say, when it

comes to the peace process, Iran

(Continued on Page 2)
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A Gbrious Combination ofluxuryApartment and
the Jerusalem Hdton

David's Royal Residence, the most exclusive and prestigious apartment building

in die new Manilla complex has already achieved international popularity.

Within a very short time a large percentage of the apartments have been sold.

Now dtat the braiding off King David Street is well on the way. tt is tune to take

advantage of ibe ^ipottunity to purchase one of these unique boraes.

DavitfsRpyal Residence adjoins the Jerasalem Hilton Hotel, allowrag you ra

combine luxury living in a prestigious apartment with access to the hotels

high quality Mites. The hotel maintains and services your apatmemt even when

you're away so that your home will always he ready to welcome you.

Dadd's Royal Residence for those who can afford to live like a king.
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Prestigious living, exclusive beach access and a

complete range of hotel-style services make

V VILLAGE homes at Sea & Sun the warmest part

of your Israeli connection. You'll feel the

Mediterranean breeze blowing gently across your

balcony and watch sea sand glisten in the Israeli

sun. Sip coffee at seaside cafes and enjoy

V VILLAGE'S own cinema and restaurants, all just

an elevator ride away.

As primary residence, vacation sanctuary or smart

investment, yourV VILLAGE apartment, in North

Tel Aviv directly on the beach, assures you highest

quality construction from the developers of such

successful projects as the new 40-story Ramat Gan

Diamond Tower. V VILLAGE highlights include

three swimming pools, sauna, jacuzzi. squash courts,

synagogue, underground parking and conference

facilities. Security, maintenance and add-on luxury

services are also available -

the only thing missing is you!

Al-Rov Mantilla Hotel (1993) Ltd,

Sales Office, "Ambassador"

43 Emek Refaim St., Jerusalem

Tel: 02-618101 Fax: 02-660328

AVIV HOLIDAY APARTMENTS LTD.

Aviv Silts Office: Tel. 972-3-699 6565 Fax 972-3-<>99 3105 Main Office: Til. 972-3-753 3222 Fax 972-x-, xl 2292
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LetYour Chag end happily-Drive Carefullyl

MA BRUK and SHALOM ALEICHEM
To ROYALJORDANIAN

On its Amman - Tel-Aviv Inaugural Flight on April 7, 1996

and the opening of its offices on 5 Shalom Aleichem St. Tel-Aviv

With hearty congratulations

Galilee rours
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NEWS

Council of Settlements blasts

secret settler dialogue with PA
HERB KEINON and JON IMMANUELTHE Council of Jfewish

Communities in Judea, Samaria,
and Gaza has come out
unequivocally against a dialogue
settlement representatives -
including leading figures in the
council - have clandestinely
carried on with representatives of
the Palestinian Authority over
the last two years.

Yehiel Leiter. a spokesman for
the council, said the meetings
“do more harm than good," are
diametrically opposed to the
council's policy, and that “settler

leaders should not be in the
business of giving their stamp of
approval to [Prime Minister
Shimon] Peres."

The meetings, organized by
Dr. Joseph Alpher. director of
the Israel-Middle East office of
the American Jewish Committee,
began in 1994. when he arranged
a meeting of one person from
each side in his garden.
Other meetings, with

increasingly more participants,

took place in Jerusalem and in

London, at the Foundation for

International Security.

According to Ha’aretz, among
the settlers at the meetings were
Yisrael Harel, chairman of the

council; Uri Elitzur, editor of

Nekuda- Kiiyat Arba’s Rabbi
Eliezer Waldman; and two
professors who live in Kedumim,
Ozer Schild, president of the

College of Judea and Samaria in

Ariel, and Yosef Ben-Shlomo.
Among the Palestinians

involved were Mahmoud
Dahlan, head of the Preventive

Security Service in Gaza; Sudan
Abu Zaydeh, head of the PA’s
Israel desk; Hassan Asfour, a

high-ranking Palestinian
negotiator in the peace talks;

Khalil Shkaki, head of a

Palestinian think tank in Nablus;
and Yazid Sayig, a professor at

Cambridge.
Abu Zaydeh told Army Radio

that one outcome of the talks had
been the realization that some
settlers would be willing to live

under Palestinian rule.

None of the settlers who
participated would talk about the

meetings.

Settlement sources said
Waldxnan took part in only one
meeting, and refused to continue

the dialogue when be saw it was
leading nowhere.
Settlement officials were

blaming the Prime Minister’s

Office, which knew of the
meetings, for leaking news of the
talks in order to create the
impression that settlement
leaders have accepted the Oslo
accords.

Alpher said there was no
intention of reaching any political

solution, but be believes the talks

had some political consequences.
‘This was the best way to

break down the very rigid

stereotypes they bad of one
another. There was no aspiration

to get them to agree. But both
sides wanted to avoid bloodshed
and they got to know each other
as human beings." Alpher told

The Jerusalem Post.

“Most of the Palestinian lead-

ership, winch came from abroad,

had very strange notions of what
the others were about. They
thought the settlements were for-

tresses where few people actually

worked. The settlers had very

fixed stereotypes of Palestinians.

Their views corresponded to the

ways people generally saw the

PLO 20 years ago.”

Discussion of political views

was avoided because “this kind of

discussion would get iuto ideolo-

gies, which are pretty dose to a

zero-sum game. Settlers wanted
to know if they could travel

through Palestinian towns. Pales-

tinians wanted to ensure settlers

would not disrupt the Palestinian

elections.”

Bat there were “some direct

by-products.”

Nekuda editor Elitzur wrote an
editorial four months ago calling

on settlers to make contacts with

PA officials. “This would not
have been written if the talks had
not taken place," said Alpher.

Army crackdown on leaks will backfire
THE IDFs attempt to muzzle leaks to the
media by top officers will probably dam the
flow of information from the military to the
public - at least temporarily .

But it will undermine the credibility of the
senior brass among younger officers and
send a detrimental message to them - and to

the public - that the army has something to

hide.

The public's need to know and the medi-
a's role as watchdog peak, in some ways,
when it comes to the country's vast military

establishment. The IDF is not immune to

negligence, misdeeds, and even bribery and
fraud.

“The need to know is not less than any
other framework, but doubled,” said legal

commentator Moshe Negbi.
He believes that using phone records will

deter potential sources from talking to the

media.
“The significance is that no journalist-can

ANALYSIS

AR1EH O'SULLIVAN

work if his sources know that their line is

being tapped. An officer won't dare report
anything if he knows that his telephone
number will be linked with a journalist's,”

Negbi said. “This could cause a lot of negli-

gence and screw ups not being revealed."

But Yoni Ben-Menachem, head of the

Palestinian desk at Israel Radio, who re-

portedly had his phone records examined by
the Military Police, said the move is not

likely to muzzle his sources.

“They will continue to talk to me. I don't

think it will stop, because they know they

can rely on me,'’ Ben-Menachem said. “If

this step was aimed at threatening or deter-

ring me. it will only encourage me to reveal

more information on the IDF."

Yoram Peri, a professor of political soci-

ology and communication at Hebrew Uni-
versity, said that while the military is legally

permitted to fight leaks, it has to be careful

not to violate the taboos of Israeli society.

“The army exists in a much more open
era, and it has not yet adjusted to the new
situation,” Peri said.

“The reaction will be that journalists will

become more critical, and officers will lose

confidence in their superiors. Technically, it

won't help either. It might prevent someone
from talking for a short period, bat they

won't be able to stop it all together."
Peri said the crackdown “reflects the very

difficult situation the military now finds itself

in. The press is much more critical than ever.”

He said the IDF high command’s frustra-

tion over leaks is understandable, as tire

crackdown “does not reflea the strength of
the military, but its weakness and loss of
control."

Two Orthodox men make their way through Hebron to Machpela Cave yesterday to Jom

15,000 other people in a protest against planned U)F redeployment from Hebron, as

Palestinian children watch from the sidewalks. (
Reu,crl

Sharon pledges to keep Hebron
HERB KEINONA WEEK after the IDF was sup-

posed to withdraw from much of
Hebron, an estimated 15,000 peo-
ple went to the dty yesterday to

pray at the Machpela Cave and
bear one politician after another
vow that such a withdrawal will

oever take place.

A few hours after the crowds
left, six Israelis suffered light to

moderate injuries when three pa-
rolbombswere thrown attheir bus
in Gush Etzkxn. The attack took
place near Beit Umar.
The attack took place even

though numerousIDF troops were
on the various roads from Jerusa-

lem to Hebron to provide security

for those going to tire city.

Rocks were also hurled at buses

on the new Halhoul bypass road,
which was opened forthe first time

yesterday.

“Hebron will never be given

away," Likud MK Ariel Sharon
told the crowd standing in the
shadow of the Machpela Cave.

Sharon, who was introduced as

“Israel's next defense minister,*'

said that if the Likud wins the

election, “there will not be 400
Jews living in Hebron, but
4,000.*’

His campaign speech, deliv-

ered as some in the crowd were
praying just outside the walls of
the cave and others were clamor-
ing to get inside, was heavy on
criticism of the “national camp.”

“I want to warn against the

breaking up of the national
camp," Sharon said, taking to
task Likud politicians whom he
said are already paying undue
obeisance to Jordan and Egypt
and - in a swipe at party leader

Binyamin Netanyahu - labeling

Syria's Hafez Assad a “serious

leader.”

He also criticized settlement

leaders who have met secretly

with Palestinian Authority
representatives.

While Sharon was chastising

his own party, others speakers

called on haredi rabbis - some of

whom are openly flirting with the

idea of calling on their supporters

not to vote for either prime min-

isterial candidate - to come out

fully in support of Netanyahu.
With thousands of haredim in

the crowd, Kiiyat Arba Local
Council head Zvi Katzover said.

“I want to call on the haredim not
to say, ‘This candidate is secular,

so I will not vote for him.' If you
do not vote, you can not- if Peres
wins by a few votes - say; ‘Our
hands did not spill this blood.'

"

Labor decides: ‘Russian’ immigrant in slot 25

GSS captures

Islamic Jihad terrorist
. AR1EH O'SULLIVAN

THEGeneral Security Service has

captured a Palestinian
1

from the

Gaza Strip suspected of being an
Iranian-trained Islamic Jihad ter-

rorist, the army said yesterday.

Khalil Abu Ita told GSS inter-

rogators he was recruited by the

head of the Islamic Jihad organi-

zation in Turkey last summer,
while he was studying medicine
there.

Abu Ita, from the Jabaliya ref-

ugee camp, said he agreed to un-
dergo military' training in Iran
and even received a fake Iranian

passport from the embassy' in An-
kara. the army said.

Last August, he flew to Iran

and was met by an Islamic Jihad
representative who took him to a

training base. There, he met oth-

er recruits from Syria, Lebanon
and the Gaza Strip and was given

a code name, the array said.

Abu Ita received combat train-

ing and weapons instruction, as

well as training in intelligence

gathering and covert communica-
tions. The army did not say how
long the course lasted.

Upon his return to Turkey,
Abu Ita handed his fake Iranian

identity back to his Islamic Jihad

handler and resumed his medical

studies, he told interrogators.

He was captured on March 12

when he tried to return home, the

army said.

He told the GSS that the pur-

pose of his training was to cany
out an attack against Israeli

targets.

Likud slogan: ‘Netanyahu:

Making a secure peace’

Islamic Movement,
DAP to run

u*. - vt

TH&~ DeThOtraitjTc Arab P^ify,
the IslainidMovcraent.^iftfttaf
Khatib’s Islamic Blo^dgcided
yesterday to run a joinOisFin
the upcoming election. Their
United Arab List's platform will

be similar to that of the DAP.
Ahmed Tibi refused to join

the coalition, after he was only
offered the fourth slot.

The agreement was signed in

Jaljulya, at the home of local

council head Tawfik Khatib of
the Islamic Movement.
According to the agreement,

the Islamic Movement's Abdul
Malak Dahmashe will head the

list. Dahmashe, 50, is a lawyer
who served seven years in prison
for security oSenses.
DAP chairman Abdul Wahab

. tfaraw^be'is to receive ther sec-
- pffd-skjfcand will be the Knesset
! faction head. DAPMK Tafcb a-

Sanaa Will be third
,
followed by

Tawfik Khatib, Ataf Khatib,

and the Islamic Movement's Su-
leiman Abu Ahmed, a lawyer
from Nazareth.

Former Rahat Local Council
bead Sheikh Jumaya Kosasi is to

receive the seventh slot. DAP
secretary-general Mohammed
Kana’an will be next, followed
by Hussein Juari of the DAP.
The 10th slot will be reserved
for the Islamic Movement.
Darawsbe said the DAP paid

a high price in signing the agree-

ment, but he expects the joint

list to win five or six seats.

(Itim)

Meretz recognizes Palestinians’

right to an independent state

MICHAL YUDELMAN

SARAH HONIG

The Likud yesterday unveiled its

answer to Labor's new hawkish
campaign stance. While Labor
asserts that '‘Israel is strong with

Peres." the Likud’s slogan is

“Netanyahu: Making a secure

peace."
The new line was revealed at a

press conference with the party's

campaign chairman Yitzhak Mor-
dechai. information director Li-

mor Livnal. and strategy head

Dan Mcridor. They openly admit-

ted that the target for the cam-

paign is the small floating vote.

Mcridor took Peres to task for

talking tough to impress the float-

ing vote, “while hiding his inten-

tion to cede almost everything. La-

bor has gone so far as to actually

copy the Likud platform in its at-

tempt to conceal its real aims. We
know that the first item on the

agenda, according to ihe Oslo ac-

cords. is Jerusalem, but Labor is

promising - as it did misleadingly

in the case of the Golan - not to

make any concessions. Jerusalem

will he all ours, they say, copying

the L kud platform. They say they

will not return to the 1967 borders,

also copying the Likud platform."

As for his own party, Meridor

said, “We may have opposed the

Oslo process, but it had created

fails accomplis which our govern-

ment will not ignore."

The Likud, according to Uvnat,

will concentrate its effort in the

prime ministerial race, as it is tak-

en for granted that whoever is

elected prime minister will put to-

gether the next government.
As for Peres's assertion about

the Iranians’ preference for the Li-

kud, the Likud response team,
headed by Jerusalem Mayor Ebud
Olmcrt. issued a statement saying

that “Peres has given up on his

chances to win credibility and is

now out to mobilize Israel's ene-

mies to dissuade the public for vot-

ing for the Likud. Had the Likud
said what Peres is saying, he no
doubt would have complained
about incitement against him."

We regret to announce the passing of our beloved

husband, father and grandfather

Dr. BERTRAM LEVIN
The funeral will be held today, April 8, 1996, in Chicago, 1L

His wife, Lucille Levin

Son, Elliot and Laura Levin

Daughters, Karen and Leonard Zukrow
Diane and Amos Zamir

and grandchildren

Address: 7424 N. Talman St., Chicago, 1L 60645, U.S.A.

MERETZ'S new platform, which was presented to the party’s council for

approval yesterday, recognizes the Palestinians’ right to a state beside

Israel.

Platform committee chairman Amnon Rubinstein said the political

developments in the region obliged Meretz to formulate its positions vis-

a-vis the permanent settlements with the Palestinians, and with Syria.

“We cannot ignore the Oslo accords, the developments in the region,

and the new reality being formed before our eyes," Rubinstein said. “Bat
we must also state fearlessly that whoever wants separation is talking

about separation in territory, that there are two sovereign entities: the

State of Israel and the Palestinian state, which is subject to several

restrictions, including demilitarization."

The platform says that Israel must agree to a gradual withdrawal from
the Golan to the international border, rather than to die 1967 border.

Meretz’s campaign will also focus on social and economic issues,

stressing the advantages of a competitive, free economy, alongside the
need to narrow social gaps and lower taxes.

Messala: CIS immigrant can be

ahead of me in Labor Knesset list

BATSHEVA TSUR

ADDISU Messala, chosen for the
immigrant slot in the Labor Party
primaries, yesterday expressed

“full understanding" for the need
to elect an immigrant from the CIS
to the list.

Messala. elected to 29th place,

is the first member of tbe Ethiopi-

an immigrant community to re-

ceive a realistic slot

Noting that he had been elected

by some 10,000 votes - far above
the number of Ethiopian inuni,

grants in the party - Messala said

munhy could both be proud of the
choice. “I have been a Labor Party
member for many years now,"
said Messala, who immigrated m
1980 and heads tbe Unified Ethio-

pian Immigrants’ Organizations.

“I was chosen by all sectors of the

patty to represent the immigrants

and social issues in the Knesset."

But. he said, “over and above
the primaries, I understand the

spaaal sensitivity of having an im-
migrant from the CIS - [the over-

riding consideration is that] Sta-

nton Peres must be elected."the party and the Ethiopian com-

Soldier killed is car accident

Roman Leviane, 19, a soldier from Kiryat Gat, died in a car accident
on Saturday night on the Kiryat Gat-Kiryat Malachi road.

Yesterday afternoon, 13 people were injured - four seriously and
nine lightly - when two cars collided at the Ayal Junction on the Kfar
Sava-Tira road. The southbound car crossed the dividing line and hit

the other car head-on. The driver's license was suspended for 60 days.
Seven ambulances took toe injured to the Rabin Medical Center-

Beilinson Campus, Mcir Hospital, and Sheba Hospital. Itim

LABOR'S convention yesterday

resolved to reserve toe 25th slot

on toe party's Knesset list for a
new immigrant from the former
Soviet Union.
The 17,000 registered Labor

members from the former Soviet

Union wflj elect the candidate on
Thursday.
Prime Minister Shimon Peres

promised that none of the candi-

dates on the existing list would be
harmed by the decision. He
pledged to have a cabinet minis-

ter resign from toe Knesset, if

necessary to allow the last candi-

date on the list - who this move
would push out of the Knesset -
to enter the House.
Labor leaders hope this will

not be necessary, since Labor and
Social Affairs Minister Ora Na-
mir is expected to resign from the

Knesset list to become ambassa-
dor to China. She has not an-

. nounced her final decision.

Peres opened bis address at toe
convention with a scoffing re-

MICHAL YUDELMAN

mark about toe Likud's new elec-

tion slogan, “Netanyahu: Making
a safe peace.”

“I heard on the way here that

the Likud has^doptecU'^QSUJr:
‘safe peace/-What's safe to -say-is

that with the Likud, toere will*be
no peace,” he said.' -

‘

Peres firmly dismissed all ob-
jections to changing toe demo-
cratically elected list, saying that

“not giving a public of 600.000
representation in the Knesset is

foolishness. It's egocentric and
narrow-minded, and in violation

of the most elementary demo-
cratic justice."

Labor leaders at toe conven-
tion supported the decision.

•.-..I ;
Earlier, JLabor> appeals cotn-

- tnittee rejected a petition to pre-

vest - the convention meeting.
• Yael Aran, a primary candidate

who did not win a realistic slot,

had claimed that Namir's with-

drawal and the insertion of a new
candidate in her place would
damage women's representation.

IMPORTANTANNOUNCEMENT
TOALLELAL PASSENGERS

Avoid standing in line at Ben Gurion Airport.

Take advantage of EL AL's -

Advance Check-In Service!

IRAN
(Continued from Page 1)

“does not recognize the legitima-

cy of a Jewish state in Palestine,

and does not recognize the legiti-.

macy of Arab rulers making
peace with Israel. Animosity to

Israel is also an instrument to

prove fidelity to their dwindling

revolutionary dogma, diverting

public opinion from their domes-
tic difficulties. It is also an instru-

ment to gain Islamic leadership

and centrality in regional
affairs.”

Peres, in the interview,
charged that if elected, the Likud
would embark upon a program of
expanding settlements, due to el-

ements within the party and Tso-

met, and due to toe influence of

toe settlemeut movement.
“The first thing they will have

to do is renew the settlement poli-

cy in tbe West Bank," Peres said.

‘‘This in my judgment will mean
the end of peace and the end of
the hope for peace.

“I have said it many times; I

am saying it again. From eggs,

yon can make omelets, but from
omelets, you cannot make eggs.

They are going to ‘omelet’ tbe

whole West Bank beyond repair.

And then we shall become a bina-

tional state.”

He reiterated bis insistence

that Labor would not dismantle

settlements nor increase them.

He denied reports that he told

Rabbi Ovadia Yosef .that Shas
voters should refrain from voting

for prime minister, since they are

likely to vote for Binyamin Ne-

tanyahu. Shas leader Aiyeh Deri

has said that Labor wants Shas

voters not to vote for a premier.

Peres said he expects the Pales-

tinian Covenant will be changed

in tbe next few weeks, as called

for in Oslo 1 He said the Pales-

tinians must, 3t minnrnim, “annul

those articles that call for the de-

struction of Israel.”

He indicated the “minimum"
would not include pressing for

not including other elements,

such as Palestinian aspirations for

Jerusalem or tbe right of return.

ELALpassengers departingon Wednesday night, April 10, 1996.

following the completion of the Passover holiday, are invited to hand in

theirluggage at one ofELAL's Advance Check-In Terminals on

Tbesday. April 9, 1996. Upon arrival at the airport on Wednesday night,

you can proceed directly to passport control.

ELAL ADVANCE CHECK-IN SERVICE
TH-Aviv; ELALTown Terminal, Ariozoroff Street new to the Railway Station.

Tel: 03-6917198/9, from 8 ant to 2 pjn.

Jerusalem: ELAL Terminal, Center 1 Mali. 49 Yerimiyahu Street, comer of
Jaffa Street Tel: G2r383 166, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.ro.

Haifa: ELALTerminal, 6 Manama] Street

Tel: 04-8677036, from 8 a.m. to 12 noon.

For flights departing on April 11, 1996. our Advance Check-In
Terminals will be open right after the end of ihe holiday on
Wednesday evening, April 10. 1996.

ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE

/uper charter Galilee Jours
THE LEADING COMPANY TO JORDANAND EGYPT

mamm
PETRAone day tour 4^ a
INCLUDES: ENTRANCE-FEE+THORSfiSIN PETRA

jj J g U
LOCAL GUIDE AND LUNCH p er person.

JORDAN DISCOVERY AAA
4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS B/B From $W09

PrrRA] jeRASH

EGYPT 4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS From 4 An
VISIT: CAIRO, PYRAMYDS. EGVPTION MUSEUM *1
5 stars from 57$ per night V
BUS ONE WAY TO CAIRO $3Q
FOR GROUPS CALL DO ROM AT Q- 3 - 5 V-7V WMl
CAL L - NOW 03- 52529904
for further details,: call any of.

GALILEE TOURS BRANCHES: TEL-AVIV.
JERUSALEM D2-25BSS5 TIBERIAS 06-720330 -EiLAT rp
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Sharnn Dole? (right) and Ih»n Diga (center) recite- their marriage vows yesterday, as MK Naomi Chazan looks on. (AssafShiio/imei Sun)

r Civil marriage performed
outside TA Religious Council

; SHARON Dolev and Dan Diga were married.

< yesterday in a civil ceremony held outside

the building which, bouses the offices of the
* Tel Aviv Religious Council. The ceremony,

conducted by MKNaomi Chazan, was orga-
* nized by Meretz activists. The bride and

- groom, instead of reciting, the traditional.

' “Behold, you are consecrated unto me.~*”

'

read a statement saying they had chosen •

each other to be lifetime partners, and

pledged patience and understanding, and

respect for each other’s freedom and privacy.

After they exchanged rings, they signed a

marriage contract drawn np by attorney

Shmuel. Moran, which was signed by Gve

Witnesses. In it. they pledged that should

they separate, they would not turn to a rab-

binical court for a divorce.

Dolev opened by explaining why the cou-

ple had opted for a civil ceremony - “to

protest religious coercion and to show there

are alternative ways to get married." She

said she and Diga had approached the rab-

binate, which told them the wedding must be

kosher and placed other obstacles in their

path.
(Itim)

NEWS IN BRIEF

Body found near police station in Nesher
vtarUrnir Kritrin, 30, whose body was found near the police station

in Nesher yesterday, js thought to have been murdered. The body

shoWed signs '<£ yroknCfe. TheAbu Kabir Forensic. Institute is con-

ducting an autopsy.

Stranded nppdfera^ . - ...

js nniin» hi»ltmpterandvolunteers fipm Kibbutz Ein Gedi s rescue

unit yesterday pirised tp seven uppeDers, trapped oh a 300-meter-

high cliff Haver, after their cable broke. The Nature

Reserves Authority saidifrHaends to prosecute the seven for

imaiTrhnrfyBd mtn a forbidden areaand for disturbing Besting

vultures.
* ••
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Coast Guartfjnescues lost yactt • •

More than 20

nymmimpaBuiB umm i i. ih.i-~ - “T ”
_

—
Experiments, they managed to :contacta passengers son by

Finnish psychiatrist testifies

at Haifa rape trial

3 Egyptians caus^enteringlllegally
• Three Eevotians who entered illegally will soon be dep

Sedsbeba Magistrate’s Ctourt to allow pohce tme to prepare the

by ah IDFboider patrol on Saturday

at a bL stop te the Negev. Adieck revealed that they are Bedmjj^

, residents of Sinai.

A FINNISH psychiatrist testified

yesterday in the Haifa District Court

triri ^nineAcre youths, accused of

gang raping a 16-year-old Finnish

tourist who is slightly retarded.

Ira Canarouva, chief psychiatrist

atFinland’s main children’s hospital

was summoned by the defense to

testify on the girl's mental state.

The prosecution claims that the

girl was at the Acre bus station last

August, when she met a boy who
brought her to an abandoned house

and raped hear. He enticed another

..bpy.be meton thewayto crane with

- and
. ifre..second . boy i also

' sodomi^'lier^

A;total of nine youtos raped the

tourist at.die house over a six-hour

period, die prosecution said.

The nine suspects all denied the

charges.

The psychiatrist said die girt suf-

fers from a slight mental retardation

and was hospitalized in 1967 in a

psychiatric ward.

She said the girl had sex education

in Finland, but was not capable of

understanding sex as a way of

expressing feelings. The girl has a
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Reform movement seeks

political support for

non-Orthodox streams
THE local Reform Movement has

appealed to the non -religious par-

ties in Knesset to include a plank

favoring recognition of non-

Orthodox streams in Judaism and

alternative forms of marriage in

their platforms.

The appeal follows two separate

surveys, both showing that well

over half the population favors

recognition for Reform and

Conservative Judaism and giving

freedom of choice to those wishing

to many. The Reform Movement's
Israel Religious Action Center sent

HAIM SHAPIRO

the appeal to all candidates from

the Likud-Gesher-Tsomet, Labor,

and Meretz.

The surveys were conducted by

Dakaf on February 29 and March

3, and by the Geocartographic

Institute on March 12 and 13. Both

surveys questioned a representa-

tive sample of the adult Jewish

population.

The Dahaf survey found that 59
percent favor recognition for the

non-Orthodox movements and

61% support recognizing alterna-

tive marriage options. The
Geocartographic survey showed

that 54% favor recognizing both

non-Orthodox movements and

alternative options in marriage.

Among those who described

themselves as secular or tradition-

al, 66% of both surveys favor rec-

ognizing the Conservative and

Reform movements, while 66%
percent of the Geocartographic

survey and 70% of the Dahaf sur-

vey support non-Orthodox mar-

riage options.

Murder suspect remanded
for 10 days

ELLA Meliak, 27, the live-in

lover of the woman who was
murdered on Friday night, was
remanded for 10 days by Tel Aviv

Magistrate's Court yesterday.

Police are still not certain if the

suspect's identity is correct since

they are still examining if her

identity card is authentic or

forged. The victim, named in her

identity card as Victoria

Yevgenia, was stabbed once in

RAINE MARCUS

the throat during a drunken

brawl.

Although police said that

Meliak confessed to the murder,

her lawyer Nilza Dikovsky
denied this, saying that the victim

had only been stabbed once in the

neck, and that her client did not

intend to kill her.

When police arrived at the

apartment, Meliak was crying

beside the body. Dikovsky said

that Meliak could not remember

the incident, as she had been very

drunk.

Both women had worked in a

massage parlor near Ramat Gan's

Diamond Exchange. Police sus-

pect that both women, from the

CIS, were here on forged identity

cards and were brought here to

work as prostitutes.

low IQ and relates to sex in a child-

ish manner, she told the court.

Canarouva added teat because of

die gill’s mental problem, she lacks

concentration and self-esteem,

therefore she was not capable of

objectingto the rapes.

The girl has since returned to

Finland and is suffering from trau-

ma.

The trial will continue next week.

(Itim)

CELLULAR PHONES
Rental/Sales
From g iMJjSf
only w mafifray rate

Mdao City, 43MbM,am Sq

IFOR SALE IN lERUSALEM’.l

in Abu Tor: With breathtaking,

unique view of Old City

5 ROOM APARTMENT

(175 sq.m.) with huge terrace
1

(60 sq.m.), private entrance,

marble floors.

Only 3 apartments in the

building
g

$750,000 1

60% mortgage available

JORDAN
Petra 2 days -$169

v Jordan and Jerusalem

4 days- $399 from Eilat

EGYPT
Cairo Tours

2, 3 or 4 days from $1 55
Nile cruise 8 days in Egypt

SINAI EXPERIENCE
Two days of camel riding, hiking

and jeeps -$125
Sinai safari - 4 days $295
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Forest View the prestigious residential project now under construct,on on Zemah SL,

BeitHakerem, in *eheatt of the Jerusalem Forest luxurious apartments, v.llas and

I- cottages of 5 and 6 rooms - from $560,000
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faeriot lay-out acawduig
lo dfenS' requirements

,

bey apartment with
private entrance j

Spacious rooms
'&

» Luaiftous kitchens and bathrooms
^

M Large gardens
_

. i

gi Private swimmingpool'

P Huge terraces' with view

9 private heating

M Private, underground parking

m Laige storerooms
. . . - iHtrl rnHUHS

MazelTov!

You've changed your dream

into your dream house.

Bank Hapoalim

Foreign Currency Mortgages

Now foreign residents and Olim can get real estate

loans in foreign currency and at special terms. If you are

a foreign resident, Bank Hapoalim can offer you financing

to help you purchase a "second home"

or any other residential property in Israel.

Bank Hapoalim can loan you up to 60% of the value

of the property you wish to buy, up to $500,000. Loans

are available for periods of up to 15 years for foreign

residents and 10 years for Olim.

The maximum interest rate on real estate loans for

foreign residents is floating LIBOR + 2.5%.

Foreign residents who choose not to mortgage the

property may use as collateral foreign currency

deposits or any other freely convertible assets.

For further details ask at any branch of Bank Hapoalim

in Israel or at our Investment Centers for Tourists and

Foreign Residents. Mazel tov!

Titp Rnnk rfisen'cs ihe riehl to change the terms mentioned above at any

time. Customary business' criteria wiltbe applied by the Bank m considering

requestsfor loans byforeign residents.
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ANGLO-SAXON
Real Estate Agency

St.. Jerusalem^

!?

Tel: 02-251 1 61

Fax:02-259207

Entrepreneur:

Megurei Hen Ltd.

Foreign Resident, Tourist and Olim Department:

104 Hayarton Sl. Tel Aviv. Tel: 03-5200WJ6.

Investment Centers for Tourists. Foreign Residents and Olim:
.

,
.om.

Tel Aviv: 50 Rothschild Blvd„ 50 Dizengoff Sl, ^6 Ibn Gvirol, 4 ^eizmann Jerusalem.

16 King George St., Neianya: II KikarHaalzmauL31HertiSL.

Ashdod: 9 Shavei Zion Sl„ 3 Haim Moshe Shapira St.. Bat lam: 71 Haalzmain Blvd.,

Givatavim: 20 Weizmann Sl. Kfar Sbmarjahu: 2Hahoresh St..

Nahariva: 37 Gaaion Blvd. Ramat Gan: 32 Bialik Sl. Rehovot: 179 Herzl Sl. Petach Tikva.

1 Hovevei Zion Si.. Haifa: 15 Horev St.. I Pal ^am Blvd.,

Beersheva: 40 Ha'atzmaui Sl. Eilat: 3 Haiivat Hanenej- St..

Raanana: 112 Ahuza Sl , /
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N. Korea violates border trace again More clashes in

SK)tJL (Pouter) _ North Korea
*an 300 soldiers into

“®pemilitarized Zone dividing
North and South Korea yesterday
113 *e biggest ofthree incursions in
as many days, a Seoul Defense
Mnustry official said.

The US-led United Nations
Command described the latest
intrusion as a “significant viola-
Uon’' of the armistice accord that
ended the 1950-53 Korean War.
but said there was no cwsc for
alarm.

"The United Nations Command
leadership continues to watch the
situation with serious concern, but
notes these violations are not a
cause for particular alarm," a state-
ment said.

It put the number of Pyongyang
troops that entered the highly sen-
sitive Joint Security Area within
the buffer zone at the Panmunjorn
crossing point at 150-180, far

fewer than estimated by the Seoul
Defense Ministry.

There was no immediate expla-
nation for the discrepancy,
although the troops entered after

dark. “It is difficult to get the exact
number as North Korean troops are
exercising in the Joint Security
Area at night, but it is more than
300 and less than 400.” an official

in the ministry’s situation room
told Reuters.

The troops arrived in a convoy
of 12 trucks at around 8:00 p.m.
and started pulling out 21/2 hours
later after conducting drills in

groups of 10 or 20.

The UN Command statement
stressed that die situation else-

where along the demilitarized zone
remained normal.

There was no change in the

strength, positions or activities of

the North Korean People’s Army
or South Korean forces along the

highly-fortified frontier.

A UN Command statement
released on Saturday after the sec-

ond inclusion said there was no
'imminent threat,"

Nevertheless, the Seoul Defense

Ministry official said South

Korean military units near, the

security area had been put on
heightened alert for border

defense. Yonhap news agency said

the troops involved were members
of the frontline First Army
Division.

South Korea is also asking the

United States to send advanced

Airborne Warning and Control

System (AWACS) aircraft as ten-

sion mounts, the Defense Ministry

official said.

The UN Command statement

denied that combined South
Korea-US forces were on higher

alert

“All forces assigned in the for-

ward areas south of the

Demilitarized Zone are always in

a high state of readiness, but noth-

ing in their readiness posture has
changed from the standard high

level that has been maintained for

many years" the statement said.

Seoul put the number of intruding

North Korean soldiers at around
260 on Saturday and 120 on
Friday.

Under the armistice only 35 mil-

itary police from each side are

allowed into the security area at

any single time, and only sidearms

are permitted.

US officials indicated they were
not unduly alarmed by the first two
incursions.

“It appears to us to be another

step in the campaign of North
Koreans to dismantle the long-

standing military armistice agree-

ment," a State Department
spokesman said.

Analysts say Pyongyang’s hos-

tile flouting of the peace accord is

designed to raise tensions and pres-

sure the United States into signing

a bilateral peace pact, bypassing
SeouL

M m *
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South Korean tourists look through telescopes across the border yesterday.

MOSCOW - (Reuter) - Russian
and Chechen rebel forces fought

for control- of 'isolated
,
villages,

despite - a / -..declaration by
President Boris Yeltsin that his

forces had halted operations, the

Interfax news agency reported

yesterday.
• Yeltsin said ou Saturday that

he had seat a telegram to rebel

leader. Dzhokhar Dudayev
declaring offensive operations

. by Russian forces at an end. It

was Yeltsin-s first • direct

approach to the man vilified by
the Kremlin as a criminal.

Interfax quoted a Russian mili-

tary spokesman in Chechnya, as

saying troops had stopped

infantry attacks on the village of

Goiskoye in southern Chechnya
- where rebels have been hold-

ing out against government
troops since Friday - to avoid

casualties.

But aviation and artillery

spikes continued at Goiskoye,
30 km. southeast of Grozny,
while troops fought rebels hold-

ing out in the villages of Vedeno
in the south and Bamut in the

southwest.

The spokesman said rebels had
launched 14 separate attacks on
troops since Saturday morning,
but refused to specify Russian

losses. Russians have said more
than 30 soldiers were killed and
67 wounded around Goiskoye on
Friday.

The fighting has cast a shadow
on Yeltsin’s plan to restore peace

in Chechnya after 15 months of
attempting to subdue its inde-

pendence bid.

Since March 31, when Yeltsin

addressed the nation on ttfcvwon

to explain his peace plan, a sene*

of air raids on villages has soured

his efforts to resolve *e
.

c?n^t
;

Russian military officials have

denied the raids were coined-out

by forces under their control.

Yeltsin, who is hoping to here-

elected on June 16, avoided war-

like language in a campaign

speech on Saturday announcing

his telegram to Dudayev.

“In line with my decree, regu-

lar checks have shown that mili-

tary activities by the federal

forces have stopped," he told

supporters. “You will no longer

find that our forces have initiated

military adventurism anywhere.

Doku Zavgayev. head of the

Moscow-backed Chechen gov-

ernment, issued an appeal to the

lower house of parliament in

Moscow, asking deputies to take

steps to stop "the deaths of

peaceful citizens and of Russian

servicemen in Chechnya."

The message said the Chechen

people and "progressive"

Russians had placed great hope

in Yeltsin’s plan, believing "mil-

itary activities will really stop

and peaceful people will stop

dying."

“But attacks are still being car- ,

ried out on those settlements

which have taken a step towards

peace," it added.
Yeltsin, who has found himself

embroiled deeper and deeper in a

bloody and damaging military

campaign since he seat troops to

Chechnya in December 1994,
has said the conflict, ft his

biggest obstacle to getting" elect-

ed to a second term.

Chirac, Mubarak: We’re not

aware of Libyan chemical plant

Healthy-looking pope leads Easter mass

CAIRO (AP)~ Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak
and French President Jacques Chirac said yesterday

that they do not know whether Libya is building an
underground chemical weapons factory, as

Washington has charged.

Their comments, at a news conference here, seem
to suggest that the US is having trouble convincing

them that Libya is building the chemical plant inside

a mountain in northwestern.Libya.

“This 'information has come from the American
side," Mubarak said. ‘The.information available is

not sufficient.We have demanded information which
proves this."

Chirac said his government could not confirm the

US charges.

"We don't have enough information about this,"

said Chirac, who is on a three-day visit to Egypt.
US Defense Secretary William Perry, on a visit to

Egypt last week, said that Washington would not

allow the plant to begin operating, and said the plant

would be vulnerable to American military strikes

until it is completed. But he said the US still had time
to pressure Libya to halt construction.

The factory is believed to be under construction at'

Tarhunah, 65 km. southeast of Tripoli.
Mubarak demanded that Perry provide “informa-

tion and pictures which prove what has been

rumored." V*. r

He said if the reports are substantiated,;EsypLdnd

a European representative would visit the site.-*

The Tarhunah facility was reportedly designed to

replace a plant at Rabta. 88 km. southwest of Tripoli.

The Rabta plant was reopened last fall, five years

after a suspicious fire that Libya blamed on US and
Israeli agents.

The US had charged Rabta was built to make
chemical weapons, but Libya has insisted that it

manufactures pharmaceuticals.

VATICAN CITY (Reuter/ - A
healthy-looking Pope John Paul n
led Catholics in Easter Sunday cel-

ebrations and prayed for a victory

over death in Bosnia, Ireland, the

Middle East, Algeria, and the

world's other trouble spots.

The 75-year-old pontiff appeared

in good form as he celebrated mass
before over 100,000' people in St

Peter's Square, read his “Urbi et

Orbi" (to the city and the world)

messagerana rwftbed-: thtf

happy faster; in 57 language^:'-/ :

,

LasflfChristmas, the pope dra-: -

maticalfy cut short his TJrbi et

Orbi" message while he was read-

ing it on live television, when he
suddenly felt ill from the effects of
a Fever.

The pope was laid low by a
fever last month that raised fresh

concern for his health.- He had
appeared tired recently as he
presided at long Holy Week cere-

monies.

But he recited and sang yester-

day's mass and delivered his mes-

sage ina very strongvoice. He also

appeari^lB^^
'^hree-houfEaster

Peter's . Basilica

midnight.; Wearit^Wsplehaeht \-

vyhite and gold vestments, he cele-

brated the mass from the steps of

St Peter’s in brilliant sunshine.

Thousands of tulips, carnations,

roses, and azaleas donated by
Dutch companies formed a rain-

bow carpet before the altar.

The pope made peace the com-
mon thread of his Easter message,

which was broadcast live by televi-

sion to 65 countries around the

world and seen by millions of peo-
ple.

*^.-40 jjearh, strengthen

"^(^arti^ns -ofjustice and peace in

^Bosnia and Herzegovina, in Ireland,

- and the Middle East, and particular-

ly in the Holy Land, where hopes

for peaceful co-existence are Still

jeopardized by recourse to force

and violence," be said.

He also made an apparent refer-

ence to Islamic fundamentalism,
speaking of “religion, hindered at

times precisely by the intransigence

of the followers of other religions.”

Next week- the pope is due to

make an important day trip to

Tunis, which borders with Algeria.

The sometimes thorny relations

- between-Ghtistians aAd Moslems
- • arerespected to be themain-theme
ofthetrip, oneofonly ahandful by
the "pope to overwhelmingly
Islamic countries.

1
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Top Iraqi defector

settles in Jordan

Talking pig gets chop from
Chinese film censors

Iranians head to Mecca amid Saudi warnings
NICOSIA (AP) - Iran yesterday

started sending some 70.000 pil-

grims to Saudi Arabia to perform
the annual haj, as Saudi officials

reiterated they would not tolerate

political demonstrations.

The official Islamic Republic
News Agency, monitored in

Cyprus, said some 5,000 pilgrims

would leave Iran daily over the

next 14 days.

The Saudi Press Agency on

Hy 15 COMMSTOCK
DIFFERENTFROM
ALL OTHER
BROKERAGE FIRMS?

Wh.1 le other brokerage houses offer only

specialized investments, Comm5rock offers full

service on investments m stocks, bonds, funds,

currencies and commodities as well as quote

services via P.C., satellite dish or beeper.

WHi le overseas brokers sleep during your

business day, CommStock, offers you world-class

brokerage service, daily from 9 am to 11:30 pm*,

wherever you are in Israel.

WHi le Israeli bank personnel who deal in

securities have limited, local experience,

CommStock's U.S.-licensed brokers combine

years of experience at mtemationally-renoumed

firms in Europe and North America.

While Other brokers are concerned with what

they can sell you now, CommStock's expert

portfolio planners work with each client to choose

the best investment vehicles to meet specific long

and short term financial requirements.

* Except Slubtuc and! holidays.

Best wishes for a happy, kosherandpeaceful

Pesach to all oflsmdfrom CmanStodk

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Futures, Options, Stock Brokers (Esc. 1^81)

Jerusalem: City Tower, 34 Ben Yehuda St Tel. 02-244963; Fax. 02-244876

Ramat Gan: Bert Silver, 7 Abba Hfflei St. Tel, 03-575-BS26/27; Fax. 03-575-6990

Saturday quoted an unidentified
Interior Ministry source as saying
the “kingdom will absolutely not

allow the holding of political

meetings and wtU show no tol-

erance toward those who violate

God's limits."

Some 402 pilgrims, most of
them Iranian, were killed in 1987
when they clashed with Saudi
police during a political demon-
stration in Mecca.

LOST ^

Laptop Computer with Doctoral

Thesis and green Moroccan Passport

The finder is kindly asked to contact

050*379665, or 02-99650449.

.
Good reward offered. ,

AMMAN (Reuter) - A
Damascus-based former Iraqi mil-

itary intelligence chief has decid-.

ed to settle in Jordan, a new center

for scores of opposition figures

seeking to unseat President

Saddam Hussein.
Gen. Wafiq Samerai who has

lived in Syria since defecting in

late 1994. arrived in Amman on
Thursday, after performing the haj

pilgrimage in Saudi Arabia,
Information Minister Marwan
Muasher said yesterday.

“He asked for permission to stay

and his request was accepted."

Jordan has called for change in

Baghdad since Iraqi defections in

August allowed King Hussein to

turn against Saddam, open links

with the opposition, and mend ties

with Gulf states angered by his pro-

Iraqi stand in the 1991 Gulf crisis.
'

Diplomats said the arrival of
Samerai was an embarrassment
for Syria, which like Jordan,

wonts to use Iraqi opposition
groups and leaders it shelters to

bring about change in Baghdad.
Iraqi sources said Samerai, who

enjoys good relations with the

Iraqi’ National Accord (DMA), the

first Iraqi opposition party to open
an office in Amman, might work
with them.

Samerai is the second senior

Iraqi defector to take up residence

in Amman over the past month,
LL-Gen. Nazar Khazraji, a for-

mer chiefof staffof the Iraqi array

who arrived in Amman after escap-

ing from the autonomous Kurdish

area of north Iraq, said this week
he had decided to join the INA

BEIJING (Reuter) - The
Australian film Babe, a barnyard
tale of a pig that wants to be a
sheepdog, has been given the the

chop by Chinese censors, US film

industry sources said yesterday.

The international box office hit

was trotted out among 10 foreign

movies proposed to be shown in

China this year under an unwrit-

ten quota system allowing new
releases to reach Chinese audi-

ences, a source said.

“I don’t know why Chinese cen-

sors have decided not to allow in

Babe." the source said. “It is a

charming film."

Chinese movie sources said

domestic film authorities might be

nervous that the film, in which a

talking porker hams it up, might
stop local movies from bringing

home the bacon.

Babe won an Oscar for best visu-

al effects at last month's Academy
Awards and had been nominated
for best picture.

Chinese film officials could not

be reached for comment
Beijing last year launched a poli-

cy that allows distribution of 10

recently-released foreign movies
each year under a box office shar-

ing agreement.

This has been lucrative for

Chinese partner China Film and
for Hollywood - but at the

expense of domestic competitors
- and has aroused concern among
local film officials.

China's censors also scratched
the latest James Bond blockbuster
Goldeneye and Apollo 13, which
glorifies the US space industry at

a time when China's is in some
disarray.

The Central Elections Committee for the 14th Knesset and for Prime Minister

Notice to the Public Regarding Submission of Candidate
Lists for the 14th Knesset and for Prime Minister

In accordance with Section 57 (Ttet) of the Knesset and Prime Minister Elections Law
(Consolidated Version) 1969 and Regulation 13 of the Knesset and Prime Minister
Elections Regulations 1973.
The lists of candidates for the 14th Knesset and for Prime Minister are to be
submitted to the Chairman of the Central Elections Committee at the Committee's
offices in the Knesset building, Jerusalem, on

Tuesday, April 9, 1996
between 10 a.m. and 12 noon
and Thursday, April 11 , 1996

between 4 p.m. and 12 midnight
Please note the provisions of the Parties' Law 1992 on submitting lists
of candidates:

"Notice

on the

List of

Candidates “

1 9a. When a party has decided on its list of candidates and
their order In the list, for the elections to the Knesset
and for Prime Minister, or on its candidate for Prime
Minister in special elections, it will inform the Registrar
within ten days of its decision.

19b. A party will delegate an ad hoc representative and a
deputy far its list of candidates for the Knesset
elections or for elections for Prime Minister and will

present their names to the Registrar at least one day
prior to the end of the period for submitting the list of
candidates. The Registrar will then notify foe
Chairman of the Central Elections Committee of their

names."

Opwt latter to Prime Minister and Defense hfintster Mr. Shimon Peres

No to Closure

Yes to Peace
The continued closure of the territories is causing
severe damage.to .the.Palestinian economy and
society anH'senous harm tothe.maj^'of the \
Palestinian people,

X
[

The continuatiopdf- the closure will impair the j

delicate fab^lhat has been woven between the I
peoples these past two years. Each passing day.Jf
cfesgreTs steadily closing the door to peace wh&h •

hasbeen opened between them.
*

We callon you, Prime Minister and Mj^Cr of

Defense

to put an end to the SdBDtt arid allow us, Israelis

and Palestinians, to continue to work together as
partners in strengthening peace and tolerance. |
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When actor GU Alon saw
Roben Woodruffs pro-
dnction of The

Lhangeling^at the BeershebaM^“SJP31 Tbeater te said to him.
;
self, “If dais director ever offers

** roIe ofa spider on the

;
/wall. I’ll run to take it,"

A noted American avant-gardist.
Woodruff returned to Beersheba
to direct The Jew Suess by

-
.Mennan-Jewish playwright. Paul

- Kornfeii and offered" Alon the
.

• role of master of ceremonies. /

The Jew Suess evened Marclj 30
;

ip Beersheba and will also be per-
formed at this year’s Israel

;
.Festival.

A week before the show opened,
\

.

Alon was “enjoying every
.-moment of rehearsal .with

•Woodruff. You have to find your
- own connections to what’s going
. • on because there’s something dif-

J iferent happening everywhere on
stage every minute of the time. He
directs the kind of theater I

-..believe in, where you don’t feed
the audience with a spoon. The
audience should work when it

..comes to the theater."

. He feels the .audience, may.
- .shrink when it comes to The Jew
Suess which “shows a very ugly

• Jew, a horrid person, but all the
other characters are horrid too. We
have all been educated to believe
that we*re different, the chosen

- race, but we’re people, just like
a everybody else.

“Komfeld created a
1

gallery of

happiest when
is put to work
HELEN KAYE

greedy; and arrogant stereotypes
who’d murder their grandmothers

. to get what they want It*s human
nature to create stereotypes. Yon
generalize, and when you general-
ize you don’t think.”

"

The . real Josef Suess
Oppenheimer (1698-1738) rose
and fell at the court of Carl
Alexander; Duke of Wuraembeig
in Germany. His dramatic story
has inspired close to a dozen
books ~ or plays; including a
Hebrew. The- Jew Suess by
Mordecai Avi-Shaul in 1933
which was performed at Habimah
with Shimon Hnkel in the title

role.
.

The most notorious version is

the .1940 film,'a very antisemitic
and successful work inspired by
Josef Goebbels’s propaganda
ministry.' Kornfeld himself died in
a concentration camp in 1942.

WOODRUFFS Jew Suess
(Doron Tavori) is an opportunis-
tic, brilliant, penniless adventurer
who worms ius way into the court
and heart of the young duke (Alon
Abutbul). He becomes the duke’s
chief minister.and financial advis-

er but collects dozens of enemies
along the way. The court’s plan to
poison him fails. It's the duke who
dies, but Suess is killed anyway.

. The play is a pulsating web of
intrigue, lasts, passions,

.
hatred

and nastiness, over which the

master of ceremonies presides.

“When I discussed what my
owe room might be like with

Robert," Alon says,. “we decided

it was probably a small, bare, dull

room because this man doesn't

exist without ceremony. He has no
personality of his own.”

Flaying the regular schedule of

a repertory theater will reintro-

duce Alon to a routine he quit in
1982 when he broke his contract

at the Haifa Theater to become a
freelance performer. He has made
fringe theater his home with pro-

ductions like The Can Opener, a
post-atomic thriller that played to
tiny audiences, Edi and Pus, an
operatic pun he created with Adi
Ebdon, and his production of The
Interview, which won first prize at

the Erlangen Fringe Festival in
1993.

A restless, peripatetic. 36-year-
old bachelor who dreams one day
of having children, Alon loves to

travel - he’s set to conduct a

movement workshop in Belgium
in July.

He grew up in Ramat Gan, a

theater-crazy kid who was simul-
taneously enrolled in four differ-

ent drama groups, ran a neighbor-
hood puppet theater in the base-
ment of his family’s apartment
building, and got his first profes-
sional engagement at 16 in the

Habimah production ofAn Enemy
of the People

.

Today, he is acting in four chil-

dren's plays; performing as a nar-

He took a gamba
that really paid off

Doron Tavori plays the unsa-
vory main character in Paul
Kornfield's ‘The Jew Suess.'

rator with mainly contemporary-
music ensembles {“modem music
thrills me”); he’s working on his

second volume of poetry, and pre-

sides over Lingo , a game show on
Channel 2 which has given him
the recognition that only TV can
bestow.

Last year he realized a dream
and cut a CD. He sang 12 songs
set to music by the likes of
Shlomo Gronich and Rami Fortis.

He printed 3,000 copies and sold
28, “which was hard, but I've got
over if."

But theater remains Alon's ideal
medium. This production of The
Jew Suess takes him into the

uncharted territory where he likes

to roam. It doesn’t bother him that,

a Jew “writes badly of Jews.
There are no red lines in art. You
don’t have to be considerate of
anything except causing physical
harm.”

There are sleeper albums --

recordings that catch the

public’s fancy without much
fanfare or some time after they are

made. Then there are what might
be called coma discs.

The performances by Spanish
viola da gamba player Jordi Savall

on the wildly successful sound-
track album from the 1991 movie
Tout les Maims du Mood (“All the

Mornings in the World”) were
recorded a full 10 years before

being commercially awakened on
the strength of the the film's popu-
larity.

The sound track of the movie
starring Gerard Depardieu as the

protege of a 17th-century cellist

and composer sold 67.000 copies
in the US alone, and 423,000 in the

rest of the world.

The success of the album sur-

prised Savall as much as anyone
else, he said in a phone interview

from his home near Barcelona
before his scheduled appearance
here later this week as part of the

Authentic^ music series.

“The movie combines beauty,

sensibility and so many magical
things that come together. Tt is

about love, fidelity, die sense of
why we do things in life and why
music is necessary. Add to that

good actors and beautiful images
and the combination is great.”

The music itself, he notes, “is noi
spectacular, it’s rather quiet.”

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

Savall, 55. started out as a cellist,

and his switch to viola da gamba,
which predates the violin family in

the evolution of musical instru-

ments, was gradual. “I first discov-

ered the gamba music which I

played on the cello. Finally, when 1

finished my cello studies 1 began
thinking that if there’s so much
interesting music for the gamba
maybe I should look at the instru-

ment itself. So I found one at the

museum in Barcelona. But I made
the final decision only when I dis-

covered how many different beau-
tiful pieces exist for it.”

Savall elaborates that it's possi-
ble to “play either the violin or the

cello, but not both. In the gamba
family. I can play all of them. You
play them all in the same position

and you can go from bass to treble

with the same technique.”

He says that “the cello is beauti-

ful - I spent many years with it -
but it has four strings while the

gamba has six or seven. You can
sing very well with the cello, but
you can talk and tell a story with
more articulation with the gamha."
Savall has performed and record-

ed an enormous amount of Spanish
music, which was virtually

unknown for many years.

He complains that he has very
little time to accomplish all his

goals - he plays 120-140 concerts

every year. “Now I would like to

continue my investigation uf
Spanish music from the medieval

to the baroque period Often 1 need
five to 10 years to accomplish what
I want to do, which is part of the

pleasure.’’

He works on music from the 11 th

century up until Beethoven, and is

about to conduct Beethoven's
Third “Eroica” Symphony on peri-

od instruments. ”As a solo instru-

mentalist it’s a real pleasure to

move your own ideas to a group of
50 musicians and explain and
show how ro do il And I take 15
days of rehearsals; I never do con-
certs with two-three days of
rehearsals.”

Local music lovers were first

captivated by Savall in Iasi year's
Israel Festival, in which he per-

formed with his wife, soprano
Montserrat Fisueras. Now he is

returning with a somewhat lamer
ensemble to perform a program
entitled “Sprrir Gardens.” This he
describes as “a program of
Mediterranean music or music
inspired by Mediterranean style,

music from the end of the 15th

century to the first part of the 1 7th

century."

Jordi Savall and die Capella Ret I

de Catalunya conclude the second
series of the Authcmica early

music concerts this Thursday in

Jerusalem and Saturday at' the
Noga Theater in Jaffa.

Womb with a view: Feminist fantasy is too good to be true
FILM REVIEW

ADINA HOFFMAN' "v

ANTONIA'S LINE

Written and directed by Mvteea Gocrts.
Hebrew title: StmsheletAtavnkL IQS thumb.

Duch (Saline, Hebrew and Engtabsafaticles.

Parental guidance suggested.

Antonia—- Wffldbc wAomdaqr
Danfetie — — Eh Dottennans
Deedcfc Marina de Graaf

Antonia (Willefce van
Ammelrooy) has bright,

milk-fed cheeks, .strong

forearms and a knowing smile.

. When, at the start of Marleen
Gorris’s film, she struts back into

ishe owns the places teakfeg her .

•ydark 1 -teenage daughter Danielle

(Els Dotssrmans) on a tour of the
-- village,- Antonia explains in detail

about foe local oddballs.

There’s Crooked- Finger; a
nihilist bookworm who won’t

leave bis wooden shack, and
Loony Ups. a kind dimwit with

Alfred E. Newman ears and a

-. blubbery mouth. The. curate

careens through town on a rickety

• bike and sings at foe top of his

hmgs, while foe Mad Madonna.
' howls inconsolably to the . frill

moon. Her downstairs neighbor,

- The Protestant, bangs with a
• broomstickon the floor whenever

she starts her wolf imitation. He’s

- • desperately in love with her and

this is the only way he can show
i his affection.

: Etc., etc. and so forth. Antonia's

village is full of these eccentric

- types, and she. in her own way, fits

right in. As a contented single

mother, more interested in mow-
ing hay than finding a man, she

would seem to be an anomaly in

. rural post-Worid War £1 Holland.

. But Antonia is nobody's outcast

Instead, she becomes something

of a mother to thera alL welcom-

ing anyone who so wishes to break

bread ,
eat salami, and grin from

ear to ear with her around the long

- wooden table on her front lawn.

An odd blend of the political and

the pastoral, foe feminist and the

Christian, Gorris's movie unfolds

The matriarchal underpinning of this Oscar-winning saga from the Netherlands would come loose if any of the characters were to give birth to sons.

as a land of a mini-epic. Without

warning, a small story of one

strong woman and foe quirky

peasants she- nourishes gives way
to a multi-generational fable about

a whole loving community and the

female life force that binds them.

When Danielle announces that she

wants a baby too, Antonia takes

her to the big city to find an unsus-

pecting stud. Danielle gives birth

to her own little girl. Tberese, a

child prodigy who grows up to be

a mathematician, composer and,

ofcourse, the mother of a little girl

named Sara. (What would happen,

we wonder throughout, if one of

these eager breeders were to mess
up the tidy pattern and give birth

to a son?)

“Time passed, season followed

season,” the female narrator keeps

nudging the tale along. The effect

of this device is pointed: women's
stories, Gorris seems to be saying,

are reproductive. They don’t exist

in selfish isolation but live to give

binh ro their children’s stories, and

their children's children's stories.

Even the traditional ending is cast

off. In the final frames, we are

assured that this story has no
close, but goes on and on.

The tough heroine and whimsi-
cal, magical-realist tone of
Antonia 's Line will no doubt
appeal to many viewers, as they

appealed to the members of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences, who named it tins

year’s best foreign film, whatever

that sprawling term means.
Despite its occasional charm. 1

found the movie too often cloying.

smug and doctrinaire. The pre-

cious way that Gorris treats the

menagerie of simple villagers is

bad enough (cheerful music, con-

stant sunshine and long, indulgent

shots of Loony Lips and his girl-

friend, retarded Deedee. holding
bands). Worse, Antonia, the Virgin

Mother, rules over them like an
all-knowing, all-seeing goddess.

While her generosity seems gen-
uine, it’s also a touch self-satis-

fied. and as the film goes on.

Antonia comes to seem less and
less like a real and admirable per-

son, and more and more like the

figment of feminist longing. She’s

the kind of make-believe matri-

arch invoked by chose who claim

that the world would be a happier,

more peaceful place if it were
ruled by women.

Unlike the hypocritical town
priest. Antonia recognizes the

goodness and beauty of all- the

town outcasts and draws them
.close to her. A nice, sentiment,

surely; but a slippery starting' place

from which to build a believable,

complex character. Antonia is sim-

ply too good and too giving to be
true. Whenever anyone threatens a
member of her extended brood,
she acts with perfect presence of
mind, punishing a nasty, rock-

throwing child by hooking his

back collar to a tree, placing a

curse on the head of a bull) who
has raped two of her loved ones.

In both cases, one watches and
waits for Antonia’s composure to

crack, for her to heave a rock back
at the kid, for example. The rock
never comes. Antonia's Line is

hagiography, its heroine no model
of actual female strength, but a

fantasy, an angel in a dowdy house
dress.

At least the later generations do
prove more probable - Danielle is

angry and shy. a volatile combina-
tion, while her daughter. Therese.

seems bottled up inside her own
formidable intellect. The film

grows richer and less predictable

as it proceeds, although in the end
this complexity seems a little too

late.

Soprano: ‘War Requiem’ is a cry for peace

F or soprano Edith Wens,

“C" stands for control,

which stands for concerts.

Not that the Munich-based

Canadian singer has turned her

hack on opera, but for foe take-

charge musician, concerts and

recitals make more sense.

“I have done opera in foe past in

Glyndeboume with [conductor

Nikolaus] Harnoncourt, but my

accent is certainly' on concerts. It

fits me; it fits who 1 am," she says.

Wiens explains that she loves

detail and, even more, “being id

charge, to opera you have to be a

pair you are; only as strong as

your weakest link- But in recitals

and concerts yon project yoursell

in a very strong way and you can

say what you feel is important to

say. It feels more personal to me.

. Her home life, a™*

etv. are other considerations- i

; always took my chddren [wo

; hoys, now 14 and 16] along, but I

always wanted to be at home.

' Beyond that, in a month s uroe

•Tm doing ii concerts in five

•countries rather than doing

nwy for six weeks. ,

’.^Wcas is in Israel i°

Benjamin BTTtxcn’s War Requiem

Israel PWI»
Orchestra under foe orchestras

principal guest conductor Kurt

Masur. She has performed here

before and she has also sung this

particular work with Masur in

Leipzig-

She has nothing but compli-

ments for the maestro: “Masur, as

always, brings total involvement.

His passion and his love ofpeople

and his love of music is uncom-

promising. He has an instinctive

grasp for the centrality of music,

and for what matters.’*

Although titled a requiem,

Britten's work is much more than

foe usual mass for the dead, Wiens

argues. ‘Technically it’s called a

requiem, but it doesn’t follow a

straight religious course; it keeps

veering into foe human side of

loss and how pitiful war is. It’s a

tremendous outcry for life that’s

lost and for untimely death, and

that’s different-”

WIENS is particularly touched

by the texL “I’m a tremendously

word-oriented person - I guess I

feel like a missionary when 1 sing,

people need to hear what these

words are saying, the words are

paramount
Britten’s text is a combination

of foe traditional Latin mass with

selections from the .poetry of

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

Wilfred Owen. The poetry is sung

by the tenor and the baritone in

English while the soprano gets to

sing only the Latin, which,

according to Wiens, is a clear

advantage. T feel like I got the

best part, the words I say are litur-

gical and have a meaning that

goes on and on. When you sing a

poem it’s pretty clear what is

intended. Bui with a liturgical text

people can come in and see what
they make of it I have foe broad-

er message.”

In addition to being “foe most
anti-war piece possible,” say's

Wiens, the work is a lament for

life wasted; Tt simply tells ns not

to waste our time and our life.”

Be it a requiem or not, Wens
claims that thus opus is very spe-

cial. “It's a piece where foe indi-

vidual people matter very much,
it's not tike a Mozart requiem

where four beautiful voices are

enough. Here the person who is

singing foe part matters as much,
h matters that the maestro is

German and foe orchestra Israeli;

there’s tremendous symbolism in

this. It is almost daring to do this

work in this country with all foe

tragedy and all foe loss you have
encountered.”

Although many would call

Britten a contemporary composer.
Wiens sees him more as a classi-

cist And as far as real contempo-

rary music is concerned she defi-

nitely has her reservations. T used

to do a lot of contemporary music
but f have found the demands they

make on the voice are so extreme

and then the emotional reward is

not as large as it should be. What
I get out of it for my soul has

never proved to be anything like

Mozart and Britten.”

The IPO performs Britten’s War
Requiem tonight. Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday at the

Mann Auditorium in Tel Aviv.

Own a piece ofhistory in

Jerusalem
On a quiet tree-lined street,

in the heart of majestic

Jerusalem
stands an historic, reconstructed,

home of artistic architectural

splendor with breathtaking views

of the old and new city, and the

mountains ofJordan.

Two luxurious, spacious, modem
apartments with authentic classic old

world charm are now completed

andfor sale in this budding,

253sqjn.-SlJ75.000; 2Q3sqjn.-S1^75,000

For Inquiries:

Arthur J.Cahn
Fas/TeL

02-665-654

SEE IT IN HEBREW
HEAR IT IN ENGLISH I

COMEDY OF ERRORS
April 8, 1996 at 8:30 p.m.

The -smash hit production of Shakespeare’s classic.coroedy .'sej

amidst a modern war-tern Middle Easter n city with -dazzling stage; .

' enects that include drums, gunshots, torchlights and even belly

dancing. .'."/It) pays homage tc ‘he vineyards of peace and its
'

'

rewards. Ha'aietz

TIKUN HATZOT
May 7 and 21 at 8:30 p.m.

Anew production by the duo who gave us Sheindate. Rami Dannoh

and Amnon.Levi that deals with the identity crisis of a young

Sephardic man tern between the ultr5-orthodcx Ashkenazi sect thaV .

adopted him and the raging discrimination.between the ultra- V-

orthodox Sephardi and the ultra-orthodox Ashkenazi communities in

Isred today.

BOX OFFICE.' 03-523 3335 # FAX: 03-5230172 • SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-5245211

THE THEATRE OF TELAW Located 'ml

Street, the Gamedh just a few minutes' walk 1

breatfifront hotels. Easily accessible by bus or tod.
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Barak’s protest

P
ERHAPS it was no more than part of the

government’s effort to seem tough before

the Knesset elections, but Foreign Minis-

ter Ehud Barak’s protest last week to Egyptian

Ambassador Mohammed Bassiouny was as

timely as it was welcome.

Tbe immediate cause for Barak's displeasure

was the official Egyptian media's criticism of

Oman and Qatar for establishing economic rela-

tions with Israel, and the incessant publication

of falsehoods about an alleged radioactive leak

from the Dimona reactor.

The canard about the reactor was first dis-

seminated by Yasser Arafat and the Palestinian

Authority, to deflect attention from Palestinian

terrorism. But tbe daily harping on this fictitious

leak in the official press, even after President

Hosni Mubarak said publicly that there was no

evidence of Negev radioactivity, is hardly what

Israel expects from a country' with which it

signed a peace treaty 17 years ago.

"Nor can Israel be pleased with Egypt's insis-

tence on using a follow-up to the Sharm e-

Sheikh conference in Luxembourg on April 22.

called to coordinate international anii-terTorist

efforts, as a venue for Cairo’s demand that

Israel dismantle its nuclear program.

In the euphoric days after the peace treaty's

signing. Egypt was hailed not only as a partner

in peace but as Israel's bridge to the Arab world.

Instead, the Israel-Egypt relationship has devel-

oped into what is known as a cold peace.

That no Egyptian child ever sees the word
Israel on a map; that Mubarak, who has never

set foot on Israeli soil as president except for

Yitzhak Rabin's funeral, has failed to keep his

promise to reciprocate President Ezer Weiz-

man’s visit to Cairo: that Egypt fiercely op-

posed the repeal of the “Zionism equals rac-

ism'’ resolution at the UN and fought with

special vehemence against the resumption of

relations between Israel and African states; that

Cairo still discourages tourism to Israel and that

its trade with Israel is of laughable dimensions;

and that the official press blames Israel for all

the Dls of the world, from AIDS to moral

corruption - all these are but a few of the facts

which make a mockery of the peace treaty. And
as if to confirm its general hostility to Israel,

Egypt yesterday joined Iran and Syria in oppos-

ing' the growing closeness between Israel and

Turkey.

Unfortunately, Barak’s protests are unlikely

to make much difference. Egypt has demon-
strated remarkable skill in promising improved

relations if only Israel meets one demand or

another. Now these demands focus on signing

the nuclear Non-Proliferation Pact, lifting the

closure and withdrawing from Hebron. In the

longer range they include withdrawal to the

1949 lines on all fronts and the establishment of

a Palestinian state. But even if Israel becomes
reckless enough to accede to all these, Cairo can

be trusted to come up with even more preposter-

ous conditions for normalization.

Perhaps the problem lies in Israel's reluc-

tance to respond in kind. That even such mild

protests as Barak's demarche are virtually un-

heard of is indicative of Israel's acquiescence to

Egyptian abuse. It is largely due to Israel’s

intervention in Congress that Egypt receives

more than S2 billion in American foreign aid,

and the strategic and military cooperation of the

world's only superpower. It may be time for

Jerusalem to reconsider the advisability of such

unbounded, unequivocal support

T
O Israelis, the implied condition the In-

ternational Monetary Fund has attached

to its decision to lend Russia more than

S10 billion over the next three years may seem
familiar. According to IMF officials, tin’s loan,

the second largest In the fund’s history, will be

delivered “only if Russia does not "return to

Communism."
In 1992 then-president George Bush Jinked

granting Israel guarantees for SI Ob. in private

bank loans to the cessation of settlement activi-

ty. It was tantamount to stating that Israel could

get the guarantees only if Labor replaced the

Likud govemmenL
There is, of course, a fundamental difference

between the two cases. The alternative to the

Yeltsin presidency in Russia is a totalitarian

regime which by its very nature will endanger

world peace and stability. For a bank owned and

run by the democracies to link its loans to the

preservation of democracy is not only natural

but eminently justified. In fact, granting loans

without attaching such strings would be foolish

if not irresponsible.

Nor would the bank be remiss in going a step

further. The very same rationale which militates

against lending money to a Communist regime

must apply to governments which support to-

No democracy, no loans
talitarian regimes - particularly if such regimes

have a record of aggression, terrorism and inter-

national piracy. Yeltsin's Russia, for example,

is enabling Iran to construct reactors capable of

producing nuclear weapons. It is warming its*

relations with Libya, reported to be building the

world's largest chemical weapons plant. And it

is also cozying up to Syrian dictator Hafez

Assad, who* owes Russia $7b., mostly for ad-

vanced offensive weapons.

To be completely consistent, Western gov-

ernments should condition loans to developing

countries not only on transparency in bookkeep-

ing and the absence of gross comiption and

outright embezzlements by the regime, but on
the democratization and liberalization of its

politics. Applied to the PLO, such conditions

may have a salutary effect

The State Department continues to write fic-

tions about Yasser Arafat’s adherence to his

Oslo obligations and his tenacious fight against

terrorism, but bank officials may be a little more
realistic. If their criteria for loan eligibility

include democratic rule, due process and honest

government in addition to the absence of monu-
mental corruption, they will have to think long

and hard before giving the Palestinian Authority

a penny.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE ENGINE OF APPEASEMENT

Sir. - Hamaa is killing Jews bv

the busload because, our leaders teil

us. they want to stop the “peace
process.” However. Jewish leaders

have stated quite emphatically that

blowing up buses will noi stop the

“peace process" and it hasn't. The
simplest way for Hamas to stop the

"peace process” would be to elimi-

nate Arafat, which Hamas has not

done. Does anyone seriously believe

that Hamas, or any Arab group, is

opposed to Israel relinquishing con-

trol over territory? Conclusion: (a)

Hamas also supports the “peace
process." (b) Killing Jews is not

designed to stop the ''peace
process."

The fact is terrorist violence is

intended to speed up and to broaden

the benefits of the "peace process."

It exploits Peres's fantasy of a

“New Middle East.” If. as he has

said, "there is no turning back."

then violence becomes a whip to

pressure Israeli leaders to be more
forthcoming. And it works. Peres,

Beilin. Sand and others of the politi-

cal left are on record as having said

that to stop the terror, we must ac-

celerate the "peace process.” we

must jump ahead to the final settle-

ment, we must release more convict-

ed terrorists, we must relinquish

more land, we must allow Palestin-

ians more of the trappings of a polit-

ical state. Tenor is the engine of

appeasement.

Jewish victims have never been

“sacrifices for peace,” an obscene

idea in Ihe first place. They have

been casualties of war. a war that

has not ceased and probably never

will. Terrorists are Palestinian sol-

diers. Arafat, our "peace partner."

has refened to convicted terrorists

as prisoners of war and is on record

as having praised suicide bombers,

bomb makers and terrorists as sol-

diers in the Palestinian cause. The

Arabs have not been dishonest, we
simply choose not to listen. Echoes

from our recent past.

We are at war and we are capitu-

lating. Peres has reconsidered his

original plan of an open and “new”
Middle East and substituted an op-

posite doctrine
-

, “separation." We
are now' walling ourselves in. We
know where that leads to.

DR. CHARLES SADAN
Jerusalem.

RAIL TRAVEL
Sir, - On March 13. a strike by

Israel Railways forced me to travel

in the morning to Tel Aviv by bus on
the highway. It was the first time in

many years I had done this and it

revealed to me the unbelievable

nightmare of our traffic problems.

Are people who choose to drive -

one car=one person - insane? Or are

they gluttons for punishment? No
matter how much is spent on new

highways, they will quickly be ob-

solete as Israelis buy new cars in

record numbers.

There has to be a stop to ihis

craziness. People must be lured out
of their cars with improved public

transport. In reality, they must yearn

to escape the endless tie-ups, fumes
and frustration of being stuck in a

gridlock for long periods.

What do we have to do to bring

our planners to their senses? Rati

transport is the answer, plus vehicles

to deliver people to and from hubs.

Netanva.
JOAN COHEN

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH
Sir, - The fact that our prime

minister has now stated that this

time he really means business with

Arafat because the situation "has

worsened” is too many bus explo-

sions too late. The same way it has

taken him so many bus explosions to

"get tough," it has taken many of us

to decide "enough is enough." How
do we know that this time he really

means business? And does this

mean that, if things get moving now,

then the last several bus explosions

could have been prevented?

I am tired of our “human sacri-

fices" for a "peace” that doesn't

exisL When the other side is genu-

inely interested in peace, then we
can again talk about giving up land

or anything else. Until then, I am
putting my faith in our soldiers to

protect us. And yes, I will eveQ give

Bibi a chance rather than have a

government that has almost consis-

tently gone back on its word.

RUTH SCHWARTZ
Jerusalem.

BEWILDERED
Sir, - T am bewildered by a news

item in The Jerusalem Post of

March 19. We are informed that

Shimon Peres, like the late Yitzhak

Rabin before him, vows that Jerusa-

lem will remain the undivided sov-

ereign capital of Israel forever. We
are further told that, for some time,

the government has been sponsoring

an "academic” research project on

ways to divide Jerusalem with the

Palestinians.

Why docs any government com-

mission a study on ways to do some-

chins it swears it will never do?

GERDA HOFFER
Jerusalem.

OPINION

WHO CAfiES ABOUT PRIMARIES? I WANT AEUSSIM1 IM

25th PLACE, A MOROCCAN IN 27th, A YEMENITE IN

2Sth, AN ETHIOPIAN IN 30th AND THREE HAgEDI

WOMEN BETWEEN 31st AND J|Oth. I KNOW
WHATs &00D FOP THE :

PEOPLE’! ;!
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Importing problems
When the employment of

Palestinian workers by
Israeli fanners, building

contractors, fast-food joints,
garages and sundry other employ-
ers was in its heyday, over half of
the 120.000 Palestinians who
came into Israel daily did so ille-

gally, without clearance from the
security authorities. Nearly all of
the terrorist acts associated with
Palestinian workers came from
those illegal infiltrators.

This anarchic reality is now
being repealed with tbe over
100,000 foreign workers who
have been imported into Israel to

supplant the Palestinians. It is esti-

mated that over half of these for-

eign workers have either entered

Israel illegally or have overstayed

their original contracts.

These Thais who work on our
farms, Filipinas who work, in home
care. Romanians who work mainly
in building, Ghanaians, Nigerians

and others, today constitute 10 per-

cent of our labor force, and employ-
ers and manpower agencies are

pressing to import more. True, these

workers do not constitute the terror-

ist threat similar to that posed by tbe

Palestinians. They do, however;
bring with them other, very serious

long-term problems.

At present, the short-term pros
seem to outweigh the cons in

importing cheap foreign labor to

fuel our overheated economy. But
the problems will become appar-

ent in the not too distant future,

especially when many of these

workers insist on their families

joining them here.

The main reason to oppose this

inundation of foreign nationals is

admittedly an unfashionable one
given the present “post-Zionist,'’

hvper-capitalist phase of our
development. This country was
founded and built by Zionist

dreamers and millions of immi-
grants who responded enthusiasti-

cally to the thesis that not only
were Jews entitled to a homeland
and a state of their own, but that in

YOSEF GOELL

that independent homeland, Jews
should return to working at all the
trades and tasks required for soci-
ety’s functioning.

In short, all labor was honor-
able.

WE ARE told that Jews simply
refuse to do the dirty, dangerous
and slave-wage jobs at the bottom
of the economic heap. There is

The problems of

employing foreign

workers will become
apparent when

they insist on their

families joining

them here

something to this; but we brought
this shameful state upon ourselves
when we decided to tolerate the

who work at urtsluSed but socially

essential jobs.

Many Jews - and Israeli Arabs
who have learned to be just as
finicky - could be found to do
these jobs if the pay was commen-
surate with the unpleasantness, dif-

ficulty and danger they entail. The
massive importation of foreign
workers who work for slave wages
- and in inhuman conditions - is a
mark of shame on our society,

which not long ago was known for

its finely developed social con-
science and social solidarity.

Having such a large stratum of
slave-wage foreign workers at the

bottom of the pile has also been a
major factor in keeping the wages
of Israeli workers at the next to the

bottom level, abysmally low. This
has been one of the main causes

for the rapidly growing income-

gaps between rich and poor over

the pas decade ami more.

The unconscionable employers
of these exploited workers are cer-

tainly to blame for fois. But equal

blame lies with the Histadnrt,

which has consciously closed its

eyes to this exploitation and refus-

es to lift a finger to fight for a min-
imum of human working condi-

tions and a livingwage for foreign

or Palestinian workers.
in tfafs, the Histatfeut has contin-

ued its recoid of. the past few
decades of fighting only for the

high-income salariat as opposed
to the unskilled ™i
workers in the textile and food-

processing industries - most of
whom are Israeli Arabs, women
and new immigrants.

Hie ironically named Labor
Party is certainly partner to that

guilt. But it -should be adm&ed
that there is no party is Israeli pol-
itics that seems to care a whit,

with the passible exception of foe

marginal Commonha Rakab and
tbe Sephardi Shas Party.

Germany, France, Britain and
other western European countries

were in a phase ofrapid economic
jakeoff similar tctjfafrflre:Jtanigr.

terizing today's Israel when they
started importing East Europeans,

Turks arid North and Sab’Shfinui.
African workers m the 1950S sad
’60s to do the slave-wage,- doty
work that their own otizens
refused to do. Ttoo mid three

decades later,, after, .then
economies have taken a downturn
resulting in endemic unemploy-
ment among their own workers,

they find themselves ensnared in

seething xenophobic and racial

hatreds which were absem or mar-
ginal at the outset of that period.

There is no. reason to believe

that wewill prove immune to sim-
ilar catastrophic devdopmeute. ft

is a problem that- deserves to be
addressed with asense of regency.

The writer comments on pubEc
affairs.'

Architects aren’t angels

MAYOR Ehud Olmert’s aqi vmm MCI I UAl IC to avoid future Ramot Polins.

contorted face showed MHLTIVIN INCLUTAUb
Here are we, with a city that ht

that he heard the aimer. not onlv emotional and historic:MAYOR Ehud Olmert’s

contorted face showed
that he beard the anger.

But did he feel the anguish? He
was a speaker at a recent round-
table discussion on architecture

daring the Jerusalem Conference
on Heritage.

After Olmert had his say, audi-
ence members — primarily archi-

tects and architectural students -
had a chance to sound off. As if in

one voice, they vented frustration

and pleaded with Olmert, “Save
our city.”

We have a city with its own dis-

tinctive mystique, still largely
built on an intimate scale, a city

with a human face.

We have valleys that bring our
physical setting to our feet and,
every so often, even without own-
ing a million dollar apartment, we
can lift our eyes to the mountains.
But every bit of what we have is in
danger. The round-table discus-

sion was a chance to face off

hopes and dreams for Jerusalem
versus city hall . Olmert has been
quoted in the press as saying he
wants Jerusalem to have high-
rises, to be like “tbe great cities”

in the West (does he mean
Houston?), that he wants massive
development in the valley at the
entrance to the city, but that the

Old City would be “preserved.

”

Phillipe Brandes. a young archi-

tect in the audience, in a voice
tight with emotion, said, “In urban
planning there's an expression, ‘to

Brussellze a city.' It means to

destroy it. Jerusalem is being
Brussel ized. Our mayor has
opened the doors to high-rises and
speculation. There’s no real demo-
cratic discussion. Tbe quality of
life in this city is going quickly to

the dogs, because of improper
planning.” He received long, sus-

ARLYNN NELLHAUS

tained applause.

Before he left, probably with
great relief, Olmert noted that the

only way to expand the city is to

the east “We can atgue and
argue,” he said, “but at the end of
the day, the political situation will

determine the outcome.”

BLAMING IT all on politics is a

cop-out. Politics has little to do

To Brussellze a city

means to destroy it.

Jerusalem is being

Brusseiized

with esthetics or impact on the
community. Did politics deter-
mine that the Dan Pearl building
(or rather, the Dan Khxnker)
should encroach on the sidewalk
and virtually hang over the street

in apparent flouting of
Jerusalem’s so-called building
code that applies conversely to the
depth of one’s pockets?
Did politics determine foe latest

blight on foe Jerusalem skyline, that

badly designed higb-rise hovering
over Hillel Street? Past mistakes
make no impact on city hall, which
never seems to meet a scorched-
earth builder it didn't love.

Jerusalem should take up the
practice of Paris and Amsterdam,
where, before a project is under-
taken, an international panel of
Impartial architects is called in to
give an opinion. Architects aren’t
angels. That’s why we got the sen-
sibility defying Ramot Polin. But
a panel of experts is indispensable

to avoid future Ramot Folios.

Here are we, with a city that has
not only emotional and historical

importance, but spiritual meaning

far beyond its physical confines;
and our city frUners treat it simply,

like so much real estate. And those
with the right connections can
make a killing. Olmert didn’t
cause the architectural catastro-
phes that now exist Most were his
predecessor’s fimft. But foe future
is on his shoulders.

Is he. blind to the ramifications
of the ideas he bandies about?- Is
he deaf to the anguish expressed
to him the other day? I applaud
Olmert’s firm stand on foe unity of
Jerusalem. May • he- prevail. But
what kind of unified city will we
have? Anonymity replacing inti-
macy? The ' sky darkened? The
mountains crushed under fortress
Jerusalem? Ob, wait - Olmert said
the Old City would be preserved.
How lucky for us. We can lave
Disneyland right here! Buy your
tickets now.

The writer is a freelancer.

POSTSCRIPTS
THIS TIME, the rats were chas-
ing foe cats.

Toulouse police raided the
home of an elderly woman and
discovered she. was living wiih
1,000 rats who amused them-
selves by harassing her cats.

Officers had difficulty entering
foe home because it was crawling
with rats, which foe woman fed

.

with 15 kilos of grain daily. -

They said the rat-lover had
managed to domesticate the rate -
and had apparently not beat bit-
ten by them.

Tlie Jerusalem Post

Wasted
votes

SUSAN HATT1S ROLEF

Before every general elec-

tion, mini-panics appear

like mushrooms after inc

cais. Even though the pmerasof

registering a parry under the

parties Law is extremely cumber-

some, and despite the expense

involved, today there are about

20 newly registered miru-partrev

The fact that they are registered

does not mean that they will run

in foe upcoming elections for the

14th Knesset, but they have foe

option to do so.
. .

The mini-lists are invariably

built around one person, and

their chances of getting into the

KnesseL especially now that the

qualifying threshold is 1.5 per-

cent of all votes cast, are close

to nil. In foe past, when foe qual-

ifying threshold was only l
r
*.

several such parties managed to

get elected. Uri Avneri go! into

foe 6th Knesset (1965) with

14,124 votes, and Shmuel
Flatto-Sharon got into the 9th

(1977) with 35.049, which was
enough for two seats. Famous
political figures, such as Moshc
Dayan in the elections

,
to the

10th Knesset (1981) and Ezer
Weizman in the elections to the

11th (1984) were a little more
successful, but other well-

known figures like Arye (Leva)
Eliav in tbe 19S4 elections and
Yitzhak Moda’i in 1992 failed

dismally.

In May, a list will have to get

over 40.000 votes to get past tbe

qualifying threshold, and it is

doubtful whether any. of today’s

mini-lists will pull this riff. One
could argue foal there is nothing

objectionable about this phenom-
enon, and that foe only barm done
is to tbe pockets of those foolish

enough to try. But this is not so.

In many cases, tbe various politi-

cal Woes are also liable to lose,

because the votes of lists which
do not pass foe qualifying thresh-

old are tasL

In the 1984 elections, the

Center-Left bloc might have got

61 (out of 120) rather than 60
seats- if Efiav hafov’trun separate-

ly, and. then there would have

been no need to set a National

Unity Government In the last

elections, the right-wing religious

; btoc tost w least one and possibly

two critical seats because Yitzhak

I

Moda’i ’s and Rabbi Moshc
Levinger’s lists, as well as the

Tehiya, foiled to_get past the qual-

ifying threshold. As a mrajt, the

--teftMrbtoc won a fittest
-- majority. ....*

. Tbisyear, Labor could lose a
seat if MK Nava Arad insists on
naming at the head of her senior

dtize&s party “<3H,"Moiedei will

lose votes if MK Shaul Gutman
rims al foe head of “Yemin
YisracV* Shas will lose votes if

' Yosef Azran runs at the head of
- “Telem Etnona,” Natan
Sharansky’s party will lose votes
if Ephraim Gar (formerly of the

The votes of lists

which do not pass
the qualifying

threshold are lost

Labor Party and then of the
Likud) and several others insist

on running at foe head of addi-
tional new immigrant parties, and
the new Arab alignment win also
lose votes If there are two to three
additional Arab parties.

OF COURSE, if aQ these splinter
lists actually run no one will lose,
because foe loss of votes to the
two main political blocs will be
about equal. However, if Shimon
Peres is elected prune minister
but is one seat short' of a Left-
Arab blocking majority in the
Knesset, or. if Binyamin
Netanyahu wins the ejection for
premier andis one seat short of a
Right-religious majority, a few of

.

the personalities mentioned
above are liable not only to be in
financial straits but to find them-
selves labeled as traitors to the
greater cause.

What makes all these people
run? Several are members of foe
present Knesset who felt they had
no chance of winning realistic
slots cat the lots of their respec-

..tive parties under the existing pri-
maries system. This is true ofMKs Nava Arad (Labor) and
Ejforaim Gur (Likud). Several are
members of this Knesset but
either fed out with the leaders of
their parties or became disap-
peared wish the policiesfoey fol-
lowed. This is true of.MKs Azran
and Gutman. Some undoubtedly
have Napoleon complexes, . or
nave convinced themselves- (or
been convinced by others) that the
causes which they represent
(besides the fulfillment of their
own personal ambitions) will be
neglected unless they get into the
Knesset.

,What .foey all have in
common is. an extreme lack of
realism. •

A™* .as toithese. imra-parties’
prospective .voters, if they
want their ‘ Votes- to count, foev
:had better reconsidertheir choice.

Est*”**
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in Bosnia’s Killing: Fields
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Lazete, Bosnia -and Herzegovina
field of mud, in the rain, three men were digging

last week. It was a forlorn scene. One.man was; pulling up chunks of clay out of the short trench they
'

.

were making. The "other two were clearing the
dripping clay byhandfrom their shovels after each bite
into the ground. In a small meadow of a remote valley,
-these workers could easily have been three Bosnian
peasants stuck with the task of digging a welt •

But, about .four feet down, they pulled -a man's
jacket out of the ground, examined it and put it in a
plastic bag. And on a trail just above them were some
investigators, wearing .tight, white waterproof gloves,
gingerly poking their fingers into a pileof rubbish.They
were examining layer upon layer of the remains of
human life. They had found pieces of clothing, identity
documents, a tin can, a pack of cigarettes, a small
mattress. They were placing numbered yellow markers
near some of the items. And did team leader was
narrating the findings into a tape recorder.

These men, members of the Srebrenica Team, of

the International' Criminal. Tribunal fpr the Former
Yugoslavia, were doing a preUminary Assessment of

what seems to be the site of a mass- execution and
burial Last week, they were beginning to assemble
evidence that they hope will bring mass murderers to

justice. In particular, they Were searching the wreck-
age for something that would pin these killings on the

Bosnian Serb leaders Radovan Karadzic: and Gea
Raiko Mladic, both of whom have both,been indicted by
the tribunal on war crimes charges.!.

. The Key Case -

Last July, the fornSer- United Nations “safe area”

of Srebrenica was overrun by Bosnian Seib forces.

Muslim women and children were put. on. buses and

expelled to Boaiian GdWrinrient territory. And, if wit-

nesses are right, between^3,000 and 8,000 men were

executed at sites scattered over 35 miles between

Srebrenica and where the investigators were digging.

The tribunal has' begun its investigations with the

Srebrenica case for a number of reasons. In a war

where war crimes were plenty, what happened in

Srebrenica is stjjl viewed as extreme. And Srebrenica

has a number of witnesses who can document most of

the steps that lead from the ory to the mass graves.

What's more, die tribunal thinks it can directly tie

General Mladic and Dr. Karadzic to the killings.

Thus this search for evidence is becoming a test of

an effort to bring a touch of justice to the Balkans. For.
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Continued on page 2 Elizabeth Rehn, a U.N. special envoy for human rights, looks at a skull in the woods near Srebrenica.
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Benefit of tiie Doubt . .

Justice may be blind.

What about judges?
J ByDon Van Natta Jr.

The Envelope, Please

Reviewing the Vatican’s

list of best films ever. -

By Gustav Niebuhr

The Envelope, Please II

Making the most of

foreign aid.

By Howard W. French

Remembering Ron Brown

So Visible, but From Which Angle?

By STEVEN A.HOLMES

vV, I

Washington

A
BRUPT death often deifies people,

converting complex personalties

k infused with character and frail--

Lues into paragons of vhsdomand

ariu So it was with John F. Kennedy.

Martin Luther King Jr and, now.Xo«J-

merce Secretary

America today, the dead, of a highly^
hw» African-American like Mr. Brown pro-

d«“her change: the tra^omaum
of a living, breathing human being inwa

larger-than-life symbol, embodying wha^^

ever'any commentator
feels is B

right - with the current state of race

relations and black progress.

-As Washington stre^l« to come “

grips with Mr. Brown s death last “

renectioh -
the viewer's race and ideology- __—
Talentand Achievement

cAm£ innk at him and -see 8

ea^Ve of what blacks can accompbshrf

whites would Rented guy
chawe i^crt JROT

wasa^
Rev.

Sop^»^» u’osewho

^T^wed Mr. Brown of a

middle^lass famdy) as ^
no longer a ^ner to^c^^ _^
cies such as ®

ay - should be

they consider unfair anyw y ^ m
jettisoned. ‘‘By any^ pohucal
amazing president of

. arena," said public interest

the Institute for Jusn
tive action,

faw firm that opposes
American sys-

“I? kind of 4t brains and
tern works; that ri regardless of

talent you can rise to the top res

' your race."

Hiding Out
Underneath
The Big Sky

n/The N<?» T.jitTimvs

After hearing that Ronald H. Brown’s plane was missing, people at the Commerce Department were in a state of shock.

But Mr. Brown was also viewed as a

cpllout by some more militant blacks

—

former Representative Gus Savage of Illi-

nois once sneeringly derided him as “Ron

Reiae." He was also considered by some

as an example of a black man who did not

forget where he had come from, often

using his position to promote younger tal-

ented blacks. And many people, particu-

larly business executives he dealt with as

Commerce Secretary. ,
say they did not

see his race at all when they looked at him,

just skill at deal-making and promoting

American business interests abroad.

Adding to the Confusion

For his part. Mr. Brown contributed to

this confusion. After Bill Clinton’s victory

in 1992, Mr. Brown steadfastly refused to

take on any of the Cabinet positions that

had traditionally gone to minorities, in-

stead, he insisted on getting the top post at

State, Defense or Commerce, positions

where the world would be his stage and he

people he would deal with would be for-

eign ministers or corporate executives, not

civil rights leaders or big city mayors. In

fact, virtually nobody doubted his creden-

tials to deal power with anyone, black or

white. "Ron would not consider being Sec-

Cnnlinued on page 3

By TIMOTHY EGAN

Helena. Mom.

t
\ST CHANCE GULCH leads into the old stone

buildings of Montana’s capital, to Lewis and

Clark County Jail, which now holds a man sus-

pected of being one of the most sought-after

fugitives of the century'. Last Chance is not just a name
for a main drag. In Montana, it seems like a state motto.

For Theodore J. Kaczynski. the student prodigy

who graduated from Harvard at age 20. the promising

math professor, Montana was the best of all hideouts.

Virtually everybody in the hamlet near his one-room

cabin knew him. but nobody asked who he really was.

Now, of course, Mr. Kaczynski, as the chief suspect

in the Unabom case, is on his way to becoming a

household name. At the same time, a band of tax-

hating individualists and accused check forgers called

Freemen wait out an F.B.I. siege on the other side of the

state. The liming of the two events is utterly coinciden-

tal. but suddenly people all over the world are wonder-

ing what it is about the Big Sky Country that makes it

such a shelter for people who want to hide or otherwise

thumb their nose at the idea of an organized society.

U is not, it turns out, a foolish question.

"There is this idea here that your neighbor’s

business is your neighbor’s business until it actually

causes harm to you,” said Ken Toole, of the Montana

Human Rights Network. The organization monitors

hate groups and extremists, and has had a busy year.

"Much as I would like to deny it, there is no doubt

that we have become a haven for some of these militia

leaders and extremisis." said Mr. Toole. "Yet, this is

also a state that has stood up. to these people.”

But it is also state where a hermit, a fugitive or an

extremist can go for years without feeling a ounce of

pressure. There are fewer than a half-dozen people per

square mile in Montana, and no daytime speed limit.

Garfield County, where the Freemen are holed up. is as

big as Connecticut, and it has only two law enforcement

officers.

Even in the West, where individualism and self-

reliance survive as regional values. Montana stands

out. It is the third most sparsely populated state in the

nation, and there is a long history of unconventional

attitudes toward what constitutes law and order. In the

second half of the 19th century, the state was a haven

for outlaws and, in response, a center of vigilaniism; it

also was a hotbed of labor radicalism where miners

Continued on page 3
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And Now, the Kinder, Gentler Merger
By MARK LANDLER

P
ACIFIC TELESIS and SBC Communications
made a bit of history last week — and not just

because they became the first of the Baby Bells

to grow up and get married. In announcing
their $17 billion merger, the two regional Bell telephone
companies promised not to dismiss any workers.

In fact. Edward E. Whitacre Jr., the plain-spoken
chairman of SBC (originally Southwestern Bell), said

the deal would generate 1,000 new jobs in California,

where SBC plans to offer long-distance telephone serv-

ice. "The union of these companies is not about lay-

offs," Mr. Whitacre declared.

in this decade of downsizing, such a pledge sounds
almosL heretical. By promoting the merger as a job

creator rather than a job destroyer. Mr. Whitacre is

flouting the conventional wisdom on Wall Street about
how to sell such deals to shareholders. But he feels that

SBC's broader horizons will enrich its 100,000 workers
— everyone from cable splicers to senior executives —
bringing both a robust share price and swift govern-
ment approval of its deal.

To many industry experts, Mr. Whitacre’s rhetoric

is the latest evidence chat downsizing is itself being
downsized, at least up to a point. In addition to SBC,
several other companies have either soft-pedaled the

role of layoffs in their new corporate combinations, or
held up their commitment to job security as a vinue in

announcing mergers.
For that, rank-and-file workers can probably thank

the odd combination of a politician and the nation’s

largest phone company. In January, AT&T said it would
slash 40,000 jobs, one of the biggest corporate bloodlet-

tings ever. Patrick J. Buchanan promptly made down-
sizing, and the anxiety it causes, a theme of his Presi-

dential campaign.

With his harsh criticism of AT&T's top executives,

Mr. Buchanan managed to turn the company’s layoffs

— which it had blandly justified as a response to

technological change — into a symbol of corporate

America’s ruthless pursuit of profits over the welfare of

the worker. Newsweek even placed AT&T's chairman,

Robert E. Allen, in a police lineup of chief executives on
its cover, under the headline "Corporate Killers,"

"AT&T has had to face withering criticism,” said

John Challenger, vice president of Challenger. Grey &
Christmas, a Chicago "outplacement" firm, which
helps companies find jobs for employees who have been

laid off. “We're beginning to see some authentic efforts

to redress the loss of good will that has come from
downsizing."

Reading Political Tea Leaves

But if these companies are astutely reading the

political winds — and backing it up with a real commit-
ment to saving jobs — they may not be pursuing the

soundest business course. The economic pressures that

drive corporate downsizing have not gone away. In-

deed, few companies face the triple whammy of global

competition, technological change and demand for

stock performance more keenly than the Baby Bells.

Given that, some industry experts wonder if all the talk

about jobs is merely a public-relations ploy.

SBC is not the only company that has.iried-'to turn
the ambient fear over layoffs to its advantage. First

Bank recently used the threat of downsizing as ammu-
nition in its takeover battle for a big Los Angeles bank.
First Interstate. Wells Fargo, based in San Francisco,

had mounted a rival bid for Che bank, contending thac.it

could extract huge savings by Shutting down 400 neigh-
boring branches and dismissing the employees.

So First Bank, which is based in faraway Minne-
apolis, took out full-page ads in California newspapers
to dramatize its more benign intentions, the bank said

Suddenly, consolidations are

about saving jobs. Is it real

or just public relations?

it would reduce only 6,000 positions, while it claimed
that Wells Fargo would whack 10,000 jobs. In case the

arithmetic didn't make the point, the ads carried a
headline warning: "It’s not a fire, flood, or an earth-

quake. But it could be a disaster for California.” In the

end. First Bank lost out to Wells Fargo's richer bid.

After weeks of drubbing from Mr. Buchanan and
other critics, AT&T has tried to put a human face on its

financial engineering. In a recent Newsweek column
responding to the magazine's caver story, Mr. Allen

wrote about the personal anguish he suffered in order-

ingthe cutbacks. The company also recently published

full-page ads inThe New York Timesand other newspa-

pers urging other companies to consider hiring people

laid off by AT&T. '
.

"II this were a prize fight of 12 rounds.” said Burke

Stinson^ an AT&T spokesman who has helped shape the

company's strategy, **J would say we lost round one ;
we

lost round two; we.fought to a draw in round three; and

pretty soon, we’U start winning rounds.”

Even companies that are still promoting deals

because of their cost savings are playing down layoffs.

Aetna Life and Casualty, which announced last week

that it would acquire U.S. Healthcare, promised to

generate $300 million in savings by melding the two

insurance companies. But in the same press release.

Aetna said, ‘‘We will be sensitive to the interests of our

employees.”

Such warm but vague pledges make some observ-

ers wonder how sincere the companies are about about

their promises. Executives at rival phone companies,

for example, said they doubted that SBC could avoid

wholesale cutbacks. “You just know there are head-

quarters staffs and other corporate functions that will

overlap." Mr. Challenger said.

Times Mirror has devised a novel Way to deal with

such skepticism. The publishing company, which has

announced sweeping job cuts at its newspapers, recent-

.

ly announced that it would sell its educational publish-

ing division.' But Times Mirror wants these employees
to stay in their jobs. So it awarded them a $1,000 bonus
to remain with, the company through its transition to. a

hew owner. Of course, once the company changes
hands, all bets are off.

Doubting Harolds

Looking Inside a Judge’s Mind
By DON VAN NATTA Jr.

J
UDGES don't like to admit they make
mistakes (they prefer to take their

chances with a higher court). They do
not often apologize for something they

said. And rarely, if ever, do they change
their mind about a case.

Which makes last week's about-face by
Federal District Judge Harold Baer Jr.

even more remarkable. While reversing his

politically unpopular decision to toss out

evidence against a confessed drug courier,

the judge also expressed regret for his now-

infamous remark that it was reasonable for

people to run from the police in the Wash-
ington Heights neighborhood of upper Man-
hattan. where police officers are seen as

"corrupt, abusive and violent." In reinstat-

ing the evidence. Judge Baer, who sits in

Manhattan, sent his regrets to “the dedicat-

ed men and women in blue who patrol the

streets of our great city.”

Legal experts said it’was hard to believe

that both rulings were written by the same
judge. Whether or not the turnabout result-

ed from new testimony heard at a rehearing

last month or from overwhelming political

pressure, it seems clear that in making both

decisions Judge Baer — far from acting as
an impassive instrument of justice — was
grappling with some very human issues.

For the public, it is sometimes easy to forget

that even the mosi basic principles of the

criminal justice system, starling with the

presumption of innocence, are administered

through the filter of a judge’s own set of

perceptions and instincts.

In every courthouse, people wonder:

What goesthrough the minds of those men
and women in black robes as they glower
over their provinces? How do they really

decide?

Man or Machine?
Thomas Jefferson said a judge should

strive to be no more than a "mere ma-
chine." But there are fewr exemplars of that

ideal to be found these days. The closest

living example may be Harold J. Rothwax.

an irascible State Supreme Court justice in

Manhattan, whose new book’s title.

“Guilty," summarizes his assessment of the

criminal justice system. The word also

sums up his. assumption about defendants

who come before him.
When gazing down at a defendant from

his bench. Judge Rothwax never asks him-
self, “Is he innocent?" At this point, the

presumption of innocence does not apply in

Judge Rothwax's thoughts.

Instead, he asks, "Is he probably guilty?"

"Actually, our system is a system of

probability screenings," Judge Rothwax
said recently. "A defendant is brought be-

fore a judge and the first question the judge
asks is, 'is it probable that he committed a
crime?' If the answer is yes, the defendant
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Judge Harold Baer Jr. disparaged the police, and later sent regrets.

is kept in the system and moved on a track

toward triaL If the answer is no, the case is

dismissed and the defendant goes home.
"From the time of the defendant’s arrest

to the time of the defendant's trial, there are
five, six, seven different screenings. So by
the time that defendant goes to trial, he has
been found to be probably guilty."

Although most judges would never admit
it. Judge Rothwax's presumption of proba-
ble guilt is routinely the standard they use

at arraignments and bond hearings. Jurors,

on the other hand, are supposed to presume
that a defendant is innocent until proven
guilty beyond a- reasonable doubt ni- >

"Nowhere is • it- written but -it- is widely:'.’

believed that the defendant gets, the benefit:.*: *

of the doubt on the facts and the prosecutor
gets the benefit of the doubt" on rulings

based on interpretations of the law, said H.

Richard Uviller, a professor of law at Co-

lumbia University.

In search-and-seizure cases, most judges'

decisions lum on the credibility of the key
witnesses. Who is more believable, the po-

lice or the suspect? It is not a secret in most
courthouses that judges have rarely doubt-

ed the testimony of police officers.

Judge and Jury
Stephen J. Schulhofer, a professor at the

University of Chicago Law School, said a

recent survey of judges, prosecutors and
defense lawyers in the Midwest found that

72 percent of the respondents said judges
were "less likely than they should be to

disbelieve police testimony."

Although there is a trend to limit judicial

discretion, especially in the meting out of

sentences in Federal court, judges still have
a lot of leeway when deciding pretrial mo-
tions made by prosecutors or defense law-

yers. In those early stages of a case they

serve as both judge and juror. It is a tricky

juggling act: die facts must be weighed
against the demands of the law, and some-
times one can get in the way of the other.

Judges, like jurors, must use common
sense when gauging the truthfulness of wit-

nesses, lawyers and defendants. They do it

by listening and watching. Sometimes, they
go by the gut. And once in a while they step

aside and allow the gods of fate to take over.

In 1982. a Criminal Court judge in Man-
hattan named Alan 1. Friess let the flip of a
coin decide the jail sentence of a defendant
convicted of pickpocketing. "I’m prepared

Fred R. CotirndiThe New York Times'

Judge Harold J. Rothwax asks ‘Ts he probably guilty?” and has no regrets.

to allow you to decide your own fate," Judge
Friess told the defendant, "and if you're a
gambling man. I'll permit you to flip a coin

for that purpose."
Heads, he would get 30 days in jail, tails.

20. The pickpocket called tails, and won.
Afterward, His Honor attributed the coin-

flip idea to his personal "style."

Judges who fancy themselves trail blazers
or even poets can often get into trouble with
the public. Much of the time, these judges'
recorded musings have nothing to do with

the issues in the case.

"The temptation for a judge to make
unnecessary, extraneous comments is very
great because there is no one to edit their
opinions," said Anthony E. Davis, an ad-
junct professpr of law at Brooklyn Law
School and the Benjamin N. Cardoza School
of Law. "Certainly, the Baer case will rein
in most judges' temptations, as long as the
memory of what happened to him is fresh.
And, you know what? That mav not be such
a bad thing.”

[I
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Harvesting the Evidence in Bosnia
Continued from pa^e I

now. though, the investigators say they are prohibited

from talking to the press about the case. So one can

learn what is going on only by waiching the team of

three men digging a trench, following their four fellow

investigators as they pile up evidence nearby, and

talking to people who are familiar with the forensic

investigations of other mass killings.

Dr. Robert Kirschner and Eric Stover, who are

associated with Physicians for Human Rights, which is

doing the forensic investigations lor the war crimes

tribunal, won't discuss this case. But they say human

rights inquiries are like what local police do at a

homicide site.

“A war crime creates a crime scene." said Dr.

Kirschner. "That's how we treat it. We recover foren-

sic evidence for prosecution and create a record which

cannot be successfully challenged in court."

Mr. Stover agrees. "The approach to gathering

evidence in Winnemucca. N'ev.. or m Srebrenica is

exactly the same." he said.

The approach may be the same, hut the task is

much bigger. For one thing the crime scene, marked off

bv vellow barrier tape, is more than 15,000 square feet.

And there appears to have been extensive tampering

with the evidence. Much of the earth has been dug up,

and manv bodies may have been removed.

For all of the complications, there is one thing that

makes this investigation easier. In most murder cases,

prosecutors have tu present the proverbial fingerprints.

In this case, the prosecutors won't even have lo show
that the defendants touched the victims. It will probably
be enough to show that the Bosnian Serbs who executed

thousands of men were in fact under the command of

General Mladic and Dr. Karadzic.

Taking Random Samples
What's more, the war crimes investigators need

not examine all the bodies fully. Dr. Kirschner said that

with large graves, random samples are enough- "If 100

of 1,000 bodies, selected randomly from a site, have all

been shot, then you can safely say that most of the 1 ,000

bodies have been shot," he said. And even if many of the

bodies have been reduced to skeletons, said Mr. Stover,

there will be remnants of clothing and other objects in

the ground, along with the bones— enough to determine
who most of the victims were and what killed them.

The War Crimes Tribunal, which was created by
the United Nations Security Council, has only a small
staff and two court rooms. One spokesman estimated

that the tribunal could only handle about 20 trials a

year. That means that most of the war crimes in Bosnia
• will be prosecuted by local authorities, or not at all.

The Bosnian cases that the tribunal takes on are

being investigated by 9 or 10 reams, with specific

people, or small groups, as targets. The targets are

chosen not only by the seriousness of the crime, but also

by how easy the suspects are to catch and prosecute.

In war crimes cases, just as in other types of crime,

the idea is to find physical evidence that will either

convict by itself or that will bolster the credibility of

witnesses. As it turns out, much of che Srebrenica case

depends on witnesses — the men who survived the

executions and say they remember what happened.
But are they trustworthy and credible? If the

witnesses are correct in details that can be checked —
how many victims, how they were dressed, how they

were killed and buried — then it's easier to believe

them when they say they saw General Mladic directing

the troops just before the killings began.

The investigators, Americans, French, and British,

are somberly diligent and quieL Among the things they

have piled up are many strips of cloth which match
survivors' descriptions of blindfolds the victims wore.

This seems to strengthen the witnesses' credibility.

From Argentina to Rwanda
Srebrenica is not the first place where forensic

science has been brought to bear on a case of mass
murder. A recent precedent was set more than 10 years
ago in Argentina. In 1984 some forensic investigators.

including Mr. Stover and Dr. Kirschner, took on one
case of murder out of the thousands of murders that
had allegedly been committed by Argentina's militarv
junta. Starting with that, they helped convict eight of
the top officers responsible for the mass murders.

The practice of using forensic evidence to pros-
ecute mass murders was also used in El Salvador
Honduras, Rwanda and elsewhere.

In its short history, the process of ferreting out
mass murderers has become more effective. "We have
moved from reading a report by a human rights group
on same greauragedy, to actually getting the case and
we expect.hthe guilty, into court,” said Mr. Stover

Kenneth Roth, the executive director of Human
Rights Watch, sees the Bosnian case as a key Before
this tribunal began to investigate and prosecute sus-
pects in the former Yugoslavia, he said, human rights
groups were often limited to putting moral or economic
pressure on murderous governments.

Now. Mr. Roth said, the investigation in the
former Yugoslavia is "actually a revolutionary mo-
ment in the history of the human rights movement "
Investigators here don't want to create a historical
record as much as they want to jail the criminals and
deter others from committing similar crimes.

One expert on war crimes investigations deftlv
defined the investigators' new outlook. "They are * il

y

said "very practical."
' *
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TheodoreJ hear Lincoln, Mont,-would ride his bicycle into town along this stretch of Stemple Pass Road.
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Last we^k, Mr KaCzynksi was charged

only with a singie odd fek>oy^— poss^sing

bomb conjponems nor registered to him in

the National Firearms Registration Trans-

fer Record— btihe is said by the Federal

authorities to be* prhaesuspect.in the case

of the Unaboxnber: The mail-bomb terrorist,

who has written of his hatred for the way
technology is transforming society, has

killed three people and injured 27dyerfn 18-

knew his name; aB^^^i ^homey rural

mailbox with Ted KaciyraTcS stenciled on it

. “He would wave. wave,” said

Eileen Uatdberg, who*a^ved down the

Stemple Creek Road Kaczynski

for more than 20 years. ^T^TOaild say hi. I

would say’ hi. He would bring trie parsnips

from his garden. I would bring him beets.” ,.

And did she ever ask her neighbor of 20

' years what he did to earn money, or where
' hehad aisappairedto over stretches of time?

f'l yrould never.have asked.” said Mrs.

. Lundberg-'Tt was none of ray. business."

fthichis what made the place perfect. For

until anyoneknew who he was, all the. satel-

li&» surveillance in the Federal arsenal

couldn't home in on this suspect— as it did

shortly before the arrest

'Tnthe cities you suspectthe worst, but in

the country you expect the best until proven

otherwise,” said Andy Malcolm, press sec-

retary to Montana's- Governor, Marc Raci-

coy so it was when dozens of F.B.L agents

began showing up in Lincoln, an unincorpo-

'rated village, 50 miles from Helena and four

miles from Mr. Kaczynski’s cabin, weeks
ago, and nobody asked any questions. Peo-

ple say they thought the agents were just a

bunch of guys on an extended snowmobile

outing Even though the FJB.I. took all 4

cabins and 16 motel rooms at the Seven-Up

Pete Ranch, the owner, Wayne Cashman,
said, “When you’re running a business, you

don’t ask questions."

More than 300 miles east of here, on a

ranch in the high, frozen plains of eastern

Montana, a dozen fugitives who cal] them-

selves Freemen have been holed up. Most of

the Freemen, who are.wanted pn~^ multi-

A neighbor of 20 years

never thought of

asking if Mr.

Kaczynski had a job.

million dollar check fraud scheme, have
been on the ranch for more than a year,

saying that what they do is none of the

Government’s business. They have their

own courts, own laws, own judges and own
money, they say.

' On the western side of the state, in the tiny

mountain town of Noxon, is the Militia of

Montana, a very media-savvy group of

about dozen people, most ofthem new arriv-

als to the Big Sky State. Between monitoring

for black helicopters and issuing warnings

.about global domination, they make appear-

ances on such shows as “This Week With

David Brinkley,” feeding a stereotype of

this state as a place where the oxygen of

public discourse is different, to say the least.

In the last week, there have been dozens

of calls into tourism offices in Billings, the

state’s largest city, from people who wonder
if it's safe to drive through Montana without

bumping into an armed siege, a most want-

ed fugitive, or a bunch of middle-aged men
in camouflage outfits.

“I come from ihe South, and I didn't

spend my whole life being stereotyped as as

racist redneck, only to come out here where
we are stereotyped as being a bunch of

Nazis," said Rick Bass, a writer who lives in

the Yaak Valley of northwest Montana.

About five years ago, hundreds of people

poured into Paradise Valley, just above
Yellowstone, -saying They were preparing

for unclear Armageddon. They belonged to

the ‘Church Universal and Triumphant, and
most of them purchased a bomb shelter

from the church when they arrived. Though
neighbors were alarmed, they could not do
anything about it: Montana has no zoning.

The open space lends to amplify the ac-

tions of a few. So, if a liny group in New
York suddenly declared that the Govern-

ment was illegal, they would be laughed 3t.

or, more likely, ignored. Here, they buy a

ticket to “Nightline."

The open space also provides an enor-

mous amount of room to roam. “When I

worked for the Forest Service we would

occasionally bump into people up in the

Bitterroots, in little cabins, and you were
never sure where came from or whether

they would ever come out," said Mr. Toole.

Mr. Kaczynski. in one respect, was a

rather ordinary Montana recluse, a matted-

hair hermit in an olive-drab sweathshirt,

and an Army backpack — a “sweet little

neighbor,” as one Lincoln resident called

him.
The Lundbergs would occasionally give

him rides to Helena. But they wouldn't ask

him about his travel plans. "This is God’s

Country," said Mrs. Lundberg. “Wide open

spaces. It doesn’t pay to snoop."

V*

So Visible, From Many Angles
Continued from page

D or Health and Human Serv-

Mr. Jackson said. "He was a

I a majority dream.”

dn’t mean Mr. Brown turned

jsues of concern to blacks and

ties. Indeed, civil rightsJead-

s of the Congressional Black

oeople inside the Admimstra-

SS the “go-to gyy” — the one

ou sought to carry your mes-

the White House on issues of

Leased year when a debate

the Administration over affiij

i. Some, such as the

Dick Morris,

he could derail a

> by backing away from suf^

and gender-based

jeTSve preferences to minor-

Supers like Mr.

try Henry Cisneros urged tha

emfaers'of the staff, tWre w«
of how m deal with Mornss

i one person ^volvedm

deliberations and who spok

-nAMftnitv. “Having an ac

Se^eighttotheadvi«
%s a comfort’’ Mr. Moms

Sd could not be reached for

* the cause of mainstream

’’tlK^epuhUc, there hatte

been very few people who, if they were of a

mind, could walk into an Oval Office, look a

President in the eye and say, “If it wasn’t

for me, you wouldn’t be here.” The late

Richard J. Daley, who delivered Chicago to

John F. Kennedy in 1960, was one. Alexan-

der Hamilton, who threw the Federalists'

support to Thomas Jefferson in 1800, was

another. Mr. Brown, who refinanced; re-

energized and unified the Democratic Par-

ty after its loss in 1988, was the only African-

American who could make that claim.

There is little doubt that he did represent

the next stage in black development He

moved between the still largely separate

black and white worlds with seeming ease

and grace. He symbolized the movement of

black leadership away from the pulpit and

groups like the NAA.CLP. and into the

broader political and corporate arenas. He

attended an all-white private college in Ver-

mont, lived in an upscale — and racially

mixed — neighborhood in Washington, hob-

nobbed with the rich.

Some Weren’t Confused

He also appeared to play close to the

ethical edge and was the subject of an

investigation (concluded since his death),

into charges that he improperly received

payments from former business partners

after becoming Commerce Secretary. At

the same time, he continued to confront

racism when he thought he saw it — espe-

cially when it came from Republicans.

But if Mr. Brown evokes a confusion, it is

focused mainly among wfaires. For in his

adeptness at playing many roles, he was the

In an ability to straddle

worlds, a model for

black professionals.

very model for the increased number of

blacks striding into the professional class—
with varying degrees of success — who
must straddle two different and often mutu-

ally suspicious worlds. As they deal with

enhanced opportunities, glass ceilings,

grumblings from whites that they are too

willing to play the race card, and self-doubts

about whether they are becoming Uncle

Toms, they can look ac Mr. Brown and see

something startlingly familiar. Themselves.

In a 1988 essay, Shelby Steele divided

blacks who deal often with whites into two

classes: "bargainers” and "challengers.”

In exchange for entry into the mainstream,

the bargainers grant that whites are inher-

ently fair-minded. The challengers, on the

other hand, demand entry and believe

whites must prove their innocence.

"When a black bargains, he may invoke

the gratitude factor and find himself cher-

ished beyond the measure of his achieve-

ment," Mr. Steele wrote. “When he chal-

lenges, he may draw the dark projections of

whites and become a source of irritation to

them. If he moves back and forth between

these two options, as I think many blacks do
today, he will likely baffle whites."

ta

2 Deaths — One Then, One Now

On Losing a Father,

A Newspaperman
By JOHN DARNTON

London

J

OURNALISM is not just a job. Any
reporter who is good at what he does

believes this on some level, no mat-
ter how he tries to wrap the senti-

ment in cynicism. I don't know how
others came to that conviction, but in my
case it was thrust upon me. accepted as
part of family lore.

1 was 1 1 months old when my father

died in 1942. killed as a war correspond-
ent for The New York Times by friendly

fire in the Pacific. 1 have no memory of

htm
;
nor does my brother. Bob, who was

two and a half years older and who stood
at the door and watched him walk away,
a towering figure in khaki uniform with a
dashing moustache that stands out in all

the photographs.

The story of how he died was raised, in

our tight little circle of three, to the sta-

tus of epic. A veteran of the Red Arrow A
Division in World War I, he was too old at

45 to fight in World War II but volun-

teered to go as a correspondent.

In an advance landing craft, he was
with a unit moving along the coast of

New Guinea. In a pocket-sized notebook,

he scrawled sights and sounds along the

way, collecting color for his story (one
bird had a cry that sounded as if it were
rebuking him for overwriting and “wast-
ing cable tolls” ). Then a plane flew over-

head. us markings unclear. “Jap or
ours?” he scribbled. He continued taking
notes as the plane passed over. Then it

returned and dropped a bomb.
It exploded some distance away, but

shrapnel struck and killed the skipper.

Lieui. Bruce Fahnestock. My father

grabbed the wheel. The plane circled, re-

turned and dropped a second bomb,
which sent a piece of metal straight into

the back of his neck. Death, we were told

at the time, was instantaneous. No one
else was hurt.

Our mother never remarried- From
time to time my brother and I would sug-

gest a possible suitor, but she never fol-

lowed up on our suggestions and I sus-

pect we would have been disappointed if

she had. Often the discussions of our fa-

ther’s death led io discussions of dicta
:

lorship and then of democracy and the’

imperative to defend it, always.

Often the talks would move on to jour-

nalism. A family recovers from death by-

giving it meaning, and in our family the

article of failh was that he died as a

newspaperman, seeking out the truth

and giving voice to people fighting for

their country half a world away. The
talks were not always easy ; even 25

years later, my mother would still cry
while rereading a letter he wrote to his

older brother Tom, in which he talked of

the need to defeat Hitler and Hirohito to

make the world fit for his two sons.

My brother tried newspapering after

college, but gave it up for his first love,

history. Family tradition had picked me
for an engineer. But 1 suppose it was pre-

ordained that when I graduated from col-

lege and married, my thoughts would

turn to a job on a paper. On my first day.

I was scared, but I learned to hide the

fear and watch other newspaper people

to see how they vjjem about what they did.

Over time, a strange thing happened —
my father became not less, but more, of a

presence. A handful at The Times re-

membered him, though often with a
vagueness 1 found exasperating. A re-

tired city editor told us he had filmed him
on a home movie; my brother and I sat

stiffly on a couch and watched as the

back of his head passed for one second
across a grainy screen. An elderly wom-
an who said she knew him well called me
to set up a meeting

; my wife and 1 trav-

eled to a Victorian house overlooking the

Hudson, and as she opened the door, she
stared into my eyes and gasped : “Yes.
Barney Damion's son.” 1 retrieved his

clips from the paper's morgue and read
his coverage of an election in California

’

and his war reporting. Once he
-

dodged
fire by jumping into a trench, where he
landed his knee "in the back of a private

from Brooklyn."

T HESE episodes were like visi-

tations. The most profound hap-
pened in 1976. eight years after

my mother died, in the weeks
before I went off to cover wars in Africa.

A package arrived from The Chicago
Tribune. It contained his notebook, taken
off his body by a colleague who left it in a
filing cabinet where it turned up 34 years
later. In it 1 read of the birds and of Lieu-

tenant Fahnestock's death and saw the

notation “Jap or ours?” — a foreshadow-
ing of the confusion that led to his death,

since the plane that attacked his vessel

turned out to be American after all.

The visitations tapered off for awhile,

but resumed recently with several let-

ters from unknown men, veterans most-
ly. We realized they were writing be-

cause they had reached a certain age and
were putting their affairs in order. Some
of them wrote at length of ihe Pacific and
the war, an outpouring of names and
memories and descriptions that were
surprisingly vivid. Some of the letters

were very matter-of-fact, others sad in

an almost wistful way. Some unburdened
themselves of long-buried secrets. One
man. contradicting what we had been
told earlier about the circumstances of

my father's death, recalled how brave

our f3iher had been as he was being

rowed to shore, lying wounded for hours.

I thought of these things as 1 learned of

the death last week of another Times cor-

respondent, Nathaniel Nash, who died

along with Secretary’ of Commerce Ron
Brown and more than 30 others in a plane

crash in Croatia — for Mr. Nash was the

first Times correspondent since World
War 1/ to be killed while working on a
story- 1 thought of how, no matter what.

Mr. Nash will be a presence in the lives of

his three children, who will hear or him
for years to come from his friends and
colleagues.

And I was pleased to read that he had
said, speaking of the challenge of work-
ing at a newspaper, that “to thrive there

you can't be cynical

Byron “Barney” Damton. killed in 1942. Another Times correspondent,

Nathaniel C. Nash, was killed last week in a plane crash in Croatia.
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The World

Donors of Foreign Aid
Have Second Thoughts

By HOWARD W. FRENCH

Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso

T
HE 199Q's have proven a grim time for foreign

aid as we know it— the grants and loans that are

the traditional form of international develop-

ment assistance. Everywhere these days, it

seems, support for such aid is dwindling, and once-

generous donors are focusing their energies inward.

It hasn't helped, of course, that three decades of

foreign development assistance in the third world has

failed to lift the poorest of the poor in Africa and Asia

much beyond where they have always been.

Alarmed by the downward spiral of their budgets,

and chastened by the lack of results, many of the

world’s leading aid agencies have begun the most
serious rethinking of their efforts since the boom days

of the development aid business began in the 1960's.

Two New Approaches
Most dramatically, they are beginning to suggest

something that once was heard only from outright

enemies of foreign aid: that big.cash outlays to central

governments may only pave the way to corruption.

Pan of the reason for thi&.s.kifi is competition from
another approach to development altogether. The Unit-

ed States has moved far from the original notion of

shipping money to governments (in competition with

Moscow i so they could finance showpiece projects. For

a decade and a half now, budget-conscious officials in

Washington have been putting far more emphasis on

revising trade rules and promoting direct investmant

by American companies.
Increasingly, direct grants and loans are coming

from other countries, such as Japan and Germany, or

from pooled sources like the International Monetary
Fund and World Bank (often with strings attached).

And m those quarters, illusions of quickly transforming

an entire country’s economy from the top down through

aid have faded.

At the same time, a tendency to lend money for big

projects — visible things like bridges and dams, which
often prove ruinous even though they mean fat supply
contracts for companies in the donor countries — is

giving way to a new emphasis on projects to improve

the welfare of ordinary people.

In the future, lenders see themselves spending

more on skill-building projects, like professional craiiv

ing programs and basic education. The World Bank aud-

its wing, the Internationa! Finance Corporation, for

example, are lending money and training people to

create local credit unions and small businesses.

One of the most frequently heard buzzwords in this

emerging discussion is "capacity building." The under-

lying philosophy is that development has been held

back in the world's poorest countries by a lack of

qualified local officials and entrepreneurs. Implicit in

this change, too. is the idea that working through

central governments is a recipe for waste.

Many donors say they want to encourage decen-

tralization and reinforce democratic practices, to which
most lenders have paid only lip service in the past.

"For too long development cooperation has focused

on the economy and not on the polity,** said James
Gustave Speth, administrator of the United Nations
Development Program, which has just launched a $25

billion development program for Africa that is is driven

by a “capacity-building" ethic. “Without a functioning

political system and effective governance, the best-laid

economic plans are not going to succeed."

Fattening the Elites

Many critics or international development assist-

ance are far from certain that this shift will make aid

"work" in the future. But what is certain, they say. is

that the approaches of the past have mostly failed.

in a research paper published last fall, Peter
Boone, a professor at the London School of Economics,
concluded that development assistance had fattened

political elites and spawned a thriving global communi-
ty of non-govemmemal organizations, but had done
little to improve living standards in poor countries. "In
terms of human development. I looked at things like

primary- school enrollment, infant mortality and life

expectancy in 9/ couni ries between 1970 and" 1990, and
there was no correlation between these sorts of indica-

tors and development assistance," Mr. Boone said.

The study also compared French-speaking West
Africa with us English-speaking neighbors. Although

the Francophone countries have consistently enjoved
.

fh»r nQihmgiftd&with development as
higher. levels of foreign support, Mr. Boone's study such.” said KwesIBotChway. a‘ former Ghanaian nunis-
indicates that they have linle to show for it. ter of f&anbs spoke at- a major internaltonal

What most separates countries that lift living conference on ^teveSopment m Maastricht. Holland in

standards of the poor and those that don't. Mr. Boone . November. "Soo^e pnwnote narrow sectarian interests
concludes, is not the amounr of Funds, but rather the even as they purport to advance popular -aspirations,

dedication of third-world governments to resolving' •: Some see N.G.O.'s as plain business."
basic quality of life issues. "If you look at Chile, they ; ; Other advocatestfprofound reforms in foreign aid
reduced infant mortality by 70 percent because they : see a self-interested West as the. root of. many' past
decided they were going to make that their priority." failures aswelL .

MA Jot of the aid given in theTPs and
Mr Boone said. "A leftist government in Kerala state in 80’s was -hasted by cold war competition dr -by the
India did the same thing.” ambitions of the French," said Mats Kartasen, Swe-

den's Under Secretary erf State. "Ifyou really wanted to

A Source of Anger make aa impact on' things Hke child moriatily or

illiteracy, 1 could have tofelyou from the beginning that
In the developing world, calls to bypass central

, that kind of aid wouid not have any impact." He -also
governments and impose closer scrutiny on the use of .. said donors shouldn't continually impose their own
aid funds have already brought one unexpected type of thinking about development, and instead need "strong-
response: anger at the perceived cynicism in how the erpolides from the borrowers tfaemsetves-"
West has used development monies in the past for the Where these two schools of thought come together
good of companies and privately-run groups known as is in the seed for foreign donors togive greater enebur-
non-governmental organizations (like the Red Cross or agement to countries where real democratization is

Church World Services) back home. taking place— places. Mr. Boone said, where "the poor
"Experience in many places suggests that there are more empowered/* and where "this induces gov-

are many who are jumping on the N.G.O. bandwagon emmenis to pravfoe more basic services."

Catholic Tastes

Bv GUSTAV NIEBUHR

I

F the Vatican is wired for cable, one
might imagine Pope John Paul II set-

tling in tonight to watch "Moses.” a

tour-hour TNT special starring Ben
Kingsley.

Ad\ ance word is that the movie's script

hews pretty closely to Scripture. But that

may not count with Rome as the greatest

virtue in film. Instead, indications are that

when it comes to movies, the Vatican seeks
spiritual value in artistry, not word-for-

word literalism.

For evidence you need go no further than
the Vatican’s own great movies list. Late
last year the Pontifical Council for Social

Communications observed the 100th anni-
versary of the cinema by singling out 45

movies, from the United States, Europe
and Asia, that it said possessed special

artistic or religious merit. As a guide to the
Vatican's tastes, the list.,*?' striking for

which films made -the cut, and which did

not.

Schindler and Gandhi
Thumbs up went to Steven Spielberg’s

"Schindler’s List," Richard Attenbor-
ough’s "Gandhi,” Orson Welles’s “Citizen
Kane" and Charlie Chaplin's "Modem
Times." Missing are the huge, cast-of-thou-
sands. beards-and-bath robes Bible epics
that Hollywood once loved to make.
The council also included a few cinemat-

ic treatments of saints’ lives, like Fred
Zinnemann's "A Man for All Seasons,” the
story of St. Thomas More, the English Lord
Chancellor who opposed King Henry VlII's

The beards-and-

bathrobes Bible epics

are conspicuously

absent. But look for

two Bergman movies.

divorce and was beheaded. But it also chose
a handful of films formerly viewed with
distinct displeasure by church authorities,
like Roberta Rossellini's "Open City," a
1945 film in which Communists and Catho-
lics cooperate in the fight against Italian
Fascism.
"They recognize good films," said Monsi-

gnor Dennis J. Mahon, vice president of
development at Catholic University, who
detected a common theme among a num-
ber of the movies, of characters forced to
confront moral issues of one sort or an-
other. Noting the list's variety, he said, "it
is — excuse the expression — catholic.”
The council prepared the list months

before this year’s Academy Awards, so one
can only speculate whether Tim Robbins's
"Dead Man Walking" would have been
picked; The main character is a nun.who
opposes the deafo. .penaltjtr-Bisier^glen
Prejean, played by Susan Sarandon^ who

Anthony Quinn in Fellini’s "La Strada.

won the best actress Oscar.
But having a sympathetic religious char-

acter does not guarantee a blessing from
the Vatican. “The 10 Commandments” was
absent from the list. Such literal movies
"are kind of dead and unconvincing drama-
tizations," said Henry Herx, director of the

United States Catholic Conference Office
for Film and Broadcasting, which provides
weekly movie and television reviews and
ratings for the church's news service. What
the council was doing, Mr. Herx said, was

Movie Still Archives

recognizing films that “any critics from
any point of view” would agree were major
works of international significance.

Still, Catholic authorities say no one
should think that the church wants to try to

be definitive about modern cinema. “It’s

not a list of the best religious movies ever
made," said Monsignor Frank Maniscalco,
spokesman for the National Conference of

Catholic Bishops. Rather, the list is intend-

ed to show that the church thinks "good
artistry is an important value," he said.

A scene from Walt Disney’s “Fantasia.*'

Hardly a new idea. Renaissance popes
emphatically made that point: foe schol-
arly Nicholas V hired Fra Angelico to cre-
ate frescoes depicting; the lives of Sl Ste-
phen and Sl Lawrence; under Julius II,

=

Michelangelo began work on the Sistine
Chapel and Raphael started work on the
Stanze. Even modern art has found a heme
in the Vatican, in a gallery of paintings
deemed religiously significant Much there
is undistinguished, but work can be found

'

by Matisse, Modigliani and Munch, among

Now Playing at the Vatican Multiplex
The list ot films and Iheir directors that the Vatican has cited

as having special artistic and religious merit.

La Passion Ferdinand Zecca (France. 1904)

The Passion of Joan of Arc Carl Dreyer (France, 1928)

Monsieur Vincent Maurice Cloche (France, 1947)

Flowers of St. Francis Roberto Rossellini (Italy, 1950)

Ordet Carl Dreyer {Denmark. 1955)

Ben-Hur William Wyler (United States, 1959)

Nazarfn Luis Buhuel (Mexico. 1959)

The Gospel According to St. Matthew Pier Paolo Pasolini

(Italy. 1964)

A Man for AD Seasons Fred Zinnemann (U.S., 1966)

Andrei Rublev Andrei Tarkovsky (Soviet Union, 1966)

The Sacrifice Andrei Tarkovsky (Sweden/France. 1986)

The Mission Roland Joffe (Britain, 1986)

Therese Alain Cavalier (France. 1986)

Babette’s Feast Gabriel Axel (Denmark, 1987)

Francesco Liliana Cavani (Italy. 1988)

Wild Strawberries Ingmar Bergman (Sweden, 1957)

The Seventh Seal Ingmar Bergman (Sweden, 1957)

Dersu Uzaia Akira Kurosawa (Soviet Union/Japan; 1975)

Tbe-Tree of Wooden Clogs Ermanno Olmi (Italy, 1978)

Chariots of Fire Hugh Hudson (Britain, 1981)

Gandhi Richard Attenborough (Britain, 1982) •

Au Revoir les Enfants Louis Malle (France, 1937)

Dekalog Krzysztof Kieslowski (Poland, 1988)

Schindler’s List Steven Spielberg (United States, 1993)

Intolerance D.W. Griffith (United States. 1916)

Open City Roberto Rossellini (Italy, 1945)

It’s a Wonderful Life Frank Capra (United States. 1946)

The Bicycle Thief Vittorio De Sica (Italy. 1948)

On the Waterfront Elia Kazan (United States, 1954)

The Burmese Harp Kon Ichikawa (Japan, 1956)

Nosferatu F.W. Murnaii (Germany, 1922)

Metropolis Fritz Lang (Germany, 1927)

Napoleon Abel Gance (France, 1927) .

Little Women George Cukor (United States, 1933)

Modern Times Charlie Chaplin (United States, 1936)

Grand IBusion Jean Renoir (France, 1937)

Stagecoach John Ford (United States. 1 939)

The Wizard of Oz Victor Fleming (United States, 1939)
Fantasia Walt Disney (United States, 1940)

Citizen Kane Orson Welles (United States. 1941)

The Lavender Hffl Mob Charles Crichton (Britain, 1951)
La Strada Federico Fellini (Italy. 1954) T

S 1/2 Federico Fellini (Italy, 1963)

The Leopard Luchino Visconti (Italy, 1963)
2001:.A Space Odyssey Stanley Kubrick. (Britain, 19bo, -

Source: The Pontifical Council tor Social Commtnicatkm

ViB IXMeyCofnpam

.others. Furthermore, foe present Pope, an
amateur actor. in bis- student days, is a
pifo&bed

jplaafWTightan* ;

' .“Tke appreciation for art'' has always
been there,’' said Nfotwignor Mahcm. "But
Vatican n captained that there are new art
forms; film particolar^|^,,

One^df Vadcah IPs final decisions creat-
eda commission on mass communications
ijhicfa later pr^iAed a pastoral document
that provided for the current communica-
tions oounciC •

A Short list

to the CwmciPs Hst, Mr. Herx said he<hsc«^^ trend
tor 1fl» a leaning

toward fihns. that show -religious .people
demopstratfog theirfaith through social

Sw 3

?; personal piety.
One aT the films the Vatican cited is Elia

^terfrant," in which
Kail Malden pfeys a priest determined toe*pose racketeers bn the docks.

tilJ5? tbe^rehabilitation, in
81 Italian

il deludes
Federia».Fenim's-J

‘tft Strada," a iracic
swyatxmatrfopf circus performers, smd

5?J* ‘The- Bicycle Thief *'^aJ™^JS_sSr=h “ «*?ver hU

^ftVtowcmly foeXegiai of Decency
• sitiviiies. Vflrirrtr

Iof moviegoers sen-
«ave a m«ed review to

crucifixion

^T«SSS?^tSi

?.ever<iePi«-

£a?£t ^
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. £??Tiam film
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Talk of Drugs, Fraud and Bribes
By DIANA B.HENRIQUES

r
_E Culbro Corporation has

long been a quiet company.
Its premium cigars, Jed

by the .popular Garcia y
Vega •

! and; Macanudo
oranas, are puffed at Wall- street
gatherings, and it is a big landowner
« popular Wan Street getaways like

Connecticut and Florida. But
with a stock market value of less
tha*j $300 million, and-witfi half of its
shares to insiders' hands, it has nev-
er attracted much attention, despite
ties to" a-fabled tobacco dynasty and
aboard studded with business celeb-
rities.

Anyone who was curious about
this New York-based bolding compa-
ny; which also owns a commercial

.
nursery and an industrial [wringing
company, could consult Cuftrn’sai£
nual report, which this year hails the
sales growth and rising stock price
generated by “the link that now ex-
ists” between premium cigars and
wealthy consumers. “Every gather-
ing of cigar smokers is a cause for
warm companionship,” says the
chairman, Edgar M. Cullman, 78, in
his genial letter to shareholders.
But forget the graceful annual re-

port. The really juicy news cannotbe
found there this -year — it is all

tucked away in the frumpy Form 10*
K filed with the Securities and Ex-
change Commission last month.

There, you can read about the
.3,000 pounds of marijuana seized by
Customs agents at a company plant
in Alabama last spring; about foe
internal investigation that stumbled
across a crooked invoicing scheme .

thatdefrauded "the"company of about

41 million over four to five years;

about a senior executive, dismissed
last' year. who has filed a lawsuit
accusing the company ofbribing for-
eign officials and cheating on Fed-
eral campaign laws.

In this jaw-dropper of a report,

.
you can even -read the company’s
prediction that thisformer employee
wOi himself be indicted soon, and
you- cam -learn that since May the
S.E.C. has been informally looking

into trading in the company’s shares
before Culbro announced plans, later

dropped, to sell half its General Ci-

gar subsidiary to a Spanish conglom-
erate.

The company's annual sharehold-
er meeting normally a quiet affair,

is’ Scheduled for Thursday in New
York. “They will certainly have a lot

to talk about this year,” one investor
said.

Tbey will indeed. Since last spring
— when a customer found a brick of

marijuana in a shipment of company
cigars — executives and directors
have been caught up in a real-life

-mystery that makes Wall Street’s

usualfare look tame. And their expe-
rience offers a warning to all corpo-
rate officers and directors who as-

sume. that crime could never infect

their own tidy, tauliy managed com-
panies. •

“No one ever thinks it can happen
to them,” said Edgar Cullman Jr.,

50, Culbro’s president and his fa-

ther's chosen successor as chief ex-
ecutive, m an interview last week.
And he felt confident that his compa-
ny had taken steps to protect itself.

“Ever since my father has been in

business, we have practiced the
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Highest possible ethical standards.”

But corporate watchdogs say

there is another lesson here : beware

the ties that blind. For as strong as

Culbro’s response has been, these

experts say, It is flawed because the

board left the investigation to the in-

house counsel rather than putting it

in the hands of independent direc-

tors. One possible reason? An “in-

cestuous web of conflicts” that links

board members to one another and
to the company,said Prof. John C.

Coffee Jr. of the Columbia Universi-

ty School of Law.

“This is less than the textbook

example of how you should conduct
an investigation of this sort,” said

Professor Coffee, an S.ELC. adviser
and specialist in corporate and secu-
rities law.

Mr. Cullman Jr. begs to differ.

“Maybe it looks better” if outside

directors run an investigation, he
said, “but nobody from our board
can spend the time that we have
spent and will continue to spend to

track aQ of these things down.” As
for the close ties among board mem-
bers, be said, “There is a lot of

collegiality, no question about it —

-

but that goes two ways. They want to

see us protected as much as they
want to be sure that we are not

blindsided.”

He can understand his critics'

point of view, he added. “It may
appear to have a certain smell about
it,” Mr. Cullman Jr. said. "But when
you get below the surface, you see
that these are quality people and it is

really a good process."

He noted that James D. Harmon
Jr., a former executive director and
chief counsel of the President's Com-
mission on Organized Crime, was
hired as investigative counsel at the
first sign of trouble last spring, and
former Federal Judge Kenneth Con-

boy, a widely respected jurist and
now a partner at the law firm of

Latham & Watkins, was hired in

February to look into the former
employee's allegations. In addition,

the company has tightened its audit

controls and has improved security

at its operations.

Thomas C. Israel, a Culbro direc-

tor and chairman of the audit com-
mittee, also defended the company's
response. "Management feels very

free and open, and we discuss every-

thing,” he said. “This is a lot more
than a rubber-stamp board,” He
added, “By knowing senior manage-
ment as well as we do, we fee] very
confident that they have paid great

attention to detail Tbey are the most
moral highly ethical people in the

world. We are comfortable that, witb^

the exception of one or two bad ap-

ples; everyone is doing what they’re

supposed to do.”

It certainly looked that way until

the news about these spreading

scandals broke last month.

The Cullman family has been in

the tobacco industry for genera-

tions: Mr. Cullman Sr.’s father and
uncle were in the cigar business, and
the family firm, Cullman Brothers,

owned the Benson & Hedges ciga-

rette line until it was sold to Philip

Morris in the mid-1950*a Edgar Cull-

man’s brother, Joseph, joined Philip

Morris, helping shape it into a na-

tional giant before retiring as chair-

man and chief executive in 1978.

Mr. Cullman Sr., who is married to

an heiress of the Bloomingdale re-

tailing fortune, stayed at the family
firm. In 1961, he bought a controlling

stake in the General Cigar Company,
which had been listed on the New
York Stock Exchange since- 1906. In

1976, General Cigar changed its

name to Culbro, an echo of the fam-
ily firm name. A diversification into

wholesale grocery distribution lifted

revenue in the 1980’s, but rarely pro-

duced strong profits. Two years ago,

the company cut its stake in that

business to concentrate on cigars

“and related affluent market seg-

ments.”

The shift was well timed, for that

was when cigars began to shed their

politico-gangster image and become
stylish. Mario Gabelli, the high-pro-

file investment adviser and a cigar-

puffer of long standing, noticed it

early last spring when he was unable

to get a reservation at the annual

dinner sponsored by Cigar Aficiona-

do magazine. Mr. Gabelli had been a

Culbro investor for years. But the

cigar boom increased his appetite,

and he began to build up his stake, as

the stock began to climb toward S20

a share from around $12.

Culbro's stock now stands at

$65.50, and 1995 profits were SI 1.2

million, or $2.52 a share, up almost

tenfold over the results of 1994.

First-quarter profits, announced last

week, continued ro be robust, with

cigar division earnings up 55 percent

over the same period last year —
driven not only by the emerging ci-

gar culture but by innovative compa-
ny marketing of its cigars, lighters

and related products.

For example. Culbro has set up a

cigar-centered Web site on the Inter-

net it sells Macanudo and Partagas
bomberjacketsand sportswear. And
oext month it will oped its own Man-
hattan cigar bar, Club Macanudo.
with a decor by Cullman & Kravis,

the decorating firm owned by Elissa

Cullman, Mr. Cullman Jr.'s wife, and
Hedi Kravis, former wife of Henry
Kravis, the leveraged buyout spe-

cialist. Consulting on the menu is the

chef-proprietor of a small New York
restaurant in which the Cullmans
have a stake.

As those assignments indicate,

Culbro has a close-knit board where
even ostensible outsiders may be
closely involved with company life

and with each other.

Its 22 members include Francis T.

Vincent Jr„ whose career has
ranged from the S.E.C.'s corporate
finance division to the executive

suites of Columbia Pictures and
Coca-Cola to being Major League
Baseball commissioner; Dan w.
Lufkin, an active private investor

and a founder of Donaldson, Lufkin

& Jenretre, and Peter J. Solomon, the

feisty former Lehman Brothers

planner immortalized in Ken Aulet-

ta's book, "Greed and Glory on Wall

Street," who also served as deputy
mayor of New York City under Ed
Koch.

Mr. Solomon’s firm, Peter J. Solo-

mon & Company, earned a $75,000

fee for advising the company on fi-

nancial strategies last year and
stands to get a much larger fee for

handling the pending sale of CMS
Gllbreth Packaging Systems, a Cul-

bro subsidiary. From 1992 to 1994,

Mr. Vincent was a senior adviser to

Mr. Solomon's firm, and in the late

1970's, he and Mr. Lufkin worked
together at Columbia Pictures, on
whose board Mr. Lufkin served. An-
other outside director is Graham V.

Sherren, chief executive of Centaur
Communications Ltd., a British busi-

ness magazine publisher in which

Culbro has a substantial stake.

Other outsiders on the board are

John L. Bembach, the retired vice

chairman of DDB Needham World-

wide, and Bruce A. Barnet, chief

-executive ofCowles Magazines.

Besides the elder Mr. Cullman, the

board also includes his son, Mr. Cull-

man Jr.; his son-in-law Frederick M.
Danziger, a partner at Latham &
Watkins, Culbro's outside counsel;

and his nephew John L. Ernst, whose
Bloomingdale Properties manages
the company’s headquarters build-

ing on Park Avenue South in New
York. These family members and
their various trust accounts control

50.1 percent of Culbro’s stock. In

addition, Mr. Danziger’ s son David

became an officer and vice president

last year.

Even the largest outside investor.

Mr. Gabelli who controls 20 percent,

has a company “job”: One of his

affiliated companies manages the

Culbro pension fund.

Until now, these close ties — all

meticulously disclosed in proxy re-

ports — have raised few eyebrows
among investors. But when a compa-
ny finds itself in Culbro's situation,

only a convincingly independent in-

vestigation can preserve the compa-
ny’s credibility with prosecutors and
regulators, said Neil Getnick, an
anti-corruption specialist and presi-

dent of the International Association

of Independent Private-Sector In-

spectors General a standard-setting

group for lawyers and investigators

serving as corporate watchdogs.

And Culbro's arrangement, “while

not improper, is just not preferable,”

Mr. Getnick said. “And to some ex-

tent it is self-defeating: when you go

to those lengths to bring in counsel

with a reputation of skill and integri-

ty and independence, it makes little

sense to structure it in a fashion that

is not truly independent."

The views of legal experts were

the last thing on the mind of A. Ross
Wollen, Culbro’s in-house counsel on
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Fire c**®

And Smoke
CULBRO CORF. A famiiy-

controlled holding company
consisting of the following units, with

the percentage of their contribution

;o operating profits
-

GENERAL CIGAR CO. 72%
Bloom:i*ld. Conn.

Makes and sells cigars, including

Macanudo. Panegas brands. Has
operanons in Jamaica and lhe

Dominican Republic and grows
tobacco on its substantial land

holding? m Connecticut and Florida.

IMPERIAL NURSERIES INC. 5%
Granby. Conn.

Grows and sells plants to garden
centers, wholesalers and
landscaping service centers. Also

owns Connecticut and Florida

acreage used for plant rarms.

CULBRO LAND RESOURCES INC. 5%
Windsor. Conn

Owns and develops real estate in the

Hartford area and in Massachusetts.

A small, separate C-ulbro Corp.

suosidiary owns the company's
headquarters on Park Avenue South
in Manhattan

CMS GILBRETH

PACKAGING SYSTEMS INC. 17%
Ire voss. Pa.

Makes and sells plastic shrink film

labels, tamper-evident seals and the

equipment to appty them.

OTHER

A 50 i*o stake in the EH Witt

Company, a general merchandise

arocerv wholesaler based in Tampa.

Fla.

A £5% stake in Centaur
Communications Ltd., a British

business magazine publisher in

London

the day last spring when he inter-

rupted a Florida trial to take a call

from Austin T. McNamara, the pres-
ident of the General Cigar subsid-

iary in Bloomfield, Conn. The news
was a shocker: a customer “had
opened what should have been a box
of cigars, and in it, he found a brick

of marijuana,” Mr. Wollen said.

The lawyer immediately sought
out a friend and former West Point

classmate, Jim Harmon, a one-time
Federal prosecutor now in private

practice in New Yorfc..-Mr. Wollen-

laughed ruefully when he recalled

what he told his friend so many
billable hours ago: “This won’t take
too many hours of your time, but you
know better than we dohow to report

this to the proper authorities."

Mr. Harmon did two things: He
immediately got in touch with Fed-
eral Customs officials and law en-

forcement agents in Alabama, and
he hired Willis Krebs, a retired New
York City police detective experi-

enced in narcotics cases. As Mr.
Krebs devised ways to strengthen

the company's physical security,

Mr. Harmon asked Customs agents

to watch the company's shipping

containers entering the Port of Mi-

ami.

"Customs agents found one of the

company’s containers had been used
to ship marijuana," Mr. Harmon
said. With the knowledge of Mr. Har-

mon and Mr. Krebs, who agreed not

to inform the company, Customs
agents conducted what Mr. Harmon
called “a controlled delivery: follow-

ing the container from Miami to

wherever it was going to go.”

It wound up at a General Cigar

plant in Dothan, Ala. The plant was
swiftly raided and agents seized

3,000 pounds of marijuana from the

container. Two employees were ar-

rested and later indicted; they have
pleaded not guilty and have denied

any knowledge of how the drug got to

Dothan.

Indeed, while a local Federal

grand jury continues to investigate,

Mr. Wollen said the company is still

in the dark about how the drugs

arrived and where they were bound.

But Mr. Harmon did stumble

across a curious pattern in certain

invoices submitted by a local truck-

ing firm used to cart materials to

and from the plant. In a civil lawsuit

FINANCIAL INDICATORS

Thursday's closing price $65.50

52-week

trading range S15.50-S76.75
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Sales (millions) 5220.0 S185.4
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THINGS TO WATCH

How lhe company handles a grand

jury inquiry of an ex-employee's

charges of wrongful behavior by
General Cigar Company executives,

and other legal issues raised by the

discovery last spring of marijuana in

a company plani in Dothan. Ala.

How well the company implements

its recent strategy shift, from general

consumer products to a ‘focus on its

cigar business and related affluent

market segments." As part of this

shift, the packaging unit has been
put up for sale.

later filed in Montgomery, Ala., Gen-
eral Cigar accused the trucker of

billing for about $1 million of ship-

ments that were never made. The
checks that paid those invoices were
all cashed, rather than deposited into

the trucking company's bank ac-

counts, Mr. Wollen said, and the bills

had all been approved by General
Cigar's senior vice president for

manufacturing, Paul T. Cleveland.

Mr. Cleveland, 41, based in Connecti-

cut but responsible for the Dothan
plant, was dismissed; he has been
added as a defendant in the compa-
ny’s civil suit against the trucking

line.

Mr. Cleveland, in a telephone in-

terview on Thursday, denied that he
had done anything wrong at Culbro,

but declined to comment further.

“I’ve got a lot of legal issues to deal

with in Alabama and Connecticut,”

be said.

After being dismissed, Mr. Cleve-

land sued Culbro to state court to

Connecticut, contending wrongful
termination. In that lawsuit, Mr.
Cleveland said he was dismissed be-

cause he was aware of, and had
objected to, certain actions that he
contended were taken by General
Cigar: paying bribes to foreign poli-

ticians and kickbacks to distribu-

tors, for example, and pressuring

executives to make political dona-

tions.

The company denies Mr. Cleve-

land’s accusations, Mr. Wollen said.

In the lawsuit, Mr. Cleveland also

said General Cigar’s president, Mr.
McNamara, had told him that a sen-

ior Culbro executive had tipped a

friend in advance to Culbro's plan

last spring to sell a stake to Tabaca-

lera S. A., a Spanish tobacco compa-
ny. The lawsuit does not identify who
may have received such a tip.

The S.E.G has been informally

investigating trading in Culbro

shares in advance of the Tabacalera

deal since May. Mr. Wollen said that

investigation did not involve any
company executives, and that he did

not know its current status. Among
the people the S.E.C. has interviewed

is Mr. Gabelli who said be was confi-

dent that nothing untoward would be

found. “We operate in a goldfish

bowl” he said. "It is a flagrant

abuse to connect our firm with alle-

gations of using inside information.”

The S.E.C. does not comment on

pending investigations.

Sources Bari Rale Monitor. Bloomberg Financial Markets. The Bond Buyer. Daiaseeem:

Goldman. Sachs. IBCt Money Fund Report: Merrill Lynch: Standard & Poor's. Ryan Labs
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The Freedom to Marry
Chances are that Americans will look back 30

years from now and wonder what all the fuss was
about. At the moment, however, the question of

opening the institution of marriage to homosexuals
is the subject of an emotional national debate taking

place at family dinner tables, state legislatures and
in the press.

A “marriage protection" rally in Des Moines
on the eve of the Iowa Republican caucuses drew
predictable support from Patrick Buchanan in per-

son, but also written support from the party’s

presumptive nominee. Senator Bob Dole. Opponents
of same-sex marriages invoke religious tradition

and family values. Allowing same-sex couples to

marry, they assert, would somehow diminish the

meaning of marriage for heterosexuals. These ar-

guments. uncomfortably similar to those raised in

resistance to repealing miscegenation laws a few
decades ago. cannot obscure the entrenched anti-

gay bigotry underlying much of the public dialogue.

Nor can it disguise the fundamental unfairness of

government denying a whole class of citizens the

important benefits that flow from civil marriages.

What brings the issue to the fore is the likeli-

hood that a court case in Hawaii will soon lead to

that state's legal recognition of same-sex mar-
riages. In 2993, Hawaii's top court ruled — not

unreasonably — that the state’s refusal to marry
same-sex couples violated Hawaii's constitutional

guarantee of equal protection. Unlike its Federal
counterpart, Hawaii's Constitution explicitly pro-

hibits discrimination based on sex. The state now
has the burden of showing in a trial court proceed-
ing that it has a "compelling interest" in perpetuat-

ing the state ban on same-sex unions — an appropri-

ately high hurdle that experts predict the state will

be unable to meet.

Indeed, if the stafe&as a “compelling interest”

here, it is to foster stable, long-term relationships

and to clarify important legal and economic issues.

Allowing marriage by same-sex couples would sure-

ly do that on matters of joint property, inheritance,

insurance coverage and other important household

business. Contrary to rhetoric on the other side, this

is the real family values issue.

Unhappy with the direction of the court ruling,

the Hawaiian Legislature passed a new law assert-

ing that marriage is “intended for the propagation

of the human race by man-woman units.” But that

rationale collapses under the reality that many
heterosexual couples are infertile, choose not to

have children or simply marry past childbearing

age. On the other hand, many gay and lesbian

couples do end up raising children. In other con-

texts, the U.S. Supreme Court has said that civil

marriage rights do not flow from procreation but
from the commitment and choice of couples.

Meanwhile, opponents led by religious funda-
mentalists have mounted a pre-emptive campaign
aimed at getting other states to enact laws to

prevent recognition of same-sex marriages per-

formed in Hawaii. Last week, Georgia became the

fourth state to enact such a law. Though similar

measures have failed in 12 states, battles still rage
in 15 others. This could create an absurd, demean-
ing and unconstitutional situation where marriages
lawful in one state would suddenly be void when a
couple crossed state lines, the backlash against
same-sex marriages is driven by social intolerance,
but it also poses an ominous challenge to the na-
tion's Federal system of laws, and the basic require-

ment in the U.S. Constitution that states give "full

faith and credit" to the legal actions taken by ocher

states.

West Side Yankees?
In a perfect world, the New York Yankees

would not be thinking about leaving the Bronx.

Instead, they would seize one of the sensible offers

from New York City to renovate Yankee Stadium,
improve its transportation links and revive the

surrounding neighborhood.

But George Steinbrenner. the team's principal

owner, appears determined to move out. and New
Jersey is certain to offer a generous package of

enticements. The hard question that New Yorkers
must confront is whether to try to prevent the

Yankees from going across the river. Our answer is

that reasonable efforts should be made to keep the

team, though we are not ready to embrace the

current proposals for a stadium on the West Side of

Manhattan.

Before discussions can proceed further. Mr.
Steinbrenner has an obligation, as a matter of good
citizenship, to make his intentions clear. The public

cannot entertain the idea of a new stadium in a
guessing-game atmosphere. It should go without
saying, but we will say it anyway. At a time of

crumbling schools, roads and bridges, a new sta-

dium must not divert tax revenues away from the
city's other pressing needs.

It is no great surprise that a report by the
architectural firm of Hellmuth, Obata & Kassa-
baum has concluded that a stadium on the West Side
would generate the most revenues. Picture being
able to walk to an attractive baseball stadium on a
pleasant summer evening, and you can imagine
why some experts think Yankee games would be
sold out all season. Mayor Rudolph Giuliani says
that income from the stadium and related amenities
"would be off the charts." But the central question
is how much of that money would be available to

pay off the debt on a project sure to reach $1 billion.

Attractive as it might be on the surface,
a ball park could pose problems for the West
Side, which after all is not a wasteland but a
place where people live and work. The city
also needs to review the impact on the infra-
structure, transportation links, environment and
overall quality of life for several vital neighbor-
hoods. Indeed, the views of the surrounding commu-

A Low-Tech Suspect
Modem technology has created a brave new

criminal world in which drug deals are conducted
with stolen cellular phone numbers, would-be ter-
rorists learn bomb-making over the Internet and
anti-government renegades keep body and soul to-

gether through credit card fraud. But recent devel-
opments in the Unabom case suggest that one
determined individual might still be able to spread
terror across the country for nearly two decades
without even the benefit of electricity and indoor
plumbing.

Theodore Kaczynski, a recluse with a doctorate
in mathematics, was arrested last week on a charge
of possessing bomb components, and taken into
custody as a suspect in the Unabom case. He had
lived for 35 years in a one-room cabin in the
Montana wilderness, living on vegetables from his

own garden, fish and game. He reportedly once told

a neighbor that his annual budget was about $300.

The Unabomber has killed 3 people and injured

23 others over IS years of mail-bombing. The vic-

tims were apparently all connected, in the Una-
bomber’s own' mind, with the proliferation of de-

structive technology. Ironically, officiais-say," Mr.
Kaczynski turned his own comer of the unspoiled

nity have to be factored into any siting decision.

Most of all, the numbers need to be examined
carefully. There is potential in the sale of luxury
suites and private seat licenses, which are options to

purchase a season ticket at a fixed price that can be
traded on a secondary market. But the city cannot

go forward unless the Yankees themselves share a

large part of the increased revenues from various

sources and the construction cost. Expens involved

in other major-league franchises say it would be
reasonable on a project of this size for a team to put

up S100 million to $200 million. Everyone can talk

about what a financial bonanza a stadium would be
but the experience of other stadiums around the

country is that hopes for money from rock concerts

rodeos and other sports events often are not ful-

filled.

It may well be, in the end, that the stadium
cannot be financed without at least some public

contribution. Other cities have raised sales taxes or
taxes on hotels, rental cars, liquor and tobacco to

build sports stadiums. New York City's tax level is

already too high, but a thorough debate would test

whether the city and state would even consider

some sort of sacrifice along those lines.

A successful stadium project would also require

major concessions from labor unions and construc-

tion companies, which would reap a huge amount of

business anyway. Mr. Giuliani will have to demand
serious steps to reduce the labor costs, corrupt

practices and bid rigging that have strangled so

many other projects in the city.

New York may eventually decide that it cannot

afford to pass up a chance to enhance its value as a

mecca for tourists and visitors from around the

country and from the suburbs who are looking for

entertainment in the context of an urban experi-

ence. With so much of the West Side on the perpetual

verge of reflowering, on 42d Street and elsewhere,

the time may come when a new ball park will make
sense as a vital addition. But we urge caution and

hard-headedness that goes beyond the early cheer-

leading from the Mayor and recalcitrance from the

critics. This decision cannot be taken without a

searching debate.

Who Needs More Evidence of Police Brutality^

To the Editor:

Had Federal District Judge Har-
old Baer Jr! waited only an extraday
before reversing his drug-case ruling
in New York, he could have attached
a copy of the videotaped bearing of
two Mexicans by two California po-
lice officers (news article, April 3) as
proof of his initial argument that
running away from the police is rea-
sonable activity in some, circum-
stances.

Anyone with cursory knowledge of
the Rodney King case and the multi-
ple number of Incidents of proven
police brutality in Los Angeles would
have reason to suspect that summa-
ry punishment could be a result of
conflict with police officers there.
Anyone who has followed the sorry

tales of brutality and corruption in
your pages might reasonably expect
the same treatment in New York.
Judge Baer was right the first time!

Shame on him, and shame on those

whose politically motivated criti-

cism forced his reversal (front page,

April 2). JULIAN BOND
Charlottesville, Vsl, April 3, 1996

The writer is a lecturer in history at

the University of Virginia.

• -

To the Editor:
Re “Videotape of Bearing by 2

Deputies Jolts Los Angeles1
' (news

article, April 3) :

.

Aside from the heating, the two
sheriffs deputies who chased a pick-

op- truck Of illegal Immigrants used
poor judgment There could have
been no possible suspicion that 21

people had just robbed a bank or
committed a serious felony. A chase
at speeds of 100 miles an hour could
have led to casualties that would
have rivaled those of a combat en-

gagement. Robert Howard
Berkeley, Calif., April 3, 1996

To the Editor: •
‘

There is much 10 be

nonce culture that allows a lawoffi*

human beings who are

giving no resistance - in Iron of

professional colleagues. ™
/“Videotape of Beating by 2

ties Jdts Los Angeles," news article,

A
*TThese officers were in pursuit for

miles, evidently oblivious to a televi-

sion news helicopter hovering over

them.
Either these officers were incredi-

bly stupid, or there was something

worse:, they were emboldened with

the knowledge that there was

still only a remote chance that they

would see any real consequence for

their actions, no matter how egro-

Chev WHYR J*

Denver. Apnl 3,.1996
gnus.

Rockers Are Today’s Poets, Forsooth
To the Editor:

“On Trying to Name Famous Liv-
ing Poets" (Week in Review, March
31) says, “The most successful pub-
lic examples of new poetry may be
those that adopt the ideas and tech-
niques of pop culture." But the arti-

cle does not address the more funda-
mental connection between poetry
and popular culture: papular music.

If “poetry” and "poets” are de-

fined in a strict sense, this may be
defensible. But your article’s point is

to lament the decline of poets with a
mass public audience. For this pur-
pose, maintaining the old-fashioned

moat between high and low art seems
to be at odds with understanding.

When Bob Dylan revolutionized

popular music by introducing the po-

liticized, bohemian concerns of folk

music to rock instrumentation, a
mass audience was created for seri-

ous consideration of life's deeper
meanings. Who are Kurt Cobain and
Eddie Vedder if not the Romantics of

the early 1990’s?

According to formalistic criteria,

mast Americans have not heard of
the senior poets of the day. But the

.

MmbtwMijlJn

famous living poets are known to

millions— a contender, for instance,
being Robert Homer, lyricist for the

Grateful Dead.. Shakespeare was a
popular, not elite, artist in his day.
Who knows. which of today's poets'
will be celebrated 390 years from
now? Richard Hutchinson

Tucson, Ariz., April 3, 1996

In Holocaust, Germans Had Willing Helpers

wilderness into a little factory of destruction, filled

with raw materials for bomb-making, books on

bomb manufacturing and notes of diagrams of

explosive devices.

The F.B.I., in its search for the Unabomber.
devoted endless time and resources to compiling a

massive list of possible suspects. But Mr. Kaczyn-

ski’s arrest suggests how little effect computerized

background searches may have when the target has
virtually no background— no friends, no associates,

no neighbors, no relatives except a tiny nuclear

family on the other side of the continent. Indeed,

sources say the case was finally broken when Mr.

Kaczynski's brother, David, made a connection

between an anti-technology diatribe written by the

Unabomber and his brother’s writings, and reluc-

tantly contacted the authorities.

The world grows increasingly complex for both

lawbreakers and law enforcers. But the develop-

ments in the Unabomber case suggest a humbling
lesson. The most sophisticated computer searches

seemed incapable of unearthing a bomb-making
hermit in the wilds of Montana. That task was left to

one individual, who decided that he was, indeed, his

brother's keeper.

To the Editor:

Re A. M. Rosenthal’s Apnl 2 col-

umn on Daniel Jonah Goldhagen’s
book “Hitler’s Willing Executioners:

Ordinary Germans and the Holo-

caust”:

I survived World War II in Europe
and escaped the Holocaust by a
hair's breadth. Hitler Germany’s
genocide of European Jewry would
not have been possible without the
active help of other European police

and government units, militias; vul-:

unteers and civilians like the French'

(Vichy) police, Czech gendarmes,
Slovak, Croat, Hungarian, Romanian
and other governments, and the pop-

ulations of Poland, the Baltic coun-
tries, Ukraine and others.

The Germans were able to recruit

thousands of non-Germans into eth-

nic SS units whose main employment
was as concentration camp guards
and executioners.

The only ideology uniting these

volunteers from German-occupied
Europe was their active hatred of

Jewry.

Before as well as after the depor-

tations, humiliations, tortures and
mass killings of Jews became widely
known, American and British gov-

ernments opposed admitting Jewish
refugees in any large numbers, the

Swiss turned fleeing Jews back at

their borders, the British intercepted

and interned Jews trying to reach
Palestine, and the Allied High Com-
mand refused to bomb the railhead

at Auschwitz.

While I am in agreement with Mr.
Goldhagen’s conclusions about the

German population’s mind-set of Ike

time, it was pan of the mind-set of

much or the rest of Europe, too.

All over the world, humanity's ca-

pacity to condone and even support

such evti, or at best ignore it,isbyno
means limited to anyone nationality

or target group or population, as
evidoiced by reaction to events in

the.breakup nf.the .Indian subconti-

nent; in -Cambodia; Rwanda, Bosnia
and the tanner Yugoslavia: m
Chechnya and elsewhere, where
slaughter and cruelty have been the

order of the day. George Wolf
. New York, Aprfl 4, 1996

Pakistan Is Showing
Little Gain on Rights

To the Editor: •

'

Rifaat. Hussain (letter, Aprs 4)

paints an inaccurate picture of Paki-

stan's human rights record. Amnes-

ty Ipri»piarinnal has held Pakistan

responsible for rights -violations in

a law order campaign in. Kara-

chi. Members of opposition political

movements have been- beaten^ tor-

.
tnred, executed and ‘'disappeared."

Prime. Minister Benazir Bbuno
vowed to do away

,
with laws that

discriminate against women, yet

women face cruel punishment under

laws that discriminate against them.

By bringing a charge of rape, for

pyamptp a woman is considered to

have admitted to extramarital sexu-

al intercourse, which is unlawful A
cape victim can be punished after a

trial at which she has no chance to

testify. Jehan Mina, 15, was raped by
hernode andcousin. In the absence
of witnesses, the men were acquit-

ted, hut the girl’s pregnancy was
taken as evidence of unlawful inter-

course She was sentenced to 100

lashes and M years to prison, later

reduced go 10 lashes and 3 years in

prison. . William F, Schulz
Exec. Dte, Amnesty Inti. USA

New York. April 4. 19%

To the Editor :

Rifaat Hussain (letter, April 4)

says that s Pakistan, the news me-
dia "are enjoying a fan complement
of freedoms." v

. In 1995.12 jooma&sts and 12news
organizations were attacked, ran-
sacked. set on fire and subject«fio
raids. Legal actioa-was instituted

against six journalists: six Dawspa-
passive*

tiodby toe lawyer tar prthtt ifihis-

ter Beaarir Bhtmo's husband, who
sought to hare articles refract-,

ed Norman a. Schorr ,

. First v.p. Overseas Press Club .

New York, Aprs 4*1996
‘

To the Editor:

I was astonished at the suggestion

in your April I editorial, "Don’t Cap-
size the U.N.," that President CHuton
should take Senator Jesse Helms's
poisoned apple and save the United
Nations by discarding the United
States Agency for International De-.

velopmenL
Almost 56 years ago, the Republi-

can Congress and Democratic Ad-
ministration that created the Mar-
shall Plan recognized that the well-

being and security of the United
States was inextricably linked to the . zneoL
rest of the world.

The end of the cold war has only

made, understanding the linkages

more complicated . •
‘i

Surely it is hi the interests of (be

United States to have a revitalized

-Agency feu- International Develop- ;

mem to encourage and suppeh de-
'

mocratization, m help creatfe new '

markets through economic develop- -

mart and to work with our develop- *

fag-country partners to make vohzn- 7

tary family pianninfc and other other 1

basic health services available to all

who need theni This agency should
not be a candidate for dismantle-

‘

Hugo Hoogenboom
Pres^ Population Action Inti.

Washington, April 2. 1996
'

Montana’s Quarrel Over Yellowstone Bison Is With Washington
To the Editor:

Re the March 28 letters on the kill-

ing of bison wandering out of Yellow-

stone National Park: Montana yields

to no one in distaste for the killing of

these bison. That's why it sued the

National Park Service and the Animal
Plant Health Inspection Service.

SUNY Budget Bind

To the Editor:

The edited version of my letter

that you published on March 31 on
the budget problems at the City Uni-

versity of New York and the State

University of New York system is

incorrect in one respect
My statement that cancellation of a

cut in personal income taxes would
"solve more than half the current

budget problem," meaning New York
State's $3.9 billion deficit was made
to say that a tax-cut cancellation

would "solve more than half the cur-

rent SUNY budget problem.” Cancel-

lation of the tax cut would benefit not

only education but also medical care

and other essential services as well as
local governments throughout the

state, Michael Zweig
Stony Brook, L.L, March 31, 1996

There were about 400-Wson in Yel-
lowstone when the park instituted its

policy of -hands-off, natural regula-

tion in the 1960’s. Today there are
3,000 to 4,000 bison in the park, more
than twice what the land rah support

"

Most of these bison are infected

with brucellosis, a disease that

causes severe illness in humans, and
is a livestock disease' regulated by
the United States Department ofAg-
riculture. The park has refused to do
anything about this disease.

The department's Animal Plant'

Health Inspection Service warned
Montana that its livestock industry
could lose its brucellosis-free status,

which had required $30 million to

achieve, if diseased bison were al-

lowed to leave the park as they sought
winter feed Montana sued the Fed-
eral Government Last year we
reached a settlement that will require

the park tomanage its bison popula-
tion, monitor bison movements and
impound wandering creatures for
disease testing.

We are innocent neighbors of a
park service that has not taken re-
sponsibility for its wfldHfe. We try to
herd the magnficenr creatures hack
into the park. Many go. Those that do
not are shot and their carcasses are
processed by native Americans.
Montanans tore wild animals.

Thankfully, they are our everyday
neighbors, not zooor museum pieces
It was Montana’s defense of grtezly
bears that saved those creatures in
the I930’s when the Federal pohey
was extinction. Marc Racicot

- Governor
.

Helena, Mont, April 4, 1996-

Keep Affirmative Action

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er’s name, address and telephone

number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mail to letters@nytimes.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor,

The New York Times, 229 West 43d
Street, New York, N.Y. 10036-3959.
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To the Editor:
In “Myths About Minorities" 1

(On-
Et4 April ?), Mari j. Matsiida and
Cbaxffes R! Lawrence fail to make themost cogent argument for retaining
affirmative action. .'_*• ^

If members erf racial groups ‘arenot inherently more or less qualified
for university admission on £35^ '«*<* ProportS
raria! representation in universities

non-merit-based fa?
S actk® 51111 need-ed -r notiqredress overtdiscrimina-
tion, as Professors Matsuda :anrf

arsue’ to correct
admissions process that yfaktea i£.ver

f
rty classes unreflective of

Sat Francisco, April 4,^9^

*



15 ^ Liberties

MAUREEN DOWD

to .Asia a few weeks ago
Australians held thefr na-

uqBal e^ciion, and I was struck fry
how much: of their campaign re-"
vwwed around biscuits and bathing,
spits. Therein lies a revealing tale.
The issue in Australia was this*

The cpnseryative John Howard, who
heads Australia’s Liberal Party
claimed that Paul Keating's ruliii’

:

Labor Party, in its zeal to have Aus-
traliajntegrate with the global Econ-
omy arid become more opert to for-
eign .investment, bad created a situa-
tion in which Australia's'most cher-
ished products were being bought-up
by global corporations based abroad

Mt,’ Howard changed that Austral-
ians were losing their national icons, •

ind^fl their very sovereignty, to the
gloteihnarket. In particular; he point-
ed of the fact that Amotts Biscuits.

.

whitt .every Australian school child
grew bp with; had been sold to a U.S’-
company (Campbell Soup), which
would*]?robably start tampering with

from the

groundup.

its recipe for "iced Vo-Vo's” — Aus-
tralia’s most famous cookie, made of

marshmallows and coconut The'
same was true, Mr. Howard said; of
Australia's famous Sjpeedo bathing
suits, which were also sold to alLS.
firm. This argument helped Mr. How-
ard defeat thegtobal-economy-toving

Mr. Keating in a landslide. -

Thisis notjustan Australian story.

People,everywhere are struggling to

find a balance between Nafta and
neighborhood — between theirdesire

to preserve a senseof national identi-

ty and control.over theirown lives in a
world where they can only survive:

ecmonucally if they linkup to (fistant.

souffefis' global institutions. and mar-
kets/ r— from APEC to the E.U. —
which don’t reflect any identity at alL

It I ndi an accident that the' more
Europefl^growntt^
JyJ

Jthe-"more sub^tSSidTWdups 'in i

Ba&fri« drlhe Sttts,1t^'in5sted bn-

asserting &eir owc distirKntve idenfr
'

ties. Why did die Norwegians refuse

to jointte European Union? While it ..

made sSnse economically manyTtor-

wegiand’ didn’t want to deposit their

Norwegian identities into a Euro-Cui-

sinart'where they would be turned

into EfUP-nrush by Euro-bureaucrats

paid in Euro-doliars at the Euro-Par-

liam^pt •
•

A provocative new book just pub-

iisf^ed'bv.the Harvard University po-

'

liticpt theorist Michael Sandel. enti-

tled “Democracy’s Discontent,” ar-

gues tfjai modem democracies will

not be able to sustain themselves un- -

less they can find ways of contending

with the global economy, while also

giving 'expression to their people’s

distinctive identities.

Mr.’ Sandel asserts that “We have

to learn to push our politics in two

directions at Mice: upward beyond

the nation state and downward below

the nation state. For purposes of deal-

ing vnth global issues — from the

environment to human rights to trade

— we. need to inspire a larger sense of

global citizenship, because these are

global problems with only global solu-

tions, But the planet is no substitute

fora neighborhood. Modem democra-

cy qi-gn needs to be nourished closer to

.

home — in families, schools congre-

gations, work places and social move-

ments.

"Only in these settings can people

have ajdirect hand in exercising re-

sponsibility for their communities.

And it is the actual exercise.of democ-

racy -r which is better done in the

P.TA .than the W.T.O. - that gives

raor^aathority to the governing in-

stitutions we need to control a global

mark#/’
It not enough just to equip citi-

zens with the economic skills to com-

pete, in the global economy. Mr. San-

dei argues. If you really want people

to think globally, you have to give

them confidence that they will not be

swamped by the wider world. And you

do that by building democratic insti-

tutions— starting small and working

upward
—

’ that draw people out of

their merely private, self-interested

concerns and engage them tostead m
deliberations about the good of tpejr

communities as a whole. After au,
_

ne

notes,'the civil rights activism that

began'in the black Baptist churches
or

the South in the 1950’s led to a move-

ment that challenged segregation m
the sftuth generally, which led in turn

to a-ftational civir rights movement

and?-later helped inspire an interna-

tional human rights movement

“Democracy today is not pw"*
without a politics that can «mtr£

global economic forces, because witb-

outaicb control it won’t matter wh

People -.vote for — corporations wtu

nfe1
* arid Mr. SandeL

resown we need to

global .forces can only begin :

m

plac/s

and identities closer to h0™^
; hbor.

age of Nafta, the politics of neighbo

hood matters more not less.

Byjolip AlleaiPauios

\ Philadelphia

tfr firstgiance, a"Ph. D. in

, - mathematics, . the

^ subject often called
“ the 'handmaiden of

^ science ;
-and engi-

* heeiing, seems an
•odd credential for a Luddite. Yet
Tfeodore J.- Kaczynski, the suspect-
ed C/nabomber, received such a de-
gree.from the 'University of Michi-
gan in!962. What are we to make of

• this?

C^rto&Uy liir.- JCaczynski’s arrest
(corning eoaheidehtaliy, just before
Mathematics Awareness Weds) does
pot enhance the publ ic image of math-
ematicians. Indeed, it farthers some

: of theworst stereotypes. Believe it or
not, "most of my colleagues are hu-
morous, nor asocial loners. The only
time most use the phrase “blow up” is

when they consider division by zero.
Still, is, Mr. Kaczynski’s background
as anomalous as it appears?
Several aspects of mathematics

suggest that it isn’t Thesubject and
Its subdisciplines are axiomatic —
that - is, they are based on a few
fundamental assumptions from
which all else follows logically. Thus,
mathematicians often, view, them-
selves as “radical” thinkers in the
literal sense of the word: They get to
the.rpqt of the matter.

fir ar similar sense, the Una-
bomberis’ manifesto, which shows a
mathematician’s meticulous atten-

tion to detail, has the feel of an
extendedjproofbasedon a few pre-
suppositions about what constitutes

the good life— personal control, self-

reliance, minimal environmental im-
pact. ‘ From these elements be at-

tempts to derive a radical alterna-
tive theory ofsociety— a non-Euclid-
ean approach, if you will, to our
social problems.
Another obvious characteristic of

mathematics is its abstractness;

and, the subdiscipline in which Mr.
Kaczynski got his degree; complex
analysis, is abstract in the extreme.
(In fact, complex analysis has little

to do with the common meanings of

either word. Analysis is the branch of

John Allen Paulas, a professor of
mathematics at Temple University,

is the author of “A Mathematician
Reads the Newspaper.”

The Sunshine Boys

The Unabomber a
mathematician?

It figures.

mathematics that grew out of calcu-

lus, and complex refers to complex
numbers, a generalization of our

number system that accommodates
so-called imaginary numbers.)
The ability to think abstractly is a

precious one too often absent from
public debate. (England's panic

over mad cow disease is fueled by its

citizens’ failure to calmly consider

the slim chances of contracting the

disease.) Nevertheless/ abstract

Easter Walk
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South Bend, Ind.

taster has not always
•been the easiest day
forme.

I was a self-right-

eous child, a great

moralist, a firm be^

liever in personal spiritual struggle

and my own saintliness. The whole
flattery Easter parade — so indul-

gent.'so crass, so commercial — of-

fended my sense of dignity.

In Beaufort, S.C„ where I was bom
and raised, we girls were expected to

dress in soft, airy pinks and yellows

for Easter, to match the flowers

blooming in the meanest backyard.

You knew you. were approaching

adulthood (becoming a lady, of

course,' never a woman) when you

got your first pair of bone-colored

pumps for Easter Sunday.

I didn’t like pastel colors. My bone-

colored pumps were scuffed before

they ever got out of the box. I was so

My hometown,
awash in

gauzy light.

aggrieved at all the social niceties

involved in dressing for Easter —
those were the days when we still

wore bats to church — that I hardly

registered a whole town awash in

gauzy light.

I preferred Lent: more opportuni-

ty for self-congratulation. I gave up

candy. Cokes, butter on my bread. I

slept without a pillow and never

asked to ride in the front seat of the

car. 1 filled the cardboard alms box-

es they handed to us at catechism

class. I worked myself into a frenzy

of grief on Good Friday, imagining

my future sacrifices. I would do mis-

sionary work. 1 would be captured

and tortured, but I would forgive my
tormentors and they would weep at

my death. My suffering was so sweet

that I. would just as soon have done

awa/wlth Easter altogether.

But Easter always came. After

mass. I was required to stand in front

of church admiring all those pastel

dresses and bone-colored pumps, en-

during the giddy talk of folks in their

new finery. (And what a picture they

must have had of me: scowling, tap-

. Ding my foot, skulking away a anyone

too dose.) One of those Easter

Sundays- bright airy. Perfumed- I

ended up paired on the sidewalk with

my father, who had always poked

Valerie Sayers is director of creative

writing at the University of Notre

Dame. Her latest novel is “Brain

Fever.”

.. . .

•

geiHtnaturedrfu&.aL ray moralizing. .

He’d’lold me more than once that 1

might.bemore at home in one of ihose

fundamentalist sects that didn’t favor

drinking or dancing. He frequently

admired my hair shirt.

This particular Easter Sunday, we
were on our way to the drugstore

down the street We could all sit at

the soda fountain — there were seven
children in ray family, and we took

up a whole row — drinking Cokes till

we floated away. I was pretty de-

pressed by all this jollity.

A man in a good suit approached my
father to ask him if he’d heard any
talk about the private school that was
starting up. It was 1963, that year of

tumult across the South. Night after

night, Huntley and Brinkley brought

us the news of white lunch counters

and blocked schoolhouse doors and

Freedom Riders. Now that integration

was inevitable, people in towns like

ours — where even the richest white

folks sent their children to public

school— were talking about segregat-

ed academies. The man who ap-

proached my father suggested that

smart families like ours wouldn't

want to stick around as the school

system went into decline. “You watch

those test scores go down,” he said.

My father was an easygoing man,
but I’d heard him gear up on the

subject of integration and I thought he

might give a good twist to this fellow's

ear. As it happened, he smiled a dis-

tant. pleasant smile (he was, perhaps

not coincidentally, a psychologist),

and said: "Oh, I couldn’t pull the

children out now. They’re finally going

to integrate the schools. It will be a

great privilege for them."

The man grinned in a kind of wary
disbelief — you could see just how
long he thought my father would

hang onto this notion of privilege —
and backed off. My father and I

walked along in the sunshine. 1 don’t

believe a further word was uttered

between us. 1 can’t be sure that my
- father had a bounce to his step, but f

did, and I imagined that he was as

revived by the encounter as I was.

No band-wringing moralist like his

daughter, be was content with a sim-

ple statement of belief, a commit-

ment to act as he believed he should.

I replayed his words to myself: Oh. I

couldn't pull the children out now. It

will be a great privilege.

The sun streamed down, and I

would come afterward to connect Eas-

ter to that clear, gauzy light, and to the

jaunty movement of our feet on the

sidewalk, and to the thousand times 1

repeated my father’s words to myself

on the way to the drugstore. Couldn't

pull the children out It will be a great

privilege. As, indeed, it was.

These days, I always buy myself a

new pair of shoes at Eastertime, and

plant flowers and sleep with an extra

pillow. After church, I am the last

schmoozer on the sidewalk. I hope for

sun: We can all use a walk in the

sunshine. Even we breast-beaters will

have to take a break for Easter.

Mjtihc-v Vanin

thinking has been associated with
various pathologies, and it is easy to

see how one trained in such reason-

ing and in thrall to an ideal could
come to justify murderous acts as a
nebulous ’’good."

Mathematics is also beautiful, but

its esthetic — minimalist, austere —
can blind one to the messiness and
contingencies of real life. To use math-
ematical principles to devise a grand
socio-economic theory, one must sim-
plify. In doing so, mathematicians can
forget rhat their mathematical or eco-

nomic model is not the real world.

Reality, like the perfectly ordinary
woman of Virginia Woolf’s essay
“Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown,"- is

infinitely complex and impossible to

capture completely in a model. Thus,
it is hardly surprising that, for all the

Government’s high-tech surveillance

and analysis, the real break in the

case came out of the murky realm of

family dynamics.

Of course. Mr. Kaczynski may not

be the Unabomber. If so, my specu-

lations are but another example of a

mathematician's failure to produce a
model that works in the real,worlfiD

. ... .. -
-
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Washington
Strom Thurmond’s top aide just

bought a motorcycle.

Mr. Thurmond had one question:

Was there an extra helmet?

The image may be more “Week-
end at Benue’s’’ than Marlon
Brando in “The Wild One.” But

you’ve got to hand it to the oldest

Senator in American history.

He’s been through Herbert and J.

Edgar Hoover, and he’s still here, as
the Sondheim song goes. He's been

through Calvin, Coolidge to Klein,

segregation, yellow dog. blue dog. no

dog and Tang-colored hair, and my
dear, he’s still here.

The 93-year-old helped save Bob
Dole from a shame spiral in the
primaries. The muscular South Car-
olina organization set up by the wily
Thurmond protege, the late Lee At-

water, brought down Pat Buchanan,
who grumped that Bob Dole “was
basically hauled up to the finish line

and tossed over by Strom Thurmond,
Governor Beasley and Governor
Campbell.”

Asked about Mr. Buchanan. Mr.
Thurmond replied: “Why should I

express myself on somethin' that’s a
non-entity?”

Now Mr. Thurmond is helping Mr.
Dole again, serving as a foil on the age
issue. Thirty-four percent of Ameri-
cans see Mr. Dole’s age — he will be
73 by the election — as an obstacle,

according to a new New York Times/
CBS News polL Comedians and critics

see ii as an opportunity.

“Oscar is 68. younger than Bob
Dole.” said Whoopi Goldberg at the

Academy Awards.
Comedian Bill Maher said Mr.

Dole is so old. “when he won Califor-

nia, he declared it for Spain.”

Sidney Blumental, the New Yorker
political writer, has teamed up with

his wife. Jackie, to produce bumper
stickers that read: “Dole l$D6.”

Mr. Dole fights back by evoking

the name of a Senator who makes
him “feel like a child.” He vows to -

“put Strom Thurmond on the ticket

for age balance,” and says he follows

the older man’s example at Capitol

Hill receptions. “If he takes a

shrimp. I take a shrimp. If he takes a
banana. 1 take a banana”

in a sunny Senate office papered
with pictures from F.D.R. to H.R.C.,

Mr. Thurmond says he doesn’t mind
being ribbed. “Well, at least they

know I exist, don't they?” he grins.

“Anything that’d help Dole, I’m for

it. Cause if I’m in good shape at my
age, that indicates he could be in

good shape at his age.”

Comics have pounced on the Bob-

and-Strom pairing.

“When Bob Dole stands next to

Strom Thurmond," Jay Leno said,

“he looks like the new lifeguard on

Baywatch.”
David Letterman’s Top Ten ways

Bob Dole celebrated victory in the

primary included: “Went cruising

for chicks with Strom Thurmond.”
Dana Carvey’s show featured a

skit in which Bob Dole announces his

choice for a running mate “to bring

us into the next millennium" —
Strom Thurmond.
But the two men, Mr. Dole with a

big hearing aid and Mr. Thurmond
wtth an ear horn, soon get into a tiff.

Dole: The people of the 48 states—
Thurmond: Forty-eight? You bet-

tah check yo figgahs. boy! They’s
only 37 states in this here union.

Dole: Bob Dole knows the flavor of

soup!
Thurmond: Shut yo mouth, boy!

You and yo loud Glenn Miller music!
At the Gridiron Dinner last week-

end, Trent Lott said Mr. Thurmond
first ran for office pledging a "Con-
tract With the Colonies.” Filling out

a Senate organ donor card, Mr. Lott

said, “Strom listed a couple of parts
they don’t even make any more.”

Mr. Thurmond says he does not
give Mr. Dole advice on handling the

age issue, because he does not think

Bob & Strom’s

vaudeville show.

it’s an issue. His 70’s, after all, were
salad days. “My last baby was born
when I was about 67,” he says.
"That’s pretty good genes, isn’t it?"

Editorials suggesting that he step

down have been as effective, as they

say in Charleston, as a peashooter on
the castle walls.

After 42 years, he is running again,

hoping to celebrate his 100th birthday

in Congress. His ambidextrous cam-
paign will stress the benefits of se-

niority (“It would take a new man 20.

25 years to get the seniority I have
now”) and the benefits of term limits

(“It won’t hurt to bring in new blood.

But I’m already here. And I intend to

leave anyway after six more years”).

“It's not the age that counts.” he
says, offering his famous killer grip

in parting. "It’s your performance
that counts.” -
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That Unhappy Governess, Again
By GRAHAM FULLER

T
|HE actress Charlotte

Gainsbourg looked wistfully

at a lock of Charlotte Bron-
te's hair, woven into a
mourning bracelet, at the

Pierpoint Morgan Library's “Art of

the Brontes" exhibition. Ms. Gains-

bourg was visiting New York to pro-

mote “Jane Eyre." opening on Fri-

day and based, of course, on Bronte's
1847 novel abouc an impoverished
governess who falls tempestuously
in love with her brooding employer,
Mr. Rochester, played by William
Hurt.

It wasn't, however, merely the

sight of Charlotte Bronte’s hair that

moved Ms. Gainsbourg. Later that

day, she acknowledged that she had
kept a similar memento of her fa-

ther, the singer, songwriter and ac-

tor Serge Gainsbourg, who died in

1991. His death, she said, had been
the defining moment in her life, “a
black spot."

Ms. Gainsbourg, 24. is sparing

with such revelations. Thin and boy-

ish, with a pale, oval face, she talks

shyly about' her 12-year film career
spanning 10 films and her upbring-

ing as the daughter of Mr. Gains-

bourg and the English actress Jane
Birkin. Whereas her unmarned par-

ents reveled in their notoriety as

very public lovers who once re-

corded a pop song that was widely

banned for us simulation of the

sounds of love making. Ms. Gains-

bourg is a church mouse by compari-

son.

Although established in European
cinema, she is scarcely a marquee
name m the United Slates, where
only the 19S9 film • The Little Thief"

brought her attention. And unlike the

celesnal beauties of French cinema
who grace magazine covers. "I don't

really have the looks." she said.

With French as her first language,

she approaches some English words
hesitatingly, yet in a perfect BBC
accent. Her Frenchness was never
discussed with her when she was
being cast as Jane Eyre. Nor. :t

seems, did anyone raise the specter

of the un released I99-> film of Emily
Bronte's "VYutherir.g Heights."

which had another French actress.

Juliette Binoche. :n the lead.

This "Jane Eyre." directed by
Franco Zeffirelli with great fidelity

to the book, also stars Joan Plow-
right as Mrs. Fairfax (Rochester’s

housekeeper) and Anna Paquin as

Joan Fontaine and Orson WeJiesin the 1944 “Jane Eyre.”

the young Jane. Previous screen
Janes have included Virginia Bruce
tn a forgotten 1934 film, Joan Fon-
taine in the 1944 version that starred

Orson Welles as Rochester, and Su-

sannah York in a 1971 British televi-

sion movie.

Ms. Gamsbourg’s reticence and
modesty must have recommended
her for the role of Bronte's socially

maladroit heroine. Mr. Zeffirelli said

he had been struck by Ms. Gains-
bourg 's ability to assume the char-
acter instantly when she auditioned

for him in London.
"That day I saw seven girls," he

said. "Some were competent, some
were not. One was extraordinary,

but she was constructing a perform-
ance. calculating the effects, creat-

ing artifice, while Charlotte was ab-

solutely straightforward, and. God
knows, she wasn't very encouraging
to look at at that moment. She wore
little makeup. She just wanted to be
herself, and that’s how she got the

role."

Ms. Gainsbourg said she related to

ihe description not only of Jane
Eyre's appearance but also of her
guarded personality. “1 think what 1

felt closest to in her character was
her way of dealing with people." she

said. “I could easily imagine the

sufferings she'd had, not because
I've had the same sufferings but
because I could understand how she
builds a wall to protect herself from
other people."

To prepare for the part. Ms. Gains-
bourg wrote down a description of

how Jane becomes aware of her
physical and sexual side. "That was
interesting to play." she said, “be-
cause she's so . . . can I say, rational-

ly minded? Every time she and
Rochester touch, the contact is enor-

mous for her."

As the movie proceeds, Jane
Eyre's pinched uncertain mien is

gradually replaced by a palpable

sensuality. "Charlotie managed by
the end of the film to express this

intense feeling that Jane has re-

The Right as Punching Bag
By CARYN JAMES

C
ONSERVATIVES are sim-

ple." says one of the

proud-to-be-liberal gradu-

ate students m "The Last

Supper." Stacy Title's le-

thally funny black comedy.
"No." says another student, who is

just as libera! and maybe smarter.

“They're effective."

The students, who gather to dis-

cuss politics and philosophy at din-

ner every Sunday, don't stGp at ma-
ligning conservatives. They stereo-

type themselves, too. They call

themselves typical liberals, wimpy
and inactive, people who rail against

reactionary talk-show hosts but

don't take a step to change the world.

Their solution — to invite a conser-

vative to dinner, serve poisoned wine

and bury him in the garden — is

more extreme than marching on
Washington, but they're making up
for lost time.

The weekly murder is a source of

mordant fun in "The Last Supper,"
which opened two days ago. The
film's richest source of satire,

though, is the stark dichotomy be-

tween liberals and conservatives, a
currently popular comic notion.

In the real world of American poli-

tic$, the old liberal-conservative de-

bate has given way to a mushy mid-
dle ground, with politicians from
both sides angling toward modera-
tion. There are exceptions, like the
fire-breathing staged debates on
CNN's "Crossfire" and the entire

Buchanan campaign. But rhe liberal

vs. conservative schism, so precious
in the free-love 60's and ihe Reagan-
omic 80's, has lost much of its poten-
cy as the impact of the left has
declined.

Yet on screen the split between
left and right, and the warfare it

provokes, has new vitality. In movies
even more than in life, politics de-
fines character, and the result is a,

crop of deliriously lampooned con-
servatives. From ihe Grinch-Iike Re-
publican Senator and Presidential
candidate played by Richard Drey-
fuss in “The American President” to
the buffoonish far-right Senator
played by Gene Hackman in "The
Birdcage" and a spectrum of politi-

cally incorrect victims in “The Last
Supper," conservatives are Holly-
wood's favorite joke du jour.
There are plenty of reasons con-

servatives are made to seem cold,
evil or at best stupid on screen.
Those reasons go beyond the conven-
tional wisdom that there are more
liberals in Hollywood (like Mike
Nichols, who directed "The Bird-

cage," and Rob Reiner, the director

of "The American President) than

conservatives (like Arnold Schwar-

Francois Duhamel'CasrJe Rock Eiueruimneni

Richard Dreyfuss

zenegger). Since the 1992 election,

ihe Republicans have been the more
fractious party, and squabbling al-

ways makes good materiaL Power
makes a good target, too, and the
extreme right (think of Pat Buchan-
an again) has more influence in

American politics today than the ex-
treme left (can you think of any-
one?;. If Whoopi Goldberg seemed to

pick on Republicans on Oscar night— "Oscar is 68, younger than Bob
Dole," she said. "And then we have
Pat Buchanan, the original boy in the

hood." — well they started it! Even
before Bob Dole went on the attack
and blamed Hollywood for the decay
of American morals, Dan Quayle
was hunting Murphy Brown. By de-
monizing Hollywood, conservative
politicians made themselves irre-

sistible targets for revenge.
But in the best of the current com-

edies, politicians are more than a
means of easy vengeance, fn "The
Birdcage," the Hackman character,
Senator Keeley, provides a means
for defining a villain — oppressive
society writ large in an extremist —
and of updating the story. With soci-
ety itself much more aware and a bit
more accepting of gay relationships,
the film has had to push its villain

even further to the right. The 18-

year-old French farce "La Cage aux
Folles" became the up-to-the-minute
“Birdcage" by adding a few pointed
references to contemporary politics.

Armand and Albert, the gay cou-
ple played by
Robin Williams and Nathan Lane,
try to hide their relationship from
the Senator, whose daughter wants
to marry Armand’s son. In "La Cage
aux Folles," the potential father-in-

law was identified as the Secretary
General of the Union for Moral Or-
der. Translating it in "The Bird-

cage" as the Coalition for Moral

Order adds a whiff of the Christian

Coalition. And Senator Keeley is po-

sitioned precisely on the American
political spectrum.
"Dole is just too ... " Keeley says,

groping for the right word.

"Dark," says his wife.

"1 was going to say liberal, but

dark too," he answers.

Senator Keeley is not, as it might

seem, a Buchanan stand-in. For one

thing, the Him was completed before

Mr. Buchanan's primary victories,

when he still seemed more of a

fringe figure than he came to be this

winter. And Mr. Hackman does not

borrow a look or manner from any
recognizable politician. Keeley is

simply to the far right of Mr. Dole.

For Keeley, the Pope is too contro-

versial to preside at his daughter's

wedding. Though Armand and Al-

bert are not specifically political,

they are the conservative Keeleys'

opposite number, a warm, honest

couple so devoted to Armand's son

that they would da anything to make
him happy. (The movie carefully

avoids any lightning-rod issues like

gay marriage; it is, after all, a very

funny farce, not a tract or a model of

behavior.)

Senator Keeley, who embodies hy-

pocrisy, blindness and lack of feel-

ing, shares these traits with other

movie conservatives. He and his

wife are willing to use the wedding to

gloss over a political scandal, in

which a Coalition for Moral Order

leader died in the arms of an under-

age black prostitute. And Keeley

fails to recognize Albert in drag, in a

matronly outfit that, as many people

have noticed, mischievously evokes

Barbara Bush. In his maternal

guise, Albert defends the Senator's

dead colleague. "He was obviously

framed, and I for one would like an

autopsy," Albert says.

"That’s just what Rush Limbaugh

said," the Senator responds, might-

ily impressed with the woman.

Though "The American Presi-

dent” came out months before “The

Birdcage," Richard Dreyfuss’s Sen-

ator Bob Rumson offers a shorthand

version of Keeley at his worst. Rum-
son’s perpetual grimace, not to men-

tion his first name and Presidential

aspirations, clearly evoke Mr. pole

But Rumson exists as an easiiy-iden-

tifiable touchstone, a foil for the

moderate-to-Iiberal President

played by Michael Douglas. The he-

roic Democrats in "The American

President" are romantics and envi-

ronmentalists; the necessary killjoy

is someone willing to pollute the en-

vironment and call the President's

girlfriend a slut on a weekend talk

show. Rumson doesn't develop as a

character, and he doesn’t have to;

his conservative credentials are

enough to serve the movie's purpose.

pressed,” Mr. Zeffirelli said. “In the
momentwhen she melts, when Roch-
ester kisses her, but before she sur-
renders, she’s so moving. She's
smelling the perfume of this man
that is slowly conquering her.”

JOT* Granny F«

Mr. Hurt Worked closely with Ms.
Gainsbourg to explore the emotional
frisson between the two characters.
He suspects that she may have a
greater awareness of what she is

accomplishing in a scene than she
admits to.

"The thing that makes her so good
is how conscious she is " he said.

“She's strong and sinewy' me of the

best actresses I have ever worked
with. Once she was able to see what
was viable in the part, she released
her passionate energy. But she did-

n't cosmeticize Jane Eyre, whereas
someone else might have done. She
doesn’t let Charlotte Bronte dawn.*'

Her childhood was very different

from that of the poor orphan Jane
Eyre. Ms. Gainsbourg lived with her
jetsetting parents (and her half-sis-

ter, Kaye, from Ms. Birkin’s mar-
riage to the film composer John Bar-
ry) until they separated in 1980,

when she was 9. She describes her
childhood as “wild but fun.”

"Although my parents seemed
frivolous,” she said, “ray father was
very strict, not about things like

clothes and table manners but about
school. 1 went to about 15 schools, but
I had a very serious education."
When she was 12, she won her first

film role as the daughter of divorced

parents in a 1985 Catherine Deneuve
film called “Love Songs." Ms. Birkin

takes no credit for influencing her
daughter as an actress beyond sens-

ing her desire to act. “She was a
very private, quiet, confidential

child, and absolutely discreet,” she

said. “But, for all I knew, therewasa
second side of her that actually

wanted to scream.”
In 1965, the director Claude Miller,

a disciple of Francois Truffaut, cast

Ms. Gainsbourg in his film “L'Ef-

frontee.” For her portrayal ofa tem-
pest-tossed adolescent, she won a
Cesar, the French Oscar. Mr. Miller

next cast her as the delinquent, pre-

cocious teen-ager in “The Little

Thief," a film based on a story by
Truffaut and Claude de Givrav.

“Charlotte’s quality was her mtu-
itiveness," Mr. Miller recalled. "She
was like a little animal, but she was
very disciplined. She was a humble

• CtftrCtote/Mpamtt

Charlotte Gadnsbomg in the new version of "Jane Eym.*
'

little girl, who never believed it when
1 said how wonderfid she.was. I've
worked with Isabelle. Adjani, Romy
Schneider and others; bur Charlotte
is the best actress I've ever met.”
“The Little Thief" not only

brought Ms. Gainsbourg internation-

al attention; it also gave her a sense
of vocation.

“I realized when we were making
it that I wanted to work much
more ” she said. “Up until then, act-

ing had been play.” She subsequent-
ly appeared in the Tavianl brothers*

:

"Sole Anche di Notte" ("Night
Sun”), the French “Merci. fa Vie'*

and the British “Cement Garden.”
directed by Andrew Birkin, her an-

cle. Before goingon to “Jane Eyre.”
she appeared in the original Paris

stage production of David Mamet’s
"Oleanna-"
“Rung Fu Master.” ancthprof Ms.

Gauxstotigh’s films, war written by
Ms. Birkm. its star. “She has im-
mense resources of vfefehee and
emotion,” Ms. Birkin "When
shegot ’Jane Eyre/ made perfect

Ms. Gainsbourg . afo* drilled
breathity of amour alragrifobcr fa-

ther on the song "Lecxxt Ipcest/'

recorded m 1984. TteiUBjiHefr
provocative number-VMMtofea*
Beseem of the GataoheocfeBMun
scandalous bit song of

Tataae Mei Non Ptafi*few apt

tench a steghig car^ ^/M*.
Gatebour^ bur so maser; Joe
Eyre npner needs to -
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QUESTIONS FOR TH "r..

ACR055
I Sweetly, in a suite

6 Jambalaya. for one

10 Very shortly, shortly

14 Put one past

18 Provinces

19 Like
L'eggs
containers

21 Count, in England

22 Blues singer Big
Thornton

23 What's your favorite

opera?

26 5ide in a 1 980's war

27 Japanese
cult leader
Shoko

28 Pan of a "Mikado''
refrain

29 Famous
12-book
story

31 How do I get these
tablets out of the
bottle?

35 Gueless

39 The Way
40 Lori

41 Logic truths

44 Candied

48 Staff of Life

53 In what state are
many ofyour
customers?

57 Ragtime's Blake

58 “Alfred” poet Henry
James

59 Guy Fawkes Day
mo.

60 Famed baseball

family

61 Helen of Troy’s
mother

62 Uncut
64 What's your favorite

old TV show?

68 New York and New
Jersey river

70 Offs

by Cathy millhauser / Edited by Will Shoktz

rr

no

. 0 :

\\

118 Where’s the other
pharmacist?

122 Enraptured

123 Listerine target

124 Stand in some
studios

125 Frill

126 Word oF regret

127 Homeric

25 Exam for the
U.-bound,

30 Stage actress -rr—
Jams

71 What should I keep
locked in a cabinet?

128 Salad plate
fillSCOOpI

129 Dauntless

77 Numb
80 Mr.Trebek

81 Loewe output

82 Civil War combatant

83 Mead
85 Fossil, e.g.

87 Which Wharton
novel would you
recommend?

91 Deliverance

93 Game with a40-card
deck

94 Epoch in the
Cenozoic Era

95 Tiff

98 Mike Hammer, for
one

100 Jejuna neighbors

101 What would you ay
ifyou found some
pills in your mixed
vegetables?

110 Melodious
111 Pope John Paul II,

originally

112 Layette pair

1 17 Disney’s Simba or
Nals

DOWN
1 Man Ray’s art

2 Hockey's Bobby et

aL

3 "Star Wars" role

4 Change, e.g.

5 Founded: Abbr.

6 Audible

7 NewDeal agey.

8 Unspecific
duration

9 Furniture
measurement

10 Greek god of the
winds

11 Substratum
12 Suffix with drunk
13 Gratified

14 PartofPABA
15 Seven-time A.L.

batting champ
16 Alternative to the

postoffice

17 Splendiferous

20 Pressing

24 Neighborof
Scorpius

32 Enraptured

33 Exaction .

34 Arina of "Nana* .

35 Northern nomad :

36 Small round
window, in
architectune - -

37 Wader
38 Crown
42 Servile

43 Kind of relationship
45 Key to Mozart's

21st: Abbr.
46 C^einesource
47 Kind ofjacket
49 Green Wave's

school
50 Observe
51 Lift

52 Cauterize

54 Eye parts

55 TVnewsman
Hughes etal.

56 Analogy wbnds •

63 TO and Lois" baby^.
64 Italian ballgame .

65 The Supremes' “I

r-r— Symphony*.

. 66 Ancient-mystic

. 67 Spanish port. ' -

'

69 Wordoriadoor .

71 Actress Felicia ...-

72 Qot ofthe wind, on .

-'windjammers
;:7BPBb—-V . .

74 Range .

’

.75 “Tantum "

- (hymn part)

76 Youth magazine
78 ArriiftectSbaritieh

Sr.

79 Tubular pasta
84 Not on land

. 86 Sheaths
.

87 Actress Hatcher
. .

88' One of the Htodinf
• Brothers

. 89 Podia
90 Third-century date
92 Miser' : -

96 Ci
Gi

97 Jab.follower
99' Occult doctrine

.101 Model wood
.'

102 An archangel
103 Actress Fullerton

.
104 Church receptacles

.
105 Suffix with press
If*6 Little bay
107 Footing facilitator

108 Cry in gasps
109 Hydrant hookups

.

113 Sermon’s basis
1 14 Dividend preceder
115 Sandy shade
110 Ticket specification
119 Snood
120 Columbus sch.
121 Swamp
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The magical
' Mimouna

FEATURES

:* i *

I Lee Malkus explores and
|
explains the North African festival

| jthat takes place later this week

$."W" late on the seventh and

1 I day of Pessah. The sun
down on the last hours

tSe holiday of freedom, the
''afternoon minim prayers have

I
tee” said in synagogues around

|
the country, and the lighting of

^the ravdala candle, which honors
f-the Reparation between holiday

|
and (weekday, is about to take

? pi act.

»
.

Si£h is the ritual at the close of
* every holiday, but these particular
' moments contain an unusual mix-
ture, pf emotions, serious reflec-

; tionjjand a growing feeling of
1 exedemeni.

;

lifts the conclusion of a period

\
during which Jews remember the

'exodus; from Egypt, and then,
almost immediately, the mood
changes with the dramatic
entrance of another especially
joyoqs holiday with roots in a
.longer but less ancient exile.

. This unusual festival is the
Mimouna, a product of the rich
culture and history of the Jews of

i North Africa and celebrated on
the concluding night of Pessah
and throughout the following day.
Nik mentioned in the Bible.

Tabfiud, or other traditional texts,

the i origins and customs of the

Mimouna are shrouded in mys-
tery.

No date marking the first cele-

brations has been recorded, no
reliable association established
with a specific historic event, and
no agreement reached as to the

meaning of its name.

But questions related to the

roots of the Mimouna did not pre-

vent the Jews of North Africa

from turning the holiday into a
highlight of the year. In Morocco
- where the Mimouna was given

its richest expression - the prepa-

rations were so extensive and the

celebration so elaborate that some
rabbis saw a threat to the sanctity

of Pessah and attempted to regu-

late the Mimouna by assigning a
serious religious character to this

folk holiday.

Receiving the blessing of the

rabbi became a standard part of
the Mimouna festivities. The lack

r^bf guidance from rabbinical
!* authorities relating to the
‘

• Mimouna. however, most likely

led to the development of the

diverse rituals that make the

Mimouna one of the most inter-

esting non-halachic orphans of
Jewish history.

One of the most accepted expla-

nations of the Mimouna's mean-
ing is that, according to tradition,

God passes judgment on the

world at four times, and on
Pessah, specifically on die pro-

duce of the land.

The Mimouna is seen as a kind

of new-year festival marking the

renewal of the agricultural cycle

and the rebirth of nature. On the

night of the Mimouna the table is

set with the symbols of agricul-

tural abundance.
Oranges, almonds, dates and

other fruits are laid out. Honey is

placed in a bowl as a sign of
sweetness and eggs as a symbol
of the fertility theme so prevalent

on this night In many homes a
bowl containing a live fish is

placed on the table as an addition-

al sign of fertility.

A tray of flour garnished with
sheaves of wheat, barley and
green beans is also very common.
In some communities in Algeria,

gold and silver coins were placed
in the flour for luck.

Traditional foods include cous-

cous and die special mufleia
bread of thin dough fried in a pan
and dipped in honey and fresh

butter.

In some communities in

Morocco, foods forbidden during
Pessah were purchased from
Moslems at the gates of the

Jewish quarter of the city at

nighrfali, while in others the

Moslems presented the flour in

exchange for matza or mufleta.

Blessings of good fortune are

proffered, most often the Judeo-

Arabic tirbahu v'tis'adu, may you
profit and succeed. In keeping
with theme of a “new year,” it is

common to ask friends for for-

giveness.

In some areas of Tunisia chil-

dren took a sheaf of wheat in their

hands and beat their parents and
friends while wishing them a

lucky year.

With each blow, the power of
the wheat is transferred to the

person receiving the blessings.

Families dress in Moslem cloth-

ing and make rounds of die neigh-
borhood late into the night, visit-

ing for a few minutes to bestow

Hie mood ofMimouna is an especially joyous one, as is reflected in the singing and music-making of this Jerusalem family.

and receive blessings and then

moving on to the next house.

Doors are opened and no invita-

tions are necessary.

The following day it is custom-

ary to wake up early - otherwise,

tradition dictates, you will be lazy

for the rest of the year.

In communities near streams or

large bodies of water, it became
common to wash one's legs and
slap the water in remembrance of

the parting of the Red Sea.

In Morocco it was common for

Jews to spend the entire day in

orchards or the fields at the invi-

tation of the Moslem landowners

to offer a blessing for tbe trees.

Another traditional explanation

of the holiday's meaning, and
specifically of the name
“mimouna” is that it is a corrup-

' Tr^^n^Ids thktjusfas the

Children of Israel were redeemed
from Egypt during the Hebrew
month of Nissan, so too will the

coming of the Messiah take place

in that month.
At the time that Mimouna is

celebrated, most of Nissan is over

and still the Messiah has not
arrived. Instead of despairing,

Jews demonstrate the strength of

their faith - not to mention the

Jewish penchant for turning a
hopeless situation on its head -
by holding a celebration that is so

joyous it will speed the redemp-
tion on its way.

Another theory is that the festi-

val’s name is the feminine render-

ing of the Arabic word mimoun
meaning good fortune, for it is

customary for young women to

enter into marriage engagements
on the night of the Mimouna.
A further theory proposes that

the Mimouna commemorates the

deffiJfof Rabbi Maimon, father of
Mamionides, and a scholar

revered by Moroccan Jews.

Another holds that the

Mimouna is held to show proper

respect for Mimoun, king of
demons in Jewish folklore.

Seeing that a special festival has

been arranged in his honor,

Mimoun will be appeased and
refrain from damaging crops at a

time of year when the agricultur-

al yield still hangs in tbe balance.

Dr. Harvey Goldberg of the

Hebrew University sees the

meaning of the holiday not in the

etymology of its name, but in the

complex relations between Jews
and Moslems in Morocco.
He interprets the wearing of

Moslem clothing as an attempt to

create a temporary feeling of sta-

tus reversal in which, for one day,

the Jews act as if they are the

privileged class.

He sees the Moslem invitation

to spend tbe day of Mimouna in

the orchards and fields as “axt&g~
where a politically weak group is

believed by the political majority

to possess more than its share of
spiritual power, including a close-

• ness to the forces of fertility.”

Although many of the aspects

of the traditional celebration bave
been preserved, the Mimouna
today has nevertheless been
transformed with its arrival in'

Israel along with the Jews of
North Africa.

In addition to the thousands of
families who open their doors to

one another in die traditional spir-

it of the holiday, an estimated-one

and a half million Israelis of all

ethnic backgrounds take part in

the varied organized festivities

that mark the day.

The Hebrew-language press

prints special sections, radio and
television programs are dedicated

to the culture of North African

Jewry, and no political or reli-

' gious leader lets the day pass

without attendinga public gather-

ing or issuing- a statement prais-

ing the Mimouna and its cele-

brants.

The Mimouna has grown into a

(Y. Zaken/Media Images Lul)

massive public display of ethnic

pride highlighting the contribu-

tions of North African Jews, par-

ticularly those with roots in

Morocco, to the creation of Israeli

culture.

While it remains largely an eth-

nic happening. Shalom Amouyal.
president of the Beyahad move-
ment, which aims to overcome
ethnic differences among Jews
and which is behind much of the

dramatic increase in the populari-

ty of the Mimouna, speaks of cre-

ating a new, truly national holi-

day.

“The Mimouna.” he says, “is

the gift of North African Jews to

the whole people of Israel.

“Its lessons of renewal and an
open door to all are rooted in a
tradition of tolerance and unity.

The Mimouna can become a true

celebration of the cultural mosaic
formed by kibbutz galuyot - the

ingathering of the exiles.”

Home demolitions valid

by-case basis

Rain is not the only answer

on case-
lh the Supreme Court, sitting as
a High Court of Justice, before

Justices Gavriel Bach, Mishael
Cheshin. and Dalia Domer, in

the matters of Rabhi Said Sharif

and six others. petitioners, versus

Maj.-Cen. Ilan Biran. IDF com-

. nuinder in Judea and Samaria,
respondent (H.C. 1740/96 and six

- others).

LAW REPORT

ASHER FEUX LANDAU

MAJ.-GEN. BIRAN. act-

ing under regulation

l 19c ll of the

Emergency (Defense)

Regulations of 1 945, ordered the

forfeiture and demolition of

houses occupied by seven terror-

ists connected with Hamas or

Islamic Jihad, who were involved

in icrrorist attacks in Israel. Four
of Ihe terrorists were suicide

bombers who murdered dozens of
innocent men. women and chil-

dren, and injured hundreds of

others. The three others assisted

b\ conveying explosives to the

main perpetrators, and guiding

and directing them in their mur-

derous missions.

Regulation 1 1 9( 1 ) empowers
the commander, inter alia, to

destroy any house or structure if

lie is satisfied their inhabitants, or

some of them, have committed
any military court offense. (The

full text appears in The Jerusalem
Pom Law Reports on p.99.1 The
military authorities rejected the

inhabitants' objections, and they

then petitioned the Supreme
Court, sitting as a High Court of

Justice, to set the demolition

orders aside.

JUSTICE BACH delivered the

flrsi judgment of the court.

Petitioners' counsel, he said, had

repeated the submissions of many
previous cases that the orders

vvece unlawful since they

involved collective punishment,

violating basic conceptions of

justice and the principles of inter-

national law.

Citing precedents, he reiterated

that the orders were not issued to

punish terrorists' families. They

were intended to deter terrorists

by impressing upon them they

would not only endanger their

own lives, but would also cause

the destruction of their relatives

homes.
Regulation 119. he continued,

gavtf the commander wide pow-

ers which did not accord with

basic conceptions of justice in an
enlightened state. The court,

therefore, recognized the com-
mander's right to order demoli-
tion of houses only after weigh-
ing each case on its own merits,

and acting reasonably with a
proper sense of proportion. No
rigid and comprehensive criteria

could be laid down, but the court

had indicated a number of factors

which should be considered.

These included the seriousness

of the terrorist's acts, after a thor-

ough examination of the proof
against him - this naturally being
ihc most important factor; the

degree of the inhabitants*

involvement, while the absence
of proof of their collaboration

w'ould not necessarily prevent the

issue of an order but could limit

its scope; if the terrorist's lodg-

ings could be separated from the

rest of the structure, thus prevent-

ing damage to the whole build-

ing; and, if such damage was
unavoidable, whether sealing off

the ten-orist’s lodgings could suf-

fice.

Justice Bach then dealt with the

evidence identifying each terror-

ist and proving his having lived

in the house and been responsible

for the fatal attacks, and also that

relating to the guidance and assis-

tance he had received. He held

the commander had correctly

weighed every factor, and there

was no flaw’ In his decisions.

Save in one case, he said, the

apartments to be destroyed were

of families in which the terrorist

had lived with one or both of his

parents, and his single brothers

and sisters. In the other case, a

separate unit in which the terror-

ist’s brother and his family lived

had been excluded from the

demolition.

The court had been asked, he

continued, to permit the inhabi-

tants themselves to demolish the

houses. The commander, howev-
er, had opposed this suggestion

on the ground that it would weak-
en the deterrent effect of the

demolition.

He was not prepared to reject

the commander's argument.

There were three cases, he said.

relating to terrorist excesses some
months ago. in which the com-
mander had for various reasons

“frozen" the demolition orders,

activating them only after the

recent spate of suicide attacks. It

was submined, therefore, that the

orders now issued were unlawful.
However, in no case, he said,

had the commander decided not

to issue an order, or to cancel one
already given. Moreover, the

court had already held that delay
in issuing the order did not neces-

sarily indicate a flaw in its issue.

Justice Bach proposed, therefore,

that the petitions be dismissed.

JUSTICE DORNER concurred
with Justice Bach save in regard

to two of the last three cases men-
tioned by him. H.C. 1730 and
1731/96. It had not been doubted
until now, she said, that there had
to be some causal connection
between the terrorist act and the

demolition.

The demolition order had to be
a direct reaction to a particular

attack. In the two cases men-
tioned. therefore, the orders were
unjustified, and the petitions

should be allowed.

JUSTICE CHESHIN agreed with
Justice Bach. Citing the biblical

injunction against collective pun-
ishment (Ezekiel 18:20), he
pointed out that the Defense
(Emergency) Regulations were
issued by the British authorities

as a wartime measure, and
remained in force in the adminis-

tered territories after 1967. Israel

and Hamas and Islamic Jihad
were in fact at war. although not

in the formal sense. Sanctions in

time of war were not the daily

concern of courts of law.

However, the then attorney-

general, Meir Shamgar. had
directed state authorities after the

1967 war not to question the

court's jurisdiction in matters

relating to acts of state servants in

the administered territories. The
court therefore, would be faithful

to its trust and continue to uphold
the rule of law. albeit in a sphere

in which it would prefer not to be
involved. In the result, and sub-

ject to the limited dissent of
Justice Domer. the petitions were
dismissed.

This is the first oftwo parts.

Once again it looks as if the last rains of
the season have saved the country

from a year of severe water shortages.

But right up until the last minute we rely on
faith to provide an answer and go right on
wasting water as if there were a never-ending

supply.

Mark Twain, a man who worried, once said

that he had known many troubles in his life but
thankfully, most of them never happened- This

is not the case here. We don’t do much worry-

ing about the things that might or are even
almost sure to happen. We have faith and
believe in miracles, but sometimes the miracle

doesn’t happen and then we hit the national

panic button.

Right now - with the Kinneret. our principal

water reservoir, almost full and no immediate
danger - is the time for the government to

institute a full-scale campaign to save water.

This means that water quotas should be set at

a minimum, that municipalities and local

councils should set on example by refraining

from watering public gardens at midday when

EARTHLY CONCERNS
D'VORA BEN SHAUL

a large proportion of the water evaporates, and
that all of us should be aware of just what a
precious commodity fresh, clean, potable

water really is.

Israel is one of die few places in Asia, indeed

in most of the world, where every man.’
woman, child and animal has access to clean

water, yet we treat this as if it were a foregone

conclusion and not a blessing.

There are so many steps that could be taken

to conserve water without imposing any hard-

ship or reduction in living standards. No
swimming pool should be allowed unless the

water from it is directly rerouted to irrigation

purposes. More sewage effluent should be
recycled, more use made of lightly salinated

waters.

Moreover, there should be regulations

backed by stria laws to prevent waste. There
are many cities in the US and Europe where
washing a car with a hose, or watering a gar-

den in the daytime (and sometimes watering a

garden at. all) are punishable by stiff fines.

Here we pay lip service to water conservation,

but do as little as we can about it.

Some of the steps that can conserve water

resources require an expenditure for infra-

structure but most of them hinge on just plain

common sense. People are still buying and
installing toilet tanks with a single, full-flush

system that takes about 30 liters of water rather

than an alternate flush system for solid or liq-

uid waste that takes, for liquids, less than 10
liters. Veiy few people, even those with large

gardens and fruit trees, bother to reroute the so
called “gray water” from the washing machine
or the kitchen sink and dishwasher to the trees
- it all goes down the drain.

Not every year is a drought year, but some
are. Our population is growing, our industry is

expanding and the advent of peaceful neigh-
borly relations with surrounding states are all

taking a toll on our water reserves. It’s time to
do something about it now, before it’s a real
problem.

THE JERUSALEM POST
PESSAH HANDICRAFTS FAIR

100 stands with 40 new exhibitors.

Thousands and thousands of original
creations in every price range.

Come early cause the bargains go quickly.

To be opened by
Ehud Olmert MK, Mayor of Jerusalem

THE GOLDBERG SPORTS HALL
3 REHOV STERN. MALHA, JERUSALEM

300 meters from Canyon Malha
Plenty of parking space
Buses: 18, 19,24, 26

Monday, April 8, noon till 8 p.m.
Admission NIS 10

(a donation to the Forsake Me Not
Toy and Welcome Home Funds)

’

Children under 12 with parents FREE
10 Super Door prizes

Meet your friends at the Post Pessah~Fair
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Israeli firms Gilo attacks Scitex
BUSINESS BRIEFS

to take part in

Omani fair
MUSCAT (Reuter) - Five Israeli firms will take part for the first time in

a computer and communications fair in Oman this month, a newspaper
said yesterday.

Ali al-Habaj, manager of the organizing company, was quoted by al-

Waian newspaper as saying the aim of “the participation of the Israeli

firms in the fair for the first time in Oman is to develop technical coop-
eration between Israeli and Omani firms working in the field of infor-

mation technology.” The newspaper did not name Habaj’s company or
the five Israeli firms. More than 100 companies would take part in the

five-day fair due to open next Monday, it said.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres visited Oman and Qatar last week, dur-

ing which Muscat and Doha agreed to exchange trade offices with Israel.

GM increasing
ties with local firms

leadership
Miygan Hrmtfflfl receives mnaTaumnu — "

.

SsfcSLe the fist bbel print* here to «

*£
nationally recognized ISO 9002 quality assurance

company, which is situated on KibbutzMzshmar David,

>

year to expand the existing factoryand add a nmnoer or

es to incrcaseeffidency. (jautup***

GAUT UPKIS BECK

GENERAL Motors (GM) hopes

to work with Israeli firms to build

a supplier base that can provide

high-volume components to the

automotive industry, GM's new
vice chairman Hairy Pearce said.

Addressing 300 Detroit-area

businessmen at a dinner hosted by

the American-Israel Chamber of

Commerce of Michigan. Pearce

said GM has already signed deals

with several Israeli companies
and has met with “about 100
prospective suppliers.*'

He explained that GM must
become a global manufacturer to

maximize its opportunities in the

world marketplace.

“The days are past when any

one company can impress its cul-

ture and its products on others,”

said Pearce. “Instead. GM’s
approach will involve a global

workforce and supply base that

will be multi-cultural aid multi-

lingual.”

As evidence, he cited the

growth of GM's joint venture with

UM1, the leading vehicle manu-
facturer and distributor in the

Israeli market
American-Israel Chamber presi-

dent Michael Traison said die

chamber plans to create an
Association of Israeli Automotive
Parts Products and Distributors,

which will operate as a chamber
subsidiary.

DAVIDI Gilo, the American-
Israeli entrepreneur who 10 days
ago waged a hostile-takeover

campaign for Scitex, the Heizliya
based high-tech powerhouse,
scathingly attacked the compa-
ny’s current and recent leadership.

“With all the due respect that I

have for you, I think that from a

business viewpoint Scitex is a
chapter which is several years
behind you, since if this is not the

case, yon would most probably
have helped the company before I

entered the picture,” Gilo wrote to

Scitex founder Efi Arazi over the

weekend.
Gilo has bid for a hostile

takeover of Scitex, stating his

intention to bring new thinking,

enthusiasm and leadership to the

firm by participating in (emerging
opportunities in the publishing

and multimedia markets.
“In my opinion, this can only be

achieved by growing and invest-

ing in Scitex's businesses, not by
breaking the company apart,” said

Gilo.

Earlier this week, Gilo informed
Dov Tadmor, chairman of the

board of Scitex, that he intends to

continue his plans to gam control

of the firm, despite the decision

by the board and principal share-

holders to reject his proposal.

G3o offered to purchase Scitex

shares for a total of $856m., at

$20 per share, about 44 percent

over market prices on the eve of
his proposal. In the letter, GQo
said he is prepared to consider a

GALTT UPKIS BECK

higher price for Scitex shares dur-

ing negotiations.

In a separate letter suit to

Tadmor, Gilo accused Scitex’s

board of failing in its attempts to

realize shareholder value.

“Last October,” wrote Gilo,
“when you disclosed your latest

‘new strategic plan’ and proceed-
ed to explain that plan to the

investment community, the only
response was disappointment
This is demonstrated by the pre-

cipitous decline in Scitex’s shares
during a period when the NAS-
DAQ Composite Index was set-

ting record highs and high-tech

stocks, in particular, were the
leading gainers.

“Indeed, independent securities

analysts from Lehman Brothers,

Smith Barney, Prudential
Securities and even your own
investment bankers, Alex Biown
- who have studied Scitex and
been presented with its business
plan - have stated that even if the

plan is successful, Scitex’s shares

will not reach in the next 12

months the level that I am offer-

ing to pay for those shares today.”

According to Gilo, a major
shake-up in the board is the only
way to restore the company back
to good health.

“I believe that the board’s track

record over recent years is the

mam reason that the investment
community, the employees, and
the management of Scitex have

little confidence in the company’s
ability to bring about the substan-

tial changes that are necessary. It

is an indisputable fact that Scitex

is being managed by a paralyzed

and ossified board, the members
of which are selected by virtue of
a voting agreement and not by any
considerations related to

.
Scitex’s

business.”

Stressing his achievement as

founder of two publicly traded

high-tech companies, DSP
Communications and DSP Group,
Gilo emphasized that together

these two have generated nearly

$500 million in shareholder value
over the past three years, at the

time in which Scitex’s sharehold-

ers investment in the company fell

$13 billion.

Capital market sources said

Scitex losses in 1995 were mainly
due to provisions resulting from
the company’s major redundancy
program and other expenses asso-

ciated with its recovery program.
One analyst said the decision of

Scitex’s major shareholders not to

sell shares to Gilo is a sign of con-
fidence in the company and an
indication of their belief that

Scitex is on the right track and
expected to post improved results

in the near future.

The major shareholders -
International Paper Company,
PEC Israel Economic Carp.,

Discount Investment and Clal

Electronics Industries — collec-

tively bold some 36% of issued

and outstanding Scitex shares.

export 1BSDIBU apunuB Wi .unn.tr iiuiu* “T V j
appealed to Finance Minister Avraham Shohat and tobistiy.ana

Trade Minister MTcha Harishto allocate another NIS lOOmubou to

die Fund forEncouragement of Overseas Marketing- Fund chairman

Amir Makov said die fund had dried up. Since the start of me year

the fond has used NIS IOOdl, its entire budget for 1996.
GalULipids tfeck

Netivot, Nativ in

to run workers’ f
GAUT UPKIS BECK

NETIVOT, a subsidiary of Koor
Capital Markets; has signed an
agreement witfrNalfv to manage
the Histadrut workers’ pension
and compensation fond, in the

framework of Koor Industries’

plans to expand its Activities in

the capital market. ;

According to' the agreement,
Netivot will provide-management
services to the fond and also man:
age pension plans for new newly
insured members.
The newly insured include

Koor employees. Ports Authority

employees mid workers from the

Sole! Bench group.

The Nativ fund currently has

32,000

members and total assets

ofNIS 3 billion, making itone of
the five largest pension funds in
thecomitry. -

Netivot plan* to expand Naitiv’s

activities into other fekk mrinti.

ing other forms of saving {dans.

Koor Capital Markets President

and CEO Yitzhak Halamich said

this is thefiist time the company
is engaged in management of

pension funds, a field in which

the company intends tobecome a

dominant player. - ' *

. The supervisor of insurance at

the Finance ; Ministry gave
Netivot approval ta engage in the

insurance and pension -field about

one month ago.
~ ' 1

Koor Capital, whichwas found-

ed m 1994 to engage in fmanci&l

services, began operations -last

year. • •. 1 v:

Several months ago the compa-
ny

.
purchased- , all toe-rights in

Aharon and Levy, a member of
' the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
which is engagedia management
of investment portfolios and

. mntnaLfimds.

French businessmen check prospects in Iraq
AMMAN (Reuter) - French busi-

nessmen returned from Baghdad
yesterday confident they would be

able to clinch multimillion dollar

deals once Iraq agrees to UN
terms for limited oil sales.

“We went to Iraq with business-

f For cmTfent information on 1
securities in Israel

and the U.S., including

high-yielding U.S.

government-backed

debentures,

call:

M.H.

MEYERSON
Sr CO., INC.

.4 hibiii-ly Tra. t. 1 (..vu/uny

N.VSDAO S.vrabofcMHMY
Brt'kfr.< A-ii/rr.> in Sm/rifir.'

/iklnvik’

30 iMonlgmun' Street

Jrincy City. New Jenny 07502
, USA

Corporate & Institutional Inquiries:

Jeffrey E. Meyerson, ViP.

/n/muf.iM/ Ranting /triuMi

1-201-332-3513

Fu 1-201-332- IMS

Retail Customer Inquiries:

Eric J. Logan, V.P.

Vinihuui Sab* . Uuihtfrr

'
I -201-332-480 1 . I-80D-838-8I IS

Fan 1-201-454-1008

Omr spceutUy trained

tonnef wiu be arailabie to

i/oar invtstmrnt need*.

men to explore the possibilities to

be involved in the UN Security

Council 9S6 resolution to supply

food and medicine,” said Thieny
Courtaigne. director of
Confederation of French
Industries and Services

International, which organized the

five-day visit.

_ - Courtaigne^ -however.-insisted

they were “applying the rules of
the* game” in dealing with Iraq,

which has been under stringent

(mOD) TARGET OnU
Mutual Fund for

Foreign Residents

Date: 2.4.96

Purchase Price: 147.30

Redemption Price: 146.14

tetmipia wotoA ®

£RIMEj

FrmB »

prime erns
Mutual Fundfor

Foreign Residents

Date:

Purchase Price:

Redemption Price:

leumipia iwwrt

26.3.96

108.50

107.84

Investing in Israeli Real

Estate Made Simple
Israeli real estate has served

as a prudent investment for

thousands of non-residents

who now own second
homes, commercial or

residential rental units

throughout Israel

Making such an investment

is now easier than ever

thanks to the availability of

convenient mortgage
products for non-residents.

The model for all these

mortgages is the MFRM
pioneered by Mizrahi Bank.

A Mizrahi Foreign

Resident's Mortgage-allows
you to borrow up to 50% of

the value of any property with

no need for guarantors or

I MIZRAHI BANK
General Credit Division

Alt Oriy Yuval *3 Ahuzat Bayit St, Tel AvivTefc 035106464, Fax5106471

Tourist and Foreign Investor Centers:

78 Hayarkon Street Tel Aviv*Tel- 03-5171636

12 Ben Yehuda Street Jerusalem ‘Tel: IB-208922

29 Jaffa Road, Jerusalem • TeL- 02-232151

4 Smflansky Street Netanya ’Tel: 09-605555

12 K3or Haaizxnaut, Netanya »TeL- 0W44577
Internet vmw-mizrahi .co .U

collateral other than the

property itself*

MFRM's are available for

periods of up to 15 years

with instalments payable
monthly, quarterly or semi-

annually.

For its overseas customers,

Mizrahi also provides a

variety of support services.

These include for example,

standing orders for utilities,

municipal taxes and
insurance.

For further Information
please contact one of the

offices listed below, or visit

any of our 90 branches
throughout Israel.

*Sub|ecttD banks efiseretion

UN trade sanctions since Baghdad
invaded Kuwait in August 1990.

Members of the 40-strong delega-

tion said they explored the

prospects of a substantial French

share in an estimated $500 million

worth of humanitarian needs Iraq

could buy if it accepted the resolu-

tion, which allows it to sell $2 bil-

lion worth Ofo3 over six mooths.

Talks over the partial o3~deal,

which started in January, are sched-

uled to resume in New York today.

The delegation included repre-

sentatives of key French indus-

tries and banks, including the oil

industry, which has taken a lead

among foreign firms in clinching

tentative deals with Baghdad to be
implemented once the embargo is

fully removed.
Businessmen said Iraq was very

keen to attract Western multina-

tionals and foreign capital, espe-

cially French firms, due to long-

standing business ties before the

Gulf crisis.

“There is an evolution in Iraqi

policy towards international

investment, they want to attract it,

and European firms will be inter-

ested in participating in this new
step,” Courtaigne said.

Members of the delegation said

the visit allowed French industry

to position itself in the post-sanc-

tions Iraqi market, in the. stiffs

competition
-

among European'
businesses eyeing Iraq’s vast

potential as a consumer hungry
market
“We assessed the situation,

positioned ourselves, and estab-

lished ourselves so when the door
is open then we can go directly to

the people we have met before,”

said Henri de Courtivrou. vice

president of Banque Indo Suez.

Echoing the views of his col-

leagues, the banker said French
business and industry cannot
afford to ignore Iraq, a key
regional market with around 20
million people that sits on the

world’s second largest oil

reserves.

Dubai aviation officials watch die arrival of Pepsi’s Concorde, leased from AirFrance andSport-
ing the new electric-bine Pepsi colors, which stopped over In Ihe GulfArab emirate yesterday
while on a whirlwind marketing tour offoe Middle East '(Rote)

to*"
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If you’re planning to invest in Israel,

consider our TARGET and PRIME

Mutual Funds!

From March I” to May 2. 19%. units of the

PIA TARGET and PIA PRIME mutual funds will he offered at the unit

price plus an additional increment of 0.25^

!

Leumi Pia. Israel's largest and most established mutual feud company, controlling 21.9%* of the entire

mutual fend market now offers two U.S. Dollar denominated fends, exclusive to foreign residents:

PIA PRIME & PIA TARGET.

Boasting a return of 12.53ft** over the last 12 months, this global and

flexible fend invests its assets in shares of leading and well-established

companies in Israel. Europe and the United States.

Boasting a return of 1 1Jft** over the last 12 months, Ha Prime invests the

majority of its assets in foreign currency bonds traded on major world stock

exchanges, including the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.

So. if you're thinking ofmaking a solid investment, think of Leumi Pia - the largest investment

family in Israel.

Details at all Bank Leumi branches and other members of the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.

THE agriculture sector has suf-

fered NIS 30 million m damages
as a result ofdamage from weath-

er during winter. Natural Disaster

Insurance Fund mnnagw David

^^^^October 19^'to'March
1996 period, the fund has received

6,000

damage claims, mainly as a
result of storm and had! damage.
Most of the complaints were
made .following heavy storms on
January 17 ana March 23; which
caused significant damage to cit-

rus fruit and vegetables.

Grnsbmg said the sector suf-

fered a relatively small amount of
damage in comparison with previ-

ous years, and in contrast to the
last few years there wasW dam-
age claims in connection with
cohl weather: ...
He said formers will receive

compensation, eyen though" the
1996 winter season was rnot
declared a natural disaster fer tile

agriculture sector.

The fin^ manages 79,000 insur-
ance policies and insures means
of production valued at NIS 3.7
billion. The insurance policy is
65% financed by' the former and
tte remainderby fee government
- average, the fond handles

35,000

claims each year and pays'
compensation ofNIS 46im

PIA TARGET:

PIA PRIMEijS

B 29.2. 1996. field in U5. Dollars.

• • 1 IW - 29.1 19%. yield in 15. Dollm.

••• This aivenbemeni does not ctnwiiute an offer to purchase participating units of the mutual funds. The purchase of

unhs is clarified aerwding to the funds prospectuses.

(Member oi the Bank Leumi le-lsreel B.M. Group ot Companies) ILlslU
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Metals lower
on sharp fall
' in silver

COMMODITIES
' ROUNDUP

SINCE alt markets were dosed on
Friday for Easter, the following
market summary is for the week
ending Thursday.

.US markets will be open today,

but several other markets - includ-
ing London and Hong Kong — will

be dosed.

j^May silver fell sharply on
Thursday morning, as a good fund
seljl-off pressured May prices, floor

sources said. The fall in May silver

futures dragged the precious metals
complex lower.

A second round of selling late in

the afternoon pushed May prices to

a session low of $5,410, before sup-

r port was picked up just ahead of the

. market’s dose, sources said.

After the May silver closed, pre-

cious metals players jumped into

June gold ahead of gold’s dose on
(XIMEX, spiking the June gold
contract higher.

June gold settled 80 cents higher

. at $397.60, while May silver settled

8.7 cents lower at $5,435. July plat-

inum settled 20 cents higher at

$409.80. while June palladium

dosed 75 cents lower at $141.25.

t May high grade copper futures

dosed higher on COMEX, as light

fundbuying boosted May prices

amid quiet trade ahead of the Good
Friday holiday, floor sources said.

On the day, May high-grade cop-
per futures were 70 points higher at

$1.1335.

Com set another record high on
Thursday in the May contract, sur-

passing the levels set on Wednesday
in a surprising rally during midday.

Weather concerns for the western

Com Belt are already on the minds
of traders, sources said, as any
planting delays could send com
prices up even farther.

Wheat futures closed mildly
mjped, with the nearbys meagerly
weaker and the deferreds firmer.

Sources noted fund and commis-

j
saqn .house buying daring the rally.

Most IPOs since ’83

to hit NY market this
NEW YORK - One hundred and
eleven initial public offerings val-

ued at a total of $8.8 billion are

scheduled to hit the New York
market in April, the largest num-
ber of IPOs since 1983, according

to Securities Data Corp.
"When the moon is up the

wolves will howl, and the moon is

high in the sky in IPO land these

days," said John Fitzgjbbon, edi-

tor ofIPO Aftermarket. “Someday
the moon’s going to tum blue,

nevertheless, until then, you don’t

fight the tape.”

Currently leading the IPO pack

is Lucent Technologies Inc, an

AT&T CoTp. spinoff and largest

IPO in US history. Investors bid
up the telecommunication equip-

ment company’s stock in heavy
trading on Wall Street last week.

Lucent rose $3,625, or 13 per-

cent, from its offering price of$27
to close at $30,625. More than 39
million shares traded hands, mak-
ing Lucent die most active issue

on the New York Stock Exchange.

Lucent wasn't alone among
stocks eagerly sought . by
investors, from individuals to cor-

porate pension funds.

Among die most sought after

initial public offerings are those in

the computer and technology

field, which produced some of the

best returns among US stocks in

the past year.

The shares of Take Decision

One Holdings Corp, a computer

maintenance service company,

rose 22% on the first day of trad-

ing from $18 to $21.88. And
Sapient Corp, a designer of com-
mercial information technology

systems, saw the price of its

shares jump by more than 50%,
from $21 to $32, on the first day

of trading.

To be sure, not everyone thinks

such performance is good news.
Mannish $hah, editor at IPO
Maven newsletter, dunks today’s

IPOs, like many of those during

the stock mahtefsi^fty in the past

year, are too expensive based on
the companies’ growth and cam-

example, Pixar foci; com-
puter animator for the hit movie
Toy Story, was priced at $22, rose

to $39 on the first day of trading

in November and closed last week
at $22.25. Several companies’
stocks, Shah said, have fallen at

least 50% from their opening
price.

"Investors by and large are very

receptive to deals,”, said Shah:
"They are in the mood of let's do
a dead, irrespective of quality.”

(Reuter, Bloomberg)

Teva leads

gains in

local shares
TELAVIV STOCK MARKET

feuce maranz

Bosnian reconstructiuon conference set
KUALA LUMPUR (Reuter) - A
conference on Bosnian recon-

struction is likely to be held as
planned next weekend in

Brussels, but Bosnian Serb repre-

sentatives might be excluded,
Carl Bildi, the international com-
munity’s High Representative to

Bosnia, said over the weekend.
“The indications are that the con-

ference will go ahead,” be told a
news conference in Kuala
Lumpur after calling on
Malaysian Foreign Minister

Abdullah Ahmad BadawL
Bildt, who arrived on Saturday

for a two-day visit before leaving

for Japan, said he would assess

the situation in Bosnia before
making a recotumcodation
to the countries which were plan-

ning to attend the conference.
“As things stand now; it looks

as if I would be able to give the

green light for the conference, but

not for the participation of the

Bosnian Serbs,” be said.

Organizers of the major
donors’ conference have threat-

ened to cancel the meeting unless

all the remaining Bosnian prison-

ers of war held by the three war-

ring factious — Moslems, Croats

and Serbs - were released.

According to the International

Committee of Red Cross, 28 pris-

oners of war were held by the

Bosnian Moslems, 44 by the

Croats and 16 by the Serbs.

Bosnia's mainly Moslem cen-

tral government freed 18 Serbs

late on Friday while their part-

ners, the Bosnian Croats, freed 28
POWs. But the Bosnian Serbs

failed to respond with the hoped-
for release of their detainees.

The release came after Western
diplomats set a midnight deadline

for prisoners to be freed or
dossiers on.their cases submitted

to the UN War Crimes tribunal in

The Hague.
Envoys said earlier that non-

compliance would lead to exclusion

from the Brussels conference, a
punishment that could cost the

Serbs many millions of dollars in

reconstruction fending they might
otherwise have received.

The conference in Brussels

would aim to raise $1.2 billion in

pledges for Bosnia this year to

add to $600 million obtained last

year.

T*o-Shtod Index

STOCKS opened the week with

gains yesterday, led by shares in

Teva Pharmaceuticals Ltd-, which

rose following gains in New York

Last week.

Teva rose eight percent m Tel

Aviv. On Friday, Tbva’s American
Depository Receipts closed al 41

7/8, up from 37 15/16 on Monday,
the last full day of trading in New
York to influence Tel Aviv.

The Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
was dosed last Wednesday and
Thursday for Pessah, and traded

today on an abbreviated schedule.

The generic drug maker’s shares

rose after a company Tfeva has

agreed to acquire received clear-

ance from the US Food and Drag
Administration to sell a generic

ulcer treatment.

“Tea rose and pulled the market

up with it,” said Gil Levy, a trader

with Tel Aviv’s Bank Otzar

klaof Index

HaHayal. The shares did nor com-

pletely dose the gap with the

ADRs, he said, as investors here

were concerned „
“Teva may relax m the Ub

later this week.

The Maof Index rose 0.71% to

205.84 and the Two-Sided Index

went up 0.92% to 195.82.

Of 993 issues trading across the

exchange, three shares rose for

eery two that felL

Almost NIS 42 million worth or

shares traded, NIS 4825m. below

last Thursday’s level and about

half of last month’s average trad-

ing level. „
“There was very low volume

due to Pessah, said Levy.

The exchange will continue to

trade' on an abbreviated schedule

today and will close tomorrow

and Wednesday. Trading is due to

resume Thursday. (Bloomberg)

Strike threat

remains for

German
building sector
FRANKFURT (Reuter) - The
threat of strike action by German
construction workers remains
even after a provisional settlement

of their dispute about minimum
wages for EU workers, construc-

tion industry association head
Christian Roth said.

Roth, president of the

Hauptverband der Deutschen

Bauindustrie, told DieWdt news-

paper that unions and employers

were still in conflict on wages.

The interview was published on
Saturday,,just days after employ-

ers and unions reached a provi-

sional agreement to set a mini-

mum hourly wage.

China uses trade ties to woo S. Africa from Taiwan
BEUING (Reuter) - China showed yester-

day it was willing to use rapidly expanding
trade links and unofficial contacts to woo
South Africa into switching diplomatic ties

to Beijing from rival Taiwan.
However, Beijing hinted that it was in no

hiury to push Pretoria into breaking ties

with Taiwan and could countenance a rela-

tionship based on business.

Minuter of Foreign Trade and Economic
Cooperation Wu Yi is to visit South Africa
later this month to attend the UN
Conference on Trade and Development in

Johannesburg.

“Naturally, Wu is expected to contact

South Africa’s political and business com-
munities to discuss bilateral ties, especially

economic and trade ties,” the China Daily
Business Weekly yesterday quoted a senior

trade sector official as saying.

The improving relationship between
China and South Africa was paving the

way for a rapid expansion of trade and eco-

nomic cooperation, the official newspaper

said.

South African Foreign Minister Alfred
Nzo made a landmark three-day visit to

China lastmonth when he met top Chinese
leaders.

China has remained firm, saying the visit

could only result in diplomatic ties if

Pretoria abandoned decades of ties with
rival Ihiwan, which Beijing regards as a

renegade province.

Nzo’s trip had been intended to boost

dialogue between China and South Africa,

not to prepare for a switching of ties to

Beijing from arch-rival Taiwan. South
Africa’s de facto envoy to Beijing, Leslie

Labuschagne, said after Nzo’s trip ended.

However, trade ties were booming and
China appeared confident that the size of

its market would finally persuade South

Africa to shift diplomatic recognition.

“In the long run, the Chinese mainland is

realty a bigger market for South Africa to

develop trade and economic cooperation

with,” die trade official was quoted as say-
ing.

“We believe as time goes by, the South

African government will get a dear under-

standing of the situation and improve polit-

ical relations,” he said.

Switching ties to Beijing would not

affect trade with Taiwan, he added, noting

that many of China’s diplomatic partners

maintain strong business links with
Tuwan.

South Africa enjoyed good relations with
China andlhiwan and wanted to remain on
good terms with both, Labuschagne has

said.

South Africa’s trade with China has

soared nearly 100-fold in recent years, to

$13 billion in 1995 from just $14 million

in 1991 when apartheid was collapsing.

China’s trade with Taiwan was $1.7b. in

1995. China has already invested $50m. in

Sooth Africa with more in the pipeline, the

trade official said, adding that Taiwanese
investment in South Africa was about

$300m.
As the first minister of South Africa’s

post-apartheid government of national

unity to visit China, Nzo has highlighted
the delicate diplomatic choice facing

Pretoria.

Beijing is believed to be frustrated by
South Africa’s ties to Taipei, especially

since the transition to democracy that top-

pled apartheid system and brought Nelson
Mandela to power.

China offered decades of support to

Mandela’s anti-apartheid ANC and the

allied South African Communist Party.

Taiwan kept trade, investment and diplo-

matic ties with South Africa when much of
the world scorned it as a pariah state.

I mg in both corn andwheat
May com closed up 21/4 at

• $4 2^1/2 per bushel, while May
wheat finished down 1/2 cent at

$5321/2 per bushel.

After rallying to more than two-
month highs in the May cotton,

; trade selling pressured the contract

down from the peak prices.

May settled 175 points higher at

87255 cents per pound. Sources
attributed technical buy stops setoff
in the market by speculative and
fund traders for the surge in prices.

In addition, fundamental factors

such as higher grain, soybean and
com prices have also supported cot-

. ton prices.

Soybeans found strength from a

rally in com and support from
soymeal on fund and commission
bouse buying in what was expected

to be a quiet, consolidative trade on
Thursday.

Soybeans dosed firmer, with the

May contract up 3/4 at $7,651/2 per

bushcL
A late session surge of buying

failed to push the May world sugar

contract through a critical 12-cent

resistance level on Thursday but left

the contract stronger ahead of the

three-day weekend.

The May contract ended the day

12 points higher at 11.S9 cents per

pound Following wild up and
down swings earlier in the session,

spot New York coffee futures ended

the session, and the week, just

below the unchanged mark.

The May contract finished 10
points lower at 51.1525 per pound
in modest ring action at the coffee,

sugar and cocoa exchange.

New York cocoa futures ended
the last trading day of the week
marginally lower after late fund

buying saved the spot contract from
sharper losses. May cocoa finished

S3 lower at $1341. Pressure was
put on the New York market by a

dip in London prices.

Courtesy of Michael Zwebncr,

• ConunStock Trading Ltd.

Ihrks blast

Shell in demo
DIYARBAK1R. Turkey (Reuter) -

Hundreds of protesters condemned

Anglo-Dutch oil giant Shell aver

the weekend for allegedly injecting
1

polluted production water into

] drinking water in southeast Turkey.

fit group of around 500 people

marched through the center of the
’

city of Diyarbakir, shouting “Shell

should pay for its sins.

Environmentalists left a black

wjeaxh at the company's former

office in the city.

Greenpeace hM accused Shell of

injecting 48725 million barrels of

water polluted with crude oil, sol-

vents and other chemicals into an

aquifer near Diyarbakir between

1973 and 1994.

Shell says it can prove the water

was.not polluted.
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LEAKER
(Continued from Page 1)

“It is not permissible for offi-

cers, who have signed a written

pledge to comply with army se-

crecy, to establish a full-time re-

lationship with journalists and
leak whatever they feel, like in-

cluding secrets that cause
damage.”

He said some of the informa-

tion leaked dealt with instruc-

tions to negotiators with the Pal-

estinians, before they themselves

had received them. He also men-
tioned a classified document on
Hamas’s methods of operation

publicized last week by Israel

Radio.

“We are talking about signifi-

cant security damage,” Gilad

said. “And this is a phenomenon
which we have to fight with an

iron fist.”

Israel Radio and Yediot said

the army had received lists of the

incoming and outgoing cellular

phone calls of journalists to prove

contacts between them and offi-

ces suspected of leaking classi-

fied information.

“This is very grave blow to de-

mocracy,” said Yoni Ben-Mena-
chem, bead of Israel Radio’s Pal-

estinian desk, whose phone
records were reportedly exam-
ined. “If there had been any dam-
age to the security of the state,

the censor would not have let us

publish it”

Security sonrees said others

whose phone records examined
were Carmela Menashe and
ShJomo Raz, of Israel Radio, and
a number of journalists from the

print media.

But GQad said the army only

examined, with a court order, the

phone records of the officers sus-

pected of leaking information,

not the other way around.

It is still not clear which judicial

authority gave the approval to ex-

amine the phone records.

Pelepfaone, the mobile tele-

plume company, said it had not

given phone records of journal-

ists to the IDF.

“The company did not trans-

fer, and was not asked to transfer

the phone records of journalists

to the army,” said deputy manag-
ing director Benny Einborn. ‘'Te-

lephone only gives these records

to the owners of the line or if

ordered to release them by the

court, and nothing was
transferred.”

The National Association of Is-

rael Journalists said the army bad
obtained phone records of a num-
ber of journalists. The group filed

a complaint with Chief of Gener-
al Staff LL-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-
Shahak.

“This measure leads to severe
damage to protecting journalists’

sources of information and priva-
cy and threatens journalistic free-
dom,” the group said in a
statement

Legal commentator Moshe
Negbi said the law in this area is

most draconian,” and tha t when
it comes to national security, a
court order is not necessary and
phone records can be seized with
the approval of the minister of
defense.

“This report proves that free-
dom of the press has not pro-
gressed at all in the past half cen-
tury,” Negbi said.

FUNDS
(Continued from Page I)

Foreign Minister Ehnd Barak
termed the battle “active
security.”

The booklet also includes a
section on combatting right-wing

Jewish extremists who could
threaten Israeli leaders, a senior

Official said.

The source also said a proposal

for bolstering VIP protection un-

der consideration would set up a

US-style secret service organiza-

tion, which would be indepen-

dent of the GSS.
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Spain beats Israel in Davis Cup Maccalf l^unat Gan
dew^Ji tcani wrapped up a

4-1 m over IsraeJ “
guvAfiicu Zone Group 1 tie at, Ramat

iot?rtf°«
ye

f
t
!
r<,ay aftemoon. Israel had gone

11110

, .
day of competition with a glim-

mer of hope after upsetting the odds and win-
raug the doubles rubber ou Saturday, i

But those hopes soon proved to be exagger-
ated when Spam's No. 1 player, Alberto Costa,ad lime difficulty in overcoming Israel's
Noam Beht, 6-4, 6-4, 6-2.

*ater completed the tie with a 7-
0 (7/1), 6-1 win over Eyal Erlich to dispel any
hopes the locals might have had of upsetting a
formidable tennis power.
Behr (253 in the ATP World Rankings), who

started in place of the injured Eyal Ran,
opened the match very confidently against
Alberto Costa (18) by repeating his excellent
serving form from Saturday, when he teamed
up with Erlich to win the doubles. But Costa,
who is a slow starter, eventually got into the
rhythm of the match and picked up the pace at
the crucial junctures.

He did so first in the ninth game, when he
converted a lone break opportunity. In the pre-

ORI LEWIS and agencies

vious game, Behr himself had a chance to

break but failed to do so, giving Costa the

added confidence to surge ahead.Asimilar sit-

uation presented itself early in the second set,

when Costa allowed Behr five break points,

including being 0-40 down. But Behr’s lack of
experience at this level was dearly evident, as

he let them all slip away. Costa soon capital-

ized and broke for 3-2, and then cruised

through the rest of the set and closed it out 6-

4.The final set saw Behr collapse, as the effort

of his serve-volley tactics under the warm
Ramat Hasharon sunshine began to tell. Two
breaks of serve sealed the match and Israel’s

fate.

Erlich (317) gained a bit of experience but

little else in the “dead" final rubber. He man-
aged to stretch Carlos Costa (28) to a tie

break in the first set But once he lost that 7-

1, the second set was finished off quickly,

with the Spaniard surrendering only one more
game.

Spain now advances to the promotion play-

off against a first-round loser from the 1996

World Group. Israel will remain in

Euro/African Zone Group 1 and awaits the

draw for the 1997 competition, which will be
made in the summer.
In other Davis Cup action yesterday, Petr

Korda scored a straights victory over MaliVai

Washington in the deciding last match as the

Czech Republic ousted the defending champi-
on American team from the Davis Clip.

The Czechs, whose only Davis Cup triumph
was in 1980, will meet five-time tltlist Sweden
in the semifinal September 20-22. The Swedes
swept India 5-0 in Calcutta.

Italy scored a 4-1 victory over South Africa

in Rome to gain the semifinal and will travel to

France, which crushed Germany 5-0 in

Limoges.

The American players admitted they had sent

only their third-strength team to Prague
because Pete. Sampras, Andre Agassi, Michael

Chang and Jim Courier had declined to play in

this round.

Todd Martin tied the match up at 2-2 by beat-

ing Daniel Vacek 7-6 (7-1). 6-3, 6-1. But

Korda overwhelmed Washington 7-6 (7-5), 6-

3, 6-2 for a 3-2 victory.

Sri Lanka’s
Jayasuriya
sets record
for fastest 50
SINGAPORE (Reuter) - Sri

Lanka’s Sanath Jayasuriya yes-
terday broke the world record for

the fastest one-day 50, reaching

his half century off 17 balls

including five sixes and four

fours, in the Singer Cup final

against Pakistan.

The previous record for the

fastest 50 was recorded by
Australia's Simon O'Donnell off

18 bails.

Jayasuriya broke the world

records for the fastest one-day
century last Tuesday, the greatest

number of sixes in a one-day

innings and the greatest number
of runs off a single over in Sri

Lanka's clash in the round robin

part of the tournament against

Pakistan.

SCOREBOARD
NHL- Saturday's results: New Jersey
6, Hartford 3; Colorado 5, San Jose 1;

N.Y. Islanders 3, Buffalo 0;
Pittsburgh 2, Tampa Bay 1; Montreal
2, Florida I; Toronto 5, St Louis 1;

Winnipeg 4, Calgary 3; Washington 4,

Ottawa 3; Vancouver 4, Los Angeles

BASEBALL- Saturday's NL results:

Colorado 5, Montreal 4; Pittsburgh 5,

New York ®; Los Angeles S, Chicago
1; Cincinnati 8, Philadelphia -4;
Florida 1, San Francisco 0 (iOi; St
Louis 3, Atlanta 2 {12); San Diego 8,

Houston 4 03).
Saturday'sAL results: Cleveland 5,

Toronto 3; Kansas City 7, Boston 3;

Detroit 6, Oakland 1; Minnesota 8,
Baltimore 3; Tfexas 4, New York 2;
Chicago 8, California 4; Seattle 8,
Milwaukee 5.

SCOTTISH CUP - Rangers beat
Celtic 2-1 in their Scottish FA Cup
semifinal at Hampden Park yester-
day.

GRAND PRDC - Britain's Damon
Hill cruised to his third straight
Formula One victory of the season in

the Argentine Grand Pro yesterday,
beating Canadian teammate Jacques
VTHeneove by 12J. seconds.

Israel’s rugby team
overpowers Luxembourg

ISRAEL'S national Rugby Union
squad registered a historic 20-12
victory over Luxembourg yester-

day afternoon, in its first-ever

home international in European
competition.

Over one thousand boisterous

spectators witnessed a fine Israeli

performance that mixed flair

together with raw courage and a
surprising amount of aggression.

First appearances often

deceive, and the opponents in
this Group B5 preliminary quali-

fier looked more than a match for

the Israelis, particularly in the

line out and scrum, where the

Luxembouigers' height and
weight looked likely to provide a

significant advantage.

The Israelis began nervously as

Luxembourg pressed into home
territory.

In the fifth minute the Israelis

conceded a scrum five meters out,

and the visitors moved the ball to

the right flank where Warren
Young aimed for the comer.
Despite appeals for a try the refer-

ee and touch judge both ruled that

the ball had gone into touch.

Therewas a furtherstroke ofgood
fortune later in the game for the

Israelis when Young had another

try disallowed in similar circum-
stances.
' Israel conceded a penalty in the

eighth minute presenting

Luxembourg's Graham Cope with

the first of a string of penalty

attempts, however the kick went

DEREK FATTAL

well wide.

The hosts opened the scoring in

the 18th minute following a fast

drive that took the ball in front of

the Luxembourg posts. From a
scrum down the Israelis strived

three times to cross the visitor’s

line, but were repelled. Finally

MQce Katzznan made the dash that

counted to put the sky blues ahead

and Adrian Vanzinger made no
bones about kicking the conver-

sion.

In the following twenty minutes

Luxembourg had most of the pos-

session but Israel's total commit-
ment in the tackle paid off when-
ever the blue and white hooped
visitors looked like scoring.

What began to let the home side

down was its habit of conceding
penalties without real cause. Cope
missed another penalty kick in the

22nd minute but made no mistake

five minutes later to get

Luxembourg on the score sheet

Further penalty transgressions in

the 38th and 40th minutes by
Israel enabled Cope to kick

Luxembourg into a 9-7 halftime

lead.

At the restart it appeared that

Luxembourg's better discipline

.
and organization ought to prevail,

•however that was not the-case; as

^Israel’sconfidence begani&g^.
Scrum half Eran Fink could ^virtu-

ally do no wrong as he unbal-

anced the opposition with his

inventive distribution. What par-

ticularly impressed was the way
the Israelis managed tq move for-

ward at a lightning pace. Forward
support in the ruck was exemplary
and paid off in the 45th minute as

Sahi Sephardia took the first of
two tries. This time Vanziger was
unable to convert, leaving Israel

12-9 leaders.

Nine minutes later Israel surged
forward again, and neat interplay

by Fink and ex-Russian interna-

tional Alex Taksenko enabled
Sephardia to cross the line again

this time jinxing through two
opponents. The conversion kick
however swung wide of the
upright.

In the 65th minute Cope guided
a penalty kick cleanly through the

posts to reduce Israel's lead to 17-

12.

Injuries to both sides resulted in

two substitutions apiece, with
Israel losing Fink in the 68th

minute.

Luxembourg began its final

attacking surges but the Israelis

remained resilient.

In the 74th minute Israel's

Darien Edelstein could have put

the game beyond doubt but
missed his long range penalty

kick. Two minutes later an offside

call presented him with another

opportunity
. from virtually-, the

same spot This time with the

crowd hushed his kick landed true

to add the icing to a most impres-

sive team performance.

NO one in(he National Basketball

League may ever know exactly

how old veteran big man Art
Hausey of Maccabi RamatGan is,

bat last night the evergreen

Hausey was certainly at the center

of his team's vital 83-68 triumph

over Hapoel Hoion, one thatmay
have saved his dub from relega-

tion. .

Hausey- who.starred onRamat
Gan teams in the 1980s, then

played in the Second Division

before returning to the team tins

season - scored 12 points, many
during a crucial stretch . when
coach Gadi Kedar’s dub put the

game out of reach. However,
Hausey wasn't the only Ramat
Gan player who rose to the occa-

sion. Reserve guard Yaron Lahat

also contributed mightily off the

bench, while Robert Rose scored

20 points as Ramat Gan bounced
back from last week's crushing

loss to Maccabi Jerusalem.

Jerusalem, meanwhile,
.
was

mauled by Maccabi Ifel Aviv 120-

75, and will have to beat Bnei
Hezzliya in Jerusalem in the -final

round of regular season play next
week to avoid relegation? since

Maccabi Ramat Gan has an
almost certain win lined up when,
it plays GvaL

However, judging by Herzliya’s

abysmal performance in its 87-68
home loss to Hapoel Safed,

Jerusalem may be able to pull it

off. If the two dubs, end up with

identical records, Jerusalem
would stay in the league, thanks tq

a point differential advantage in

its two games with Maccabi
Ramat Gan.
Elsewhere in the league, Hapoel

Galil Elyon kept its Final Four
hopes alive with a 90-88 nailhiter

over Hapoel Tel Aviv, while
Hapoel Jerusalem cruised to a
115-87 home win over GvaL
MaccabiRG 83, Hap. Hokre 68
Ramat Gan (7-14) was. in a rone last

night - a zone defease that knocked
Holon oat of the game early with a 20-
5 run, led by local boy LataL
The fans inside - Winter Arena in

BOEAN COHEN ^ "3='?* ^
Ramat Ganwerelucky to be there, but

dot only, became' or the fine game
their dob/ plarotC Newspaper . and
radio repents about flee admission to

the cniod-.cbnte^ed to a flood of

fans streaming to~tee arena, many of
whom were forced' tci leave by police

who feared overcrowding. Inside, the

story was all' Ramat Gan, With 12
minutes to .

play, they led 59-38, and

wheat former RamatGan star Milton

Whgrier finally started to play late in

the second half with 10 straight

points, he could only get Holoo (10-

11) within 12 at 71-59. By then,

Hausey and the test of the Ramat Gas
dobhad done its damage, dinging for

at least ooe more Week to the spot in

thfc league they’vc hdd for the pst 28
yews. -Robert Rose led Ramat Gan
with 20 points, while Wagner had an

unimportant 26 for Holon.
Hapoel GaBl 90, Hapoel TA 88
Andrew Kennedy did everything

but sett tickets in the North, as his 36
points were invaluable in giving

coach David Blatfs team yet one
more chance at Or Final Four.

Galil (12-9). is still in the picture

thanks largely to Tel Aviv's Meir
Tapiro, who until the final minute had
been a major factor for Coach Mosbe
Weinkraxrtz’s undermanned dub. In

fad, Tapiro's three-pointer with just a

minute to play bad tied the game at 86
after another long jumper of his had

brought bis. club to within 80-79.

However, with just 10 seconds left to

play.lhpiro's touch promptly deserted
him, this time from the fool line. With
a chance to tie it, be missed both free

throws. Mark Craver made good on
both free throws for Galil after being

fouled on the rebound, by which time

Ziv Tavor's hoop made no difference

forHapoel Tfel Aviv (9-12).

Hop. Safed 87, JHerriiya 68
If Melvin Nenbetn's looking to start

a political career, be could start by
running for mayor of Safed, a spot

he'd likely win in a landslide after last

night's 32-point performance.
Neubem - who's been in and out of

favor on his dub, especially after

leaving for the US briefly after the

spate of suicide bomber attacks - was
back in top form last night, especially

when he ignited a 10-2 spurt midway
through the second half to pur the

game out of reach.

But Safed (9-12) also had two

£d n^importantlyjN.r *chta.

whose 15 points included 7 ot 5 ™

%^/TA 120, Mac. Jerasakna
1 75

Maccabi Tel Aviv (20-1) coach Z

Scherf got to give his

of minutes against Jerusalem, tat also

was able to have his starters plenty
of

time to practice various ptys as tec

warm up towards their State P

showdown with Hapoel Jerusalem a

week from Thursday. _ , .

Maccabi Jerusalem (7-14) played

without starting point guard Adorns

Jordan, who refused to play due to the

club's ongoing financial troubles.

Those troubles are so severe that

when Jerusalem player MivM
Shacfaar was knocked out under the

basket by a stray elbow just before me

end of toe game, there was no team

doctor or physiotherapist to treat him.

Maccabi Tfel Aviv medical personnel

treated Shachar, who finally recov-

ered and was taken to Ichilov Hospital

to be examined-
*

Hap. Jerusalem 115, Gvat 87

Coach Pini Gerehon also got a

rhamv. to use his bench, but spent

more of the blowout victory getting

his three-point shooters back in form.

Jerusalem (17-3) bad more than a

dozen three-pointers, as Doron Sbefa.

Pini Levy, Adi Gordon and Jonathan

Dalzell got in some shooting practice

at Gvat’s 12-19) expense.

Gershon also gave plenty of min-

utes to David Birnsley, who will, be

expected to carry the load against

Maccabi Tel Aviv in the State Cup
final and perhaps beyond if Hubert

Roberts is unable to recover soon

enough from a broken band.

The week's final game is tonight,

with Rishou Lezion looking to shore

up a Final Four spot in its game vs.

Hapoel Eilat in Eilat.

Nationa) Basketball Le^ie
L Pts.

Maccabi Tel Aviv 20 1 41

Hapoel Jerusalem 16 4 38
Bnei Heofiya
Hapoel GaH Elyon

13
12

8
9

34
33

Maccabi Riston 12 8 32
Hapoel Hoton 10 11 31
Hapoel Ta) Aviv 9 12 30
Hapoel Sated 9 12 30
Maccabi Jerusalem 7 14 - 28
Maccabi Ramat Gan 7 14 . 28
Hapoel Etiat 7 13 -27
Hapoel Gvat 2 19 23

Knicks go on offensive binge

Major League Soccer kicks off in US
SAN JOSE (AP) — Fireworks and foreign atmos-
phere kicked off the latest effort to create a major
outdoor pro soccer league in the US. And, after 87
frustrating minutes, there even was a goal.

The San Jose Clash defeated Washington DC
United 1-0 Saturday night in Major League Soccer’s

inaugural game when Eric Wynalda curled in a 35-
foot shot with less than three minutes left in the

game.
Wynalda, who earlier failed to convert two good

JERUSALEM'S 3000 YEARS
ISRAEL'S ECONOMY IS ON THE MOVE

scoring chances, dribbled through two defenders and
slammed a shot with his right foot past goalkeeper
Jeff Causey and into the corner of the net
Most of the sloppy game was played at midfield

and there were few good scoring chances, giving

ammunition to critics who charge soccer does not
have enough offense to succeed in the US.
The MLS hopes lingering excitement from the

1994 World Cup, and the huge number of American
kids who play soccer, will make the league thrive.

CLASSIFIEDS

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates
indude VAT.
Single Weekday • NIS 89.45 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 8.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 15.21.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 tor 10 words
(mlnlmum),eadh additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
tor 10 words (minimum), each add/tiarwJ
word -NIS 31 .58.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY {24 Insertions) - NIS 643.50
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 64.35.

Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication: lor Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before pubficatton; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday to Tel Aviv
and :2 noon Thursday In Ham.

TORONTO (AP) - John Starks

scored a season-high 37 points

Saturday night to lead the New
York Knicks to their largest offen-

sive output in seven years as they

beat the Toronto Raptors 139-106.

;The Knicks, who-eclipsed their

pfevious’ sbason-high o& '120

points (done three times), won
their second straight game to stay

ahead of Cleveland for fourth

place and home-court advantage
in the first round of the playoffs.

The Knicks hadn’t reached 139
points since the 1988-89 season.

Hubert Davis scored 21 points

off die bench, Derek Harper had
20 points and 11 assists, Patrick

Ewmg added 17 points and 17
rebounds and Anthony .Mason
scored 18 points with nine
rebounds and seven assists.

Tracy Murray led the Raptors
with 23 points and Doug Christie

scored 21. Vincenzo EspositoVincenzo

PRIVATE VILLA, EXQUISITELY fin-
ished, luxurious, tody equipped, «wta®
pool, sauna, terrace, view, suitable for
rfipkxnats, embassy, Montefiora Realty*

SALES
REHAVIA: LOW FLOOR, balconies,
quiet, fully renovated, $400,000, no
agents. TbL 02-010437.

FIVE SPACIOUS ROOMS, quiet, can-
traJ (Shai Agnon)., Luxurious building,
elevator. TeL 02-619659.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.
20 sqm basement, garden, underground
parking, Immediate. ISRABUILD* Tel 02-

added 18 points off the bench.
. Hornets 93, Cavaliers 89
Robert Parish, appearing in 1.561st

game, broke Kareem Abdnl-Jabbars

NBArccord for career games played

and Charlotte boosted its playoff

chances with a victory over.'

Cleveland."
r: ‘ V i. V V

:

Larry Johnson and Kenny Anderson
each scored 20 points as the Hornets

moved a half-game ahead of Miami
for the last playoff spot in the Eastern

Conference.

Parish played 39 minutes and
scored 14 points on 6-of-9 shooting.

He tad nine rebounds, fonr assists and
three blocked shots.

Qcveland, which lost for the fourth

time in 12 games, leads the Atlanta

Hawks and Detroit Pistons by one
game for the fifth Eastern Conference
playoff spot.

Pacers 99, Heat 95
Reggie Miller scored a season-high

40 points as host Indiana clinched its-

seveath consecutive trip to the play-

offs.

DWELLINGS

SALES
RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 5 + balcony
facing Park/Kikar Medina, 4 + terrace.
YAEL REALTOR (Maldan) Tel. 03-642-
6253.

EXCLUSIVE - SHALOM ALECHEMII 3,
huge, Bauhoufrstyle building. $300,000.
Kav Hayam. Tel. 03-5239988.

EXCLUSIVE! I QUIET NORTH of Tel
AvMl Penthouse, 200 eq-nr. on a level +
46 sg.m. on roof + au pair unit + pod.
SI ,650,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-

QERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, cen-
tral,new bidding, parking, balconies. IM-
MEDIATE- ISRABUIUFTW 02-866571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

age, parktog, $495,000.' ISRABUILD', Tel.

EXCLUSIVE! I ZAHALA11 1,000 sq.m,
plot- 180 sq.m. bullL $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. TO. 03-523-9988.

NORTH TEL AVIV, 4 room apartment,
big Gvingroom, high floor. 'Girach'. Tel.

Foreign residents, tourists and Israelis permanently residing abroad:
In addition to receiving expert advice and service when opening an account with

us, you'll benefit from additional interest and exclusive gifts”.

We offer these special terms:

L p io fl.4% additional interest on deposits, ofS1000 and more (or the equivalent in other currencies l.

No commission fees on transfers of foreign currency from other banks.

High yield medium and long-term deposits.

Subsuniial discount* on purchases of participation units in the llan Mutual Fund for foreign residents.

i Open u new time wcomtf and enjoy special gifts:

A tree in your name
planted in the Jerusalem Forest

\ \\vi u\.:ilcu» wlii'U

| sMIUHiU or move in ;i run\ mcmint.

Piter valti:

from March 31 to May 3. 1996

Sub|«I k> tfte ramptgn'j rw*.

FOREIGN CURRENCY LOANS TO
PURCHASE REAL ESTATE jN ISRAEL

applicable also to Israelis

permanently living abroad.

no guarantors required.

For ftmhcr dcuils please visa an\ Israel Discount

Bank branch nr contact the Business Promotion&
Markeimi: Department, 16 Mapu «.,Tcl-AvjvTel:

10315203 19S. Fax: (0315242343.

E. Mail: men « neiusion.net.il

R ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK

General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-611745,
Fax: 02-618541.

B & B- B1NYAMINA. country accommo-
dations, fully equipped, near train and bus
stations. 1w 06-389810

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLYLAND SLOPES, SEMI-DE-
TACHED, new, spacious, garden, view,
marble flooring, air conditioning. TeL 02-
631840.

HOLIDAY RENTALS

PLEASANT HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
lor rent in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, best to*

cation. Tel. 03-9682070.03-968051Z

rentals
HAR NOF, 6, DUPLEX, furnished,
American appliances, patio, gardens, of-
fice with private entrance, tbl. 02-
<318662.

ITALIAN COLONY, HILDESHEINER
4, 3rd floor. 3 rooms, Call alter Pesach.

I
Tel, work 02-246620, home 02-6521 535,

K1RYAT MOSHE, 4 room apartment, 2
bathrooms, 3rd floor, elevator, parking.
TbL 02-666-758, 052-355-777(NS).

OLD ZOO AREA (Betel. 6.5. luxurious,
marble floors, view. TeL 02-384314.

REHAVIA, BEAUTIFUL, RENOVAT-
ED, 6 rooms, ground floor $800,000, 02-
634116 (N.SJ

REHAVIA: BEAUTIFUL~GARDEN
apartment, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
bright, qufet Buy/Occupy this Pe68ah. Ka-
tamcru Magnificent, 7, Arab style duplex,
garden. Katamon: 3, quiet balcony: 'Met-
ro'. -SI 90.000. WEISS REALTY. TeL 02-
668-782, 02-619-896.

SHA'AREI CHE3ED\REHAVIA,
CORNER house, 340 m., and air-canc»-
tionlng. price StaShedl 1W. 02-386346.

TALBIEH, EXCLUSIVE NEIGHBOR-
HOOD, luxurious, quiet, 150 aq. four
air directions, private garden. 182 so. m.
Tabo, stone garage, move-In condition.
(No agents). TeL 02-61 8798, 02-244039.

uafity from SI

,02-252071.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

FOR SALE\HENT - IN JAFFA! Spacious
Arab-sMe house with view of sea and OW
City. 400 m. built. KAV-HAYAM, Ted. 03-
5238988.

RENTALS
SEAAND SUN, 5 quiet, seavtew; NEVE-
AVMM, 4, spacious, furnished. *Yael Re-
altor' (Maldan), TW . 03-6426253.

ON KING DAVID, PENTHOUSE
APARTMENT. 4 rooms, access to garden,
6th floor, with elevator and parking. Tbl.
03-6955515.

RISHON LEZION (NEVE YAM), beauti-M cotteqe. 7 + basement + garden. Roof
units. 5400,000. TeL 03-5712&9 (NS).

UNIQUE PENTHOUSE, DUPLEX,
central Tel Avfv, large terraces + roofs
ajtet^^tgjlet. garage. SI 500,000. TeL

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS
HERZLIYA P1TUAH. FURNISHED
house, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, garden.
$2,000. item Real Estate. 09-589611.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, 2-ROOM i
ment In Sharon Hotel, June 3 - end
TbL 09-569481

SALES

HERZUYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS vil-

la facing toe see. 500sq.m. built on 700
sq.m, plot ntam Real Estate. Tbi. 09-

BARGAIN! herzuya prruAH, well-

kept villa + pool + viewl! TeL 09-581-876,
050-333-814.

CAESAREA! LUXURIOUS HOUSE!
Viewto seel +pool + ta-corefltioninfl * va-

cuum system. Tel. 08-363261; 050-
231725.

CAF8ARFAH NEW VILLA » sea view +
pool!! TeL 050368488. 050-333-614*

Miller, who scored 19 of Indiana's

26 fourth-quarter points and went .14-

of-26 from the field, became the '-first

member of the Pacers to score 14^000

career points.

His third 3-pointerof the game with

10 seconds4eft put ibe_ Pacers ahead
9§-95 rand iml the victory^ .

Derrick 'McKey and Rik Smits
added 14 points apiece for the Pacers

Tim Hardaway and Chris Galling led

Miami with 19 points each.

Bocks 109, Nets 88
Glenn Robinson scored 32 points

and Shawn Respert had 12 of his sea-

son-high 19 in the fourth quarter as

Milwaukee snapped an 11 -game road

losing streak.

SATURDAY'S RESULTS:
New York 139. Tbroato 106
Indium 99, Miami 95
MBwankce 109, New Jersey 88
Philadelphia 100,Atlanta 99
Charlotte 93, Cleveland 89
Dallas 101, LA. CHppere 96
Portland 95, Seattle 92
Golden State IU, Minnesota 106

CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE, 300 m.
bultt + 550 m. property, comer lot, beauti-
ful, pool, covered parking, near golf
course. Ready 7\9G. TeL 06-343777.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURY villa
with swimming pool, and separate unit
Hamapalbn Street. 350 sq.m. built area
ILTAM REAL ESTATE Tel. 09-580-611.

HERZUYA PITUAH AND KFAR
SHMIR1A. selection of exclusive, beautiful
villas for sale or rental. Tel. 09-556570.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS
house, pool, breathtaking view to sea. TeL
09-540994, 050-231725.

HERZLIYA PITUAH. NEW house, quiet
street, 4 bedrooms, basement ILTAM
REAL ESTATE. Tel. 09-589-61 1

.

NETANYA, PARDES HAGDUD, exclu-
sive neighborhood, amazing vlllal
$750,000. Must seel REGEV INVEST-
MENTS. Tel. 09-826-826, 050-267-875.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP
AU PA|R FOR a nice young family.

and help with children.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE
friendliest famines, best conditions tfe

jKest* ageflcyto

SITUATIONS VACamt
Dan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SEEKING PLEASANT AU PAIR

VEHV HIGH SALARY for metaneLw'
-'

tte-rn + experience. For warm +
tatabie home. Tel. 03-5ao-w?i

af>d com -

.S'

!.!» ••
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VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY
S:
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• Monday, April£; i996 WHAT’S OH

CRITIC’S CHOICE
:^QUSH THEATER

•
’ V ' .HeL^KaYE

.THE •.BAD! English Drains
-f^valwiad* up tonight begin-
rung with Nei] Simon’s adaptation

-^Cheawv’s The Seduction from
jfee:Netanya AACI Drama Group,

- i^d an original play written and
.directed by-.thfe Jerusalem Stage
Tto*|k? Lowy, Next, there’s

'

:'Jhe
5

Typists from the Sharon
^JayersV followed by US play-

Ives’s swipe at a'uni-
^versal:,., language called The
'Universal Language from JEST.'
1

They ’re all competing forthe Doris
' KfcrSbrier Best Production Award -

Tonight from 8 pjn. at Yari -

' U^amih, Tfel Aviv.

PESSAH
-1 - • Helen Kaye

TftE Children’s Theater Festival
continues in Haifa, anddon ’t forget
there’s lots of free street theater,
inducting visitors from Canada and
Germany.

MENAHEM Golan’s musicals,

.

XJtzli Gutzli for kids (Cinerama,
“between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m). The
. Sound of Music (TAPAC between
TO-a^n. and 7 p.m.) for all the fam-

•

fly, and the suggestive and violent Zorba the Greek
(Cinerama from 3:30 p.m.) to which children

- under 16 should not be taken, continue a hectic
week of as many as four daily performances.

Classical Indian singer Snmftra Gnha tours the country this
week with her ensemble.

enjoy German countertenor Paul Gerhard Adam in

selections by Telemann.
Avner Biron leads the Israel Camerata Rehovot

in Schoenberg's Verkliirte Nacfu, two short works
by Estonian composer Arvo Part and Mozart’s

TnDn^xTT»M *• .. ,
' Sinfonia Concertante with Hagai Shaham (violin)

t ^
a^ a^“ Ra^,A'nV S MchaelKngel (viola). At SJO Wednesday inEraz Yisraei Museum amphitheater at 5 pan. SehoTOt Md Sunday at the Tel Aviv Museum:

. and. at 9 next Sunday in Ramat Hanegev.

SITRA Kama is a satirical cabaret by the religious
on the religious at the Yarcm Yerushalmi Hail in
Suzanne Delia! Center at 8:30 p.m. tonight.

(Hebrew) • : .... .

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael AJZEifeTADT

~

THE Musica Sacra Festival iq Nazareth continues

at noon today with a program of Bacb caniatas by
the Keshet Baroque Orchestra conducted by David
Shemer. followed at 4 by a selection of sacred

choral works by Monteverdi,Bacb and Rossi per-

formed by die Upper Galilee Choir directed by
Ron Zaihr. Both concerts are at thh Saharan
Church. At the -Si^os of you can

INDIAN classical singer Sumitra Guha leads an
ensemble of Indian musicians in a series of con-
certs. They perform Wednesday at the Jerusalem
Music Center, Saturday in- Kfar Sava and next
Sunday at Tzavta in Tel Aviv, all at 8:30.

DANCE
Helen Kaye

TAP DANCING takes centerstage tonight in

Jerusalem with hoofers Ira Bernstein, Barbara

Duffy, Lisa Hopkins, Van Porter, and Israelis Avi
. Miller and Ofer Ben. At the Gerard Behar Center

at 9 p.m. .

[gli

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1

Very worried about where
to put the meat (2,1,4)

5 Scramble tighter to 'defiver
• the'cargo (7)

9-Bread taken with much
hesitatingby idlers (7)

10 A line of tanks at the zoo?

.“(7)

.11 Take aim at old city, expert

• or only tolerable (9)

12 It has 510 for dope (5)

4 13- A more sensible snare? (5)

.
15 Self inflicted heat barns

' suffered fay this chap 19)

'17 Go inriver Lyn with Greek
character who comes hack
with buckwheat (9)

Earlier, it might have
produced 5 down (5)

22

City m Finland has some
: .trees, pools and parks (5)

23

Worker strikes because
these restricthis liberty (9)

25 Take steps to get bill put
beck on (3,4)

26 Interim arrangement
finishes (7) •

27 Yearnfor24hours orforan
. .. extended period (4,3) •

28 Eflumlnation may arrive
late—begin around (7)

•DOWN
1 Disease which I shall have
- to mention to the head CO-
2 Leave a sailorwho goes oa
and on! (7) •

3 The first man to inherit

was not oars (5)

4 Was not out, tricky bash
included! So given
somewhere to get clean (9)

5 Could be an old one but
raightberekindled (5)

6 Explain onedue on tune (9)

7 Some point in gaudy
ornament (7)

8 Farmer’s vehicle, vehicle

up on hill (7)

14 Formed up again for band
in the grass (9)

16 Proposes someone from
Minnesota (9)

17 Overcome clergyman by
droppinghim in bucket! (7)

18 Swift people who were also

ridiculous (7)

20 Add fringe using £2 fibre (7)

21 Move around again and so

make it fresh (7)

23 It's convenient not to start

the drink (5)

24 Not the first in Arctic, be*

rocmd about that time (5)

SOLUTIONS

Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Vein, 3 Gloried. 9

Naked, 10 Capital, 11 Lax. IS

Ktoquence. 14 Dynamo, 10 Dewrt.

IS Supervise. 20 Lot. 22 MoBss.23
Ochre, 25 Riesling. SW Ages.

DOWN: 1 Vestal, 2 Irk 4 lector. S

Rapture, 6 Octennial. 7 Solvent, 8

Adze, 12 Xenophobe, 14 Boeder. 15

Martial 17 Pigeon, 19 Sees, 21

Tress, 24 Bog.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Small coin (5)

4 Under strain (5)

10 Hug (7)

11 Ring (5)

12 Verybig (5)

13 Sun tan studios (7)

15 Pace (4)

17 Squander (5)

19 Keen (5)

22 Posted (4)

25Baxseup(7)

27 Tribalemblem (5)

29 Professorship (5)

30 Gigantic (7)

31 Flat (5)

32 Condition (5)

DOWN
2Hotooai'i5)

3 Closest (7)

5 Turn out15}

6 Bane (7)

7 Stringed
instrument (5)

8 Discernment (5)

9 Hold up (5)

14 Overt (4)

16 Examine (4)

18 Normal (7)

20 Tty (7)

21 Paling (5)

23 Ghostly (5)

24A traffic light (5)

26 Concur (5)

28 Prindple (5)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News 6:46 Exercise Hour 7:00
Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

&00 Cartoons 8:10 Our Friends 8:15
Kitty Cat and Tommy 8:30 Fables of

King Babar SfcOO Mother Goose 9:30
Auloto 10:00 Harry and Maud 10:30
Kids Can Rock ’n’ Roll 11:00 Lola and
the Gang 11:30 Under the Mountain
12.-00 Haydaze 12:30 Zombil 13:00
Dar the Postman 13:30 Silly Cat
13:40 Our Friends 13:45 Kitty Cat and
Tommy 14:00 Fables of King Babar
14:25 Mother Goose 15.-00 Autolo

CHANNEL 1

15:30 The Bear - award-winning
docudrama about an orphaned bear
cub 15:59 A New Evening 17:34
Dovele 18:00 Zap Comics 1B:15
News in English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Sport magazine 19:00 News in

Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening - with Merav
tochaeii 20:00 Mabat News 20:45 In

Search of Dad - Emotional documen-
tary about Tislam vocalist Danny
Basan, 40, who as a small child in

Brazil, was abandoned by hts father

and brought to Israel by his mother. In

1994, he returned to Brazil to search
for the father he never knew. 22:00
Sanderson 23.-00 Backtrack - with

Ehud Manor 23:30 News 00:00 Verse
of the Day

CHANNEL 2

lOtfO The Nightingale 11 :00 No Place
Like Home (1989) - a Pittsburgh
workjng-dass family is suddenly out
on the street 12:40 Songs for the
Festival 13:00 Suaarand Spice 14:00
All for One 14:30 Tick Tack 15:00
Sharkey and George - cartoon series

with Hebrew dubbing (rpt) 15:30 Trick

or Treat - drama series 16:00 The
Bold and the Beautiful 17:00 News
magazine with Rati Reshef 17:30 A
Matter of Time - drama tor youth

WHERETO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at
NIS28.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS520.65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. All campuses of

the Hebrew University of Jerusalem are

dosed for the week of Passover. Regular
tours of the Mount Scopus campus will

resume on Thursday, April 11.

HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah instal-

lations, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-

416333, 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Micha Oilman.
Drawings 1994-5New Horizons:
SculptureMicha Bar-Am - The Last War.
Photographs: Tiranr: Barzilay.

1995Mrri3m Cabessa, Paintings; Yaacav
Dorchin - Blocked Wel!;Face to Face:
The Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CON-
TEMPORARY ART. Sophie CaUe. True
Stories. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6
p.m. Tue. 10 am.-10 p.m Fri. 10 a.rtt-2

p.m. SaL 10 • 3 p.m. Meyerhoff Art
Education Center, Tel. 6919155-3.
WIZO. To visit our projects call Tel Aviv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa
388817.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Leib Yafle,

731901; Balsam, Salah e-Din,

272315; Shuafat, Shuafat Road,
8101 08; DarAldawa. Herod's Gate,

2B2058.
Tel Aviv: Ahva, 165 Dizengoff, 522-

4717; Superpharm, 40 Einstein,

Ramat Aviv. 641-3730. 7711 3 a.m.

Tuesday: Ben-Yehuda. 142 Ben*
Yehuda, 522-3535. Till midnight;

Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London
Ministore Superpharm, 4 Shaul

Hamelech. 696-0115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Narkis, 8
Hativat Golani. Kfar Sava, 918248.
Netanya: Rafa-EI, 14 Stampfer,
331107.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Simtai

Modt’in, Kiryat Motzkin, 870-7770/3.

Haifa: Ballour, 1 Massada, 862-

2289.
Herzliya: Clal Pfiarm. Beit

Merkazim. 6 Maskit (cnr. Sderot
Hagafim), Herzliya Pituah, 558472,
558407. Open 9 a.m. to midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev
Hair Mall. 570468. Open 9 a.m. to

10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Ein Kerem
(internal, surgery, orthopedics);

Misgav Ladacn (obstetrics): Blkur

Holim (pediatrics, ENT); Shaare
Zedek {ophthalmology).

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center

(pediatrics), Jchilov (infernal,

surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 011

(English) in most pans of the country. In

addition:
Ashdod' 551333 Kler So*' 9Q222T
Ashk&ksi 551 332 Naharfya" 812333
Beercteba* 274767 Netanya* S0«44
Baft Snamesh 623133 Pelah Thva' 931UU
Dan Hegton- 5793333 RehovoT 451333
Star 332444 Riston' 9642333
Kalla* 8512233 Sated 923333
Jerusalem' 523133 Tot Aviv* 54601H
Karmtet* 9385444 Tiberitt* 7023*4
• Mottle Intensive Care Unit (MiCUi service hi

the area, around the dock.

Metfcal help for tourists (In English)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-3529205. far emer-
gency calls £4 hours a day, for information

m case of poisoning.

Etwi - Emotional First Aid. Jerusalem
610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 fchildrertyoum
6961113). Haifa S572222/3. BddrSheba
281128, Netanya 625110, Karmiel
9986410, Kfar Sava 7674555, Kadera
346789.
Wizo hotlines for battered women 02-

6514111, 03-5461133 (also in Russian).

07-376310. 06-550506 (also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center {24 hours), Tsl Aviv

5234819, 5449191 (men). Jerusalem
255558. Haifa 6860111, Eilat 31977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support
service 02-247876. gery).

Netanya: Laniado.

18:00 Santa Barbara 19:00 Baywalch
20:00 News 20:30 The Price is Right

21:05 Zehu Zeh Live 21:40 Dan
Shilon live 23:15 Sirens - police

drama 00:00 News 00:05 Sirens (con-

tinued) 00:20 Studs - dating game
00:45 Fateful Inversion - final episode
1:45 Passing through the Night 2:00
On the Edge of the Shelf

B JORDAN TV

14:00 Bankers 14:30 Richie Rich -

cartoon 15:00 Bush School 15:15
Playabout 15:30 Bustin’ Loose 16:00
Animals of the Mediterranean 16:20
TAO 17:00 French Programs 19:35
The Nanny - comedy 20:00 Baby It's

You 20:25 Rock around the World
21:00 World Echo 21:10 Sea Powers
- documentary 22:00 News in English

22:10 P.S. I Luv You 00:00 Taurus
Rising 24:40 Ellen

MIDDLE EASTTV

14:00 The 700 Club 14:55 Has
Anybody Seen My Gal? (1952) -

Sudden wealth creates sudden
chaos. Starring Rock Hudson and
Charles Coburn. (75 mins.) 16:30
Dennis the Menace 16:55 Mask 17:20
Fables of the Green Foresl 17:45
Another Life 18:10 Sea Quest 19:10
The A-Team 20:00 World News
Tonight (Arabic) 20:30 CNN Headline
News 21:00 The Bill Cosby Show
21:30 Diagnosis Murder 22:20
Snowy River 23:30 700 Club 00:00
Special Program

rrv 3 (33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 Heia and the
Dervishes 18:30 Panorama with
Zaidan Atshe 19:00 News in Arabic
19:30 Songs We Loved 20:00 Mabat
News 20:45 Opening Shots - young
artists 21:15 Yesterday. Today ana
Tomorrow (1964, Italian) - Three tales

of Italian women and how they relate

lo the men in their lives. Starring
Sophia Loren, Marcello Mastroianrii

and directed by Vittorio De Sica 23:00
The Big Game : US vs USSR - social

and economic development of two
superpowers 00:C0 Closedown

a ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 The Boy from
Andromeda 17:00 Gulliver’s Travels
17:30 Time Out 18:00 The Herodian
Kingdom 16:30 Family Relations
19:00 Basic Arabic 19:35 Reflection
- in Russian 2D:0C A New Evening
(with Russian subtitles) 20:30
Preparation for Bagrut 21 :00 Medicine
Demystified 21:30 Gracewell - The
story of the British institution dedicat-

ed to rehabilitating child molesters
22:30 Revolutions in the modem era

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 10:55 WKRP in Cincinnati

11:20 Shiock Show (rpt) 12:10 Unknown Chaplin 21:00 The Art of

Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Perry Mason
13:30 Starting at 1:30 14:05 The A
Team 14:55 Falcon Crest 15:45
Melrose Place 16:40 Neighbors 17:10
Models Inc. 18:00 One Life to Live

18:45 The Young and the Restless

19:30 Local broadcast 20:00 Shtock
Show 20:50 Married with Children

21:15 Nanny 21:40 Mad About You
22:05 Frasier 22:30 Murphy Brown
22:55 Young Pius 23:20 Mad About
You 23:45 Sisters 00:35 Counter
Offensive 1:25 Knots Landing

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Nenette (1992) (rpt) 12:00
Seeing Stars 12:50 Boulanger de
Valoque (1952, French) (rpt) 14:30
Cinema News 14:45 Charles & Diana
(1992)(rpt) 16:20 The Gig (1985) - A
group of friends who've played jazz
together for fun are invited to perform
in public - and their dream soon turns

sour. With Wayne Rogers. Cleavon
Little. (87 mins.) 17:50 Pink Nights

(1985) - a youth who's awkward with

girls moves in with three of them (80
mins.) 19:10 Cinema Notes 19:25
Wedding Day Blues (1990) - A young
couple's wedding day is threatened by
skeletons in tne closeL Starring
Michelle Green (91 mins.) 21:00
Country (1984) - Starring Sam
Shepard and Jessica Lange. 22:45
Zelly and Me (1988) - A wealthy
orphan is raised by a French nurse.
Starring Isabella Rossellini 00:15
Revolver (1992) - secret agent fails in

love with drug-dealer's girlfriend 1:45
Possessed by the Night (1993) (rpt)

B CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 10:00 Six in the Spring
- Open Studio 10:10 The Heart 10:45
Power Rangers 11:15 Sweet Valley
High 11:45 Growing Pains 12:20
Growing Pains 13:00 Muddling
Through 13:30 Hugo 14:00 Surprise
Garden 14:30 Six in the Spring (rpt)

14:40 The Heart (rpt) 15:15 Power
Rangers (rpt) 15:45 Sweet VaBey High
rrpt) 16:15 Growing Pains (rpt) 16:50
Growing Pains (rpt) 17:30 Muddling
Through (rpt) 18:00 Hugo (rpt) 18:35
Alvin and the Chipmunks (rpt) 19:00
Detective Boogie (rpt) 19:30 Three’s
Company20:00 Married With Children
20:25 step By Step 20:50 My Big
Brother Jack 21 :20 Cheers

B SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Krapalchouk (1992, French) -
two refugees from an imaginaiy East
European country stumble into a
series of crazy adventures on their

svay home (89 mins.) 23:35 The
Decalogue (Polish) - Part 5: 'Thou
Shalt Not Knr 00:35 Rue Sans Joie

(1925. German) - Classic silent film,

set against the decaying society of

post-WWI Vienna. With Esta Nielsen

and a young Greta Garbo. (95 mins.)

CJ DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Water
Babies (rpt) 13:00 World of the Fetus
(rpt) 14:00 Open University 16:00 We
Are Pregnant (rpt) 17:00 The Gay Son
(rpt) 18:00 Open University 20:00 The

Tripping - the use of drugs by artists

and writers, and how it affected their

creations; Part 1 21:50 The Art of

i ripping; Part 2 22:45 The Unknown
ChapBn 23:45 Open University (rpt)

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 The Artist and the

Professor 7:00 Beverly Hillbillies 7:30
Look and Cook 8:00 Video Fashion
News 8:30 Gabrielfe 9:30 Santa
Barbara 10:30 The Bold and the

Beautiful 11:00 Oprah Winfrey 12:00
Remington Steele 13:00 Look and
Cook 13:30 Video Fashion News
14:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

14:30 Small Wonder 15:00 The Black

Stallion 15:30 Batman 16:00 Home
and Away 16:30 Entertainment Tonight

17:00 M*A*S‘H 17:30 ATouch of Frost

19:30 The Bold and the Beautiful

20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00 Hard Cop
21:30 Hearts Afire 22:00 Grace Under
Fire 22:30 Bamaby Jones 23:30
Entertainment Tonight OthOO Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Hard Copy 1:30 Home
and Away 2:00 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic
Training 10:00 Summary of recent
Israel National Soccer League games
11:00 South American soccer~12:30
Women's Volleyball; final match,
Mateh Asher vs Beersheba 13:30
English Soccer League 15:45 Bodies
in Motion 16:15 Summary - US
College Basketball finals 18:15
Women's Basketball Finals - Elrtzur

Ramie vs Elitzur Holon - live 19:45
Name of the Game 20:15 High Five

22:30 English Soccer League 23:30
Brazilian Soccer

B EUROSPORT

9:30 Dancing; Open Championship
from Holland 10:30 Aerobics 11:30
Figure Skating 13:00 Motorcycle rac-

ing (rpt) 15:00 Car racing (rpt) 16:30
Far Eastern Martial Arts 18:30 Show
Jumping 19:45 Formula l: car racing

(rpt) 21 :00 Fast World - Motor Sport
Magazine 22:00 Dancing 24:00
Eurogoals - soccer 1:00 Eurbgolf

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Cricket - New Zealand vs West
Indies 11:30 Soccer 12:00 Cricket,

Singer Cup - final game 19:00 Figure

Skating 23:00 Billiards 00:00 ATP
Tournament Tennis 1:00 Soccer 2:00
Baseball Magazine

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 The Money
Programme 10:15 The Money
Programme 11:30 Top Gear 12:30
Food and Drink: Far Eastern Cookery
(rpt) 15:05 Assignment 16:15 World
Business Report 16:30 Asia-Pacific

Newshour 17:30 London International

Boat Show (rpt) 18:15 The Money
Programme 19:30 Tomorrow's World
(rpt) 22:05 The Money Programme
(rpt) 23:30 Time Out; Holiday 00:00
World Business Report

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Clueless 5 * The

. Kingdom Part I 7 * The Kingdom Part it

9:45 * Oh, God! Ypu Devil 9:30 .X3.G.

.GiCJerusafem Mall (Matha) ^ 788448
SaWfoEGGet Shortyen2 MOnkeys 11

am, 1:30. 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 + Copycat 1i

am., 1:30. 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 * Mr. Hol-

land’s Opus 11 a.m.. 1:30, 4:45. 7:15 *
Dead Man Walking 10 + Heat n :30 am..
3:45. 7, ID + Leaving Las Vegas 4:45.

7:15, 9:45 * The Golden MaU Gang 11

a.m, 1:30 * Casino 11:30 am.. 3:45. 7.

10 * RAV CHEN 1-7 « 792799 Credit
Card Reservations c 794477 Rav-
Mecher Building. 19 Ha’o- man SL. Talpiot

Toy Story (English Oa- togue) 9:45 *
Broken Arrow 7:30. 9:45 + Toy Story
(Hebrew dalc-que) 11 a.m.. 1. 3, 5 * Brave
Heart 9:30 * Star Man 7:30. 9:45 * Ace
Ventura 11 a.m.. 1. 3. 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 12 noon. 1. 4. 6
* Toy Story (English dla- togue) 7:30 *
An Indian In the Cup- board n am. 1.

3

* Pocahontas (He- brew dialogue) it

am, 1.3* Operation Dumbo Drop 11

am. 1, 3,5:15 * Bro- ken Arrow 11 am..
1.3.5:15
TEC. AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St v
5772000 Ulysses’ Gaze 6. 9:15 * White
Wedding 7 * Dead Poets Society 9:30
DIZENGOFF Leaving Las Vegas 11 am.,
l . 3. 5. 7:45. 10 * Show Girts 10:45 am,
1. 3:15, 5:30. 7:45. 10 * A Man of No
Importance 11 a.m.. 1, 3, 5. 7:45. 10
Fresh * DRIVE IN Something to Talk

About 10 * Sex Film 12 miiJnmht *• GAN
HA’IR « 5279215 71 Ibn Gabirol SL
Priadlla 2:30. 5. 7:30. 9:45 GOR- DON
Eat. Drink. Man, Woman 5:30. 7:30. 10 *
HAKOLNOA n 6959341 25 Ibn Gabiroi SL
Mr. Holland's Opus 4:30. 7. 9.45 * G.G.

HOD 1-4 » 5226226 Hod Passage. 101

Dizengotl SL Twelve Monkeys 11:30

am . 2 5. 7:30. 10 * Mr. Holland's Opus
11:30 am. 2. 4 30, 7:15. TO * Dead Man
Walking 5. 7:30. 10 * Sabrina 11:30

am.. 2 * Casino 5:30. 9 * The Golden
Mall Gang 11:30 am.. 2 + LEV 1-t *
5298283 Copycat 11 am.. 1:30. 4:45.

7:30. 10 * Antonia'S Une 12 noon. 2:15,

5. 7:30, 9:45 * FarineUI 12 noon. 2:15. 5.

7:30, 10* * Heat 11 :30 am. 3. 6:30. 9:45

* G.G. PE’ER Copy- cat*Sabrina©Get
ShortyWTwetve Mon- keys 11:30 a.m., 5.

7:30, 10 RAV- CHEN ® 5282288
Dizengoff Center Broken Arrow 1 1 am..
1. 3. 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew
dialogue) * Toy Story (EngSsh dialogue

l

7:30, 9:45 * Ace Ventura * Seven 7:15.

9:45 * Opera- tion Dumbo Drop 11 am..
1. 3. 5 * Pocahontas (Hebrew dialogue)

11 am.. I. 3. 5 * Dangerous Minds u
am . 1 . 3. 5 RAV-OR 1-5 * 5102674
Opera House I! Postino * Mighty
Aphrodite * Blue In the Face 9:45 *
Toy Story (Eh- c/rsn dialogue) *r Brave
Heart 2:30. 5. 9:30 * Star Man * G.G.

TAYELET 1-3 - 5177952 2 Yona Henavi

St. Casino 6:30. 9:45 * Dead Man
Waling * Under- ground * G-6. TEL
AVIV ® 5281181 65 Pinsker SL Sabrina

7:30. 10. 12:33 5. 7:30, 10 * twelve
Monkeys 5. 7:30. 10 * Get Shorty 7:30.

10. 12:30 5, 7:30, 10 * TEL AV7V MUSE-
UM - 6561297 27 Shaul Hametekh
Boulevard Before the Rain 5. 7:30. 10

HAIFA
CINEMA CAPS AMAMI » 325755 Seven
7:15. 915 * Passover Fever .

.*

American President . 9:15 * ATZMON
1-5 = 673003 TWelve Monkeys 4:15.

6:45, 9.T5 * Copycat 4:30, 7. 9:30 * Mr.

Holland's Opus 4:15, 6:45 * Dead Man
Walking 9:15 * Gat Shorty 4:30, 7, 9:1$

* Casino fi. 9:15 * CINEMA CAFE
MORIAH - 243477 Antonia's Line . Thu.

7:30. 9:30 * * ORLY Sense and
Sensibility 6:30. 9.15 * PANORAMA 1-3

C 382020 Sabrina 11 am.. 4:15. 7. 930 *
TomandJeny 1 a.m. 11:15* Heat6:3G.

9:30 * Leaving Las Vegas 7. 9:30 * The
Golden Mall Gang 11 a.ra 11 a.m.. 430 *
RAV-GAT 1-2 « 674311Broken Arrow It

am. 4:45. 7. 9:15+ Brave Heart 5:30.

9

* Operation Dumbo Drop . * RAV-MOR
1-7 = 416899/6 (OS] Sense and
Sensibility * Ace Ventura * Brave
Heart 5:30. 9 x Broken Arrow 11 a.m.,

1:15, 4:45. 7. 915 + Bfighty Aphio- dHe
* Ace Ventura 11 am.. 1. 3. 5 * The
Usual Suspects * Toy Story (Err- giish

c£elcgue)7-Ab. 930 * Toy Story (Hebrew

diafcgue) 11 am.. 12 noon. 1. 2. 3, 4, 5 *
Operation Dumbo Drop 11 a.m.. 1.3.5 +
An Indian in the Cup- beard 11 a.m., 1,5
* Dangerous Minds 11 a-m., 1, 5. 5 RAV-
OR 1-3 xr 248553 [OS1 Mighty Aphrodite

7, 9.15* Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 1

1

ajn.. 12 noon, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 + Toy Story
(Engtish dialogue) 7, 9:15 * Acs Ventura
11 e.m.. 1. 3, 5,7.9:15
AFULA

RAV CHEN Copycat 7. 9:30 * Broken
Arrow 11 am.. 1.5.7. 9:30 * Toy Story
(Eng'sh dialogue I SL. 7. 9:30 * Toy Sto-

jy. iHebret-r cSa!eoue&Ace. Ventura 11

’SSksf*
8

STAR » 950904 Mr. Holland's Opus .*
Santa Claus - The Movie 11:30 am. *
Get Shorty 7:30. 10 * Ace Ventura . *
Copycat .* A Goofy Movie (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11:30 am.. 5
ASHDOD
Get Shorty 5. 7.30. 10 * The Golden
MaU Gang 11:30 a.m * Sabrina 11:30

ajn.. 5. 7:30. 10 + Ur. Holland's Opus 5.

7:30. 10 Niels Holgarsen 1130 am. *
Leaving Las Vegas 7:30. 10 + Ace Ven-
tura 11:30 a.m.. 5 * Broken Arrow 11:30

am. 10. 12:33 11:30 am.. 5. 7:30. 10
12-30 11:30 am. 5. 7:30. 10 * G.G. OR!
1-3 v 711223 Toy Story iHebraw efia-

logue) 1130 am.. 5. 7:30 * Hast 10 *
twelve MonkeysACopycat 11:30 am.. 5.

7:20. 10
ASHKELQN
G.G. GIL Sabrina9CopycaXWTwe)ve
Monkeys 1130 am.. 5. 7:30, 10 + Get
Shorty 5. 7:30, 10 * SmurfsOThe Gold-
en MaU Gang 11:30 am. * Heat 4. 7. 10
* RAV CHEN * 711223 Dangerous
Minds 11 am.. 1. 3. 5. 7:30. 9:45 Broken
Arrow * Ace Ventura . 11 a.m.. 1. 3. 5.

7:30. 9:45 Sense and sensibility * Op-
eration Dumbo Drop 11 am.. 1,5* Toy
Story (Hebrw/ dialogue) li am.. 1. 3. 5 *
Santa Claus 11 am., 1.5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 Sabrina 7:30. 10.

12:15 * Broken Arrow 11 am. 1.3, 5:15.

7:30. 9:45 * Ace Ventura 6: IS. 9:30 * An
Indian in the Cupboard 11 a.m., 1.3*
Toy Story (Engfish dialogue) 7:30. 9:45 *
Toy Story (Hebrew die- loguel 11 am.. 72
noon. 1.2. 3. 5* Ace Ventura 11 am.. 1

.

3. 5 * Operation Dumbo Drop 1 . 3. 5:15

* Dangerous Minds 11 am.. 1. 3. 5
bat yam
RAV CHEN * 5531077 Sabrina 7:30. 10.

1215* Broken Arrow 11 a.m.. 1.3. 5:15.

7:30. 9:45 * Ace Ventura 6:15. 9 30 * An
Indian in the Cupboard 11 am.. 1.3*
Toy Story (Engtish dialogue) 7:30. 9:45 *
Toy Story (Hebrew ddogue

)

11 am., 12

noon. 1. 2. 3. 5 * Ace Ventura 11 a.m.. 1.

3. 5 * Operation Dumbo Drop 1. 3. 5:15

* Dangerous Minds n am.. 13. 5

BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Sabtlna*TWelve
MonkeysGCopycat 11.30 am.. 5. 7:30.

10 It :30 a.m.. 5. 7:30. 10, 12:30 * Get
Shorty 5. 7:30. * The Golden Mali Gang
11 am. * RAV-NEGEV 1-4 * 235278
Broken Arrow 7:30. 9:45 * Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am.. 12:45. 3. 5 *
Ace Ventura 11 a.m.. 1. 3, 5. 7:30. 9:45 +
Sense and Sensibility 7:15. 5:45 * Toy
Story (Engisr, diatogue) * Toy Story

(English dialogue) 7:30 * Operation
Dumbo Drop 11 am., 1. 3. 5 * Santa
Clause li am.. 1.3. 5

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Scbrina 12:30,

8

. 10 * Toy Story

(HebrBW dialogue) 10:30 am.. 1230, 4:45.

6:15 * Broken Arrow 4:45, 7:45, 10 *
Ace Ventura 1030 a.m.. 12:30. 4:45, 6:30

* Copycat 7:30. 10 * Toy Story (English

dialogue

1

10:30 a m., 4:45. 8. 10 * Mortal

Kombat 10:30 am.. 1230. 4:45

HERZLIYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) *
6902656 Sense and Sensibility il am..

5:45, 8:156. 10:30 * Star Man 11 am.. 6.

8. 10 * STAR * 589068 Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am.. 4:30 S:i5 l)

am., 1 . 3. 5 * Copycat * Ace Ventura 11

am., 1. 3, 4:45. 6:30 Toy Story (Engfch

(Saloguel * Sabrina * Father ot the

Bride II If am.. 1. 3 DANIEL HOTEL
Mr.HoDand’s Opus * Dead Man Walking
10
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 *r 887277 Broken Arrow 1

1

am.. 5. 7, 9:30 + Heal 9:15 * Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 12:45. 5* Tty
Story (EngHsn dialogue) * Ace Ventura

11 am.. 5, 7 11 am.. 1. 5. 7 * KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL SabrinaMTWelve Monkeys
11:30 am .4:30. 7:15. 10 * Heat *
Operation Dumbo Drop * Copycat
11:30 a.m., 5. 7;30, 10, 1215 11:30

.

m..5.7:30. 10 * Casino * Ace venture
* Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) * Toy
Story (English dialogue) * Mr. Hoiland's
Opus 10 * Set Shorty 5. 750. f0 * The
Golden Mall Gang
KIRYAT BIALIK

.

G. K1RYON 1-9 * 779166
SabrfnadlTwefve Monkeys 11 am.. 4:45.

7, 9:30 * CopycatdGet Shorty 11 am..
4:45. 7, 930 + Leaving Las Vegas 7. 930
* HeatSCasirto 630, 9:15 * A Goofy
Movie If am.. 4:45 + An (ntflan in the

•Santa Clause 11 am.. 4:45

:yat shemqna
G.G. GIL Twelve Monkeys 11:30 a.m..

4:30. 7, 9:30. 12 11:30 am.. 4:30. 7. 930
* Broken Arrow + Heat * Copycat 7.

9:30 + Toy Storv (Hebrew eclogue' li :30

a.m.. 4:30.

LOO .

STAR 'Broken Arrow * Casino * A
Goofy Movi (Hebrew dialogue » Heat *
Ace.Ventura 11 am.. 4:45. 6:45 *
NAHARIYA
HECHAL NATARBUT Dangerous Minds
S:30 * A Goofy Movie (Hebrew dialogue)
it am.. 5 *
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Dead Man Walking 9:30 *
Copycat 11:30 am.. 4:30. 7. 9:30, 12
11:30 a m.. 4:30. 7. 9:30 * TWelve
Monkeys 11:30 am.. 4:30. 7. 9:30 * Get
Shorty 4;30. 7. 9 30 * The Golden Mail
Gang 1 1 30 am.
NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 = 404729 Sabrina 11:30

am.. 5. 7:30. 10 * Get Shorty 5, 7:30. 10
* The Golden Mali Gang * Copycat
11-30 air... 5. 7:30. 10 * Casino 4. 7. 10
* A Goofy Movie *
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 = 628452 SabrinaMTwelve
MonkeysMCopycat 1130 a.m.. 5, 7:30.
10 * Get Shorty 5. 7:30. 10 * RAV CHEN
Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am., 12,

1.2,3. 4. 5 * Ace vmiunWOperation
Dumbo Drop 11 am., 1. 3. 5
PETAH THCVA
G.G. HECHAL Sabrina •Copycat
•Twelve Monkeys 7:30. 10. 12:30 5.

7:30. 10 * Smurfs (Hebrew eBatoque)

•The Golden Mall Gang•Maya the Bee
(Hebrew dialogue

I

11:30 am. + G.G.

RAM 1-3 » 9340818 Get Shorty 5. 7:30.

10 * Broken ArrowriMce Ventura 7:30 5.

7:30 * HeaWCasino 10 *
RA'ANANA
CIN-UOFET Smoke 9 8:30 * PARK
Sense and Sensibility 11 am., 5:15,

7:45 10:15 * Copycat 7:45. 10:15 * Mr.

Holland's Opus 7-45. 10:15 + Broken
Arrow 11 am., 1, 5:30, 7:45. 10:15 Ace
Ventura 11 a.m . 1:30 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 11:30 a.m.. 511 am.. 1.

5:30 * Santa Clause 11 a.m., 1

Operation Dumbo Drop An Indlanin the
Cupfc- '. 5:15
RAMA V*t
RAV-GAi« *1-4 = 6197121 Mighty
Aphrodite 7:30, 9:45 * Toy story

i
Hebrew dialogue) it am., f. 3, 5 * Toy
Story (English dialogue) 7:30. 9:45 * Tby
Story fHebrew dialogue) 12 noon. 2. 4. 6
it Operation Dumbo Drop 11 am., 1. 3,

5:75 * Ace Ventura 11 a.m.. J, 3, 5. 7:30.

9:45 * Sense and Sensibility * RAV-
OASIS 1-3 = 6730687 Sabria 7:15. 9:45 *
Broken Arrow '.1 a.m., 5. 7:30. 9:«5 *
Cooycat 5. 7:15. 9:45 + Toy S:ory

(Hebrew diafocuej 11 am.. 5 *
RAMAT HASkARON
KOKHAV tr 5491979 A Goofy Movie 11

am., 5 * Haat 6:45. 9:30

REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 -a 352864 Sabrina 4:45. 7:15.

9:45 * II Postino 11 am.. 5. 7:15, 9:45 *
Toy Story (Hebrew tfialogue) 11 am.. 5:30

* Toy Story (English dialogue) 7:30, 10 *
Copycat 7:15. 10 * Ace Ventura 11 am..
5:15*
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 v 9619669 Toy StoryftGet

Shorty 7:30. 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew dia-

logue) ©Operation Dumbo Drop li:30

am., 5 * Casino 6:30. 9:45 * Ace
Ventura * Heat 6:30. 9:45 A Goofy

Movie 11:30 am. 11:30 am.. 4:30 *
TWelve Monkeys 11:30 a.m.. 5. 7:30. 10.

72:30 11:30 am.. 5, 7,30. 10 * HA2AHAV
Copycat&Sabrina 11:30 am.. 2, 5, 7:30.

10 * Twelve Monkeys 5, 7:30. 10 + The
Golden Mall Gang * RAV CHEN tr

96705C3 Broken Arrow * il Postino *
Toy Story (English dialogue

)

* Sense
and Sensibility 7:15. 9:45 + Ace Ventura

11 e.m
,
1,3.5* Operation Dumbo Drop

It am., 1,3.5* Toy Story (Hebrew dia-

logue) 1 1 am., 12 noon, i
, 2. 3, 4. 5 RON

Heat 9:30 8:30 * The Bridges ot

Madison County 7:30. 10 * Virtuosity B,

10 7:30. 9:45 * STAR 1-4 * 9019985-7 27
Lishinsky St. Broken Arrow 11-30 a.m., 5.

7:30. 10 * Dead Man Walking 5, 7:30. 10

+ Father of the Bride II 11:30 am. *
Sense and Sensibility 7:15. 10 * An
Indian in the Cupboard 1130 a.m., 5 *
Mr. Holland's Opus 7:15. 10 * Morta

Kombat 11:30 a.m . 5
YEHUD
RAV-CKEN Savyomm Mighty Aphrodite

7:30. 9:45 * Toy Story (English dialogue)

7:30. 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue)

11 a.m.. 12 noon. t. 2. 3. 4 * Ace Ventura

il am. 1.3. 5 * Operation Dumbo Drop
11 a.m.. 1.3.5

Phone reservations: Tfel Aviv5252244

pftne reservations: Haifa 728878
All times are pjn. unless otherwise Indi-

cated.
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DEFENSE Ministry officials yes-

terday refused to comment on by
Turkey's denial that it had agreed

to let Israel Air Force pilots tram in

its airspace and use its bases.

The ministry would only con-

firm that both countries tod agreed

in February to hold joint maneu-
vers and training exercises.

Officials would not elaborate, cit-

ing “Turkish sensitivities.” News
of the reported cooperation drew
harsh condemnation from Syria,

ban. and Egypt.

“We don't like to give many
details or see much press about it,

since it angers the Iranians and
Syrians, and that embarrasses the

Turks,” said one defense official.

“This is a very dangerous matter

which is relevant to the security in

the region,” Egyptian Foreign
Minister Amr Moussa said yester-

day, adding that Egypt would not

“allow the balance ofsecurity to be

ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

shifted for the sake of one party."

According to Ha’aretz, the

Israeli and Turkish air forces

would conduct flight exercises in

each other's country eight times a
year. It also quoted a top Turkish

official as saying Turkey would
give IAF planes sanctuary in an
emergency.

Turkey will also allow Israel to

gather intelligence information on
Syria and Iran from inside Turkey,
Ha’area said. In turn, Israel will

help Turkey organize border con-
trol along its frontiers with Turkey
and Iraji.

But in Ankara, Turkish Defense
Minister Oltan Sungudu said his

country had not opened its airspace

and military bases to the IAF.

He said Turkey and Israel had no
accord for training of Israeli pilots

in Turkey, adding that the February

deal proposed an exchange of
knowledge and experience in the

field of military training.

Still. Sungudu told the English-

language Turkish Daily News last

Thursday that Israeli airspace was
too narrow for air force training

and that IAF planes would be
allowed to use Turkish airspace

and bases.

The agreement to hold joint

maneuvers and training exercises

was signed during the recent visit

by Turkish Deputy Chief of Staff
Cevik Bin It also called for setting

up a security forum for strategic

dialog between the two countries.

Defense Ministry officials,

meanwhile, said that a visit to

Israel by the commander of the

Turkish navy was likely this year.

Israel Aircraft Industries is also

negotiating to upgrade Turkey's
fleet of F-4 “Phantom” jets, a deal
worth over $600 million.

Hot and windy.

No cars cross Arava checkpoint as

Jordan-Israel border opens to traffic

Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi Men* Lao exchanges holiday greetings yesterday with Sepharadi Chief
Rabbi Eliahn Bakshi-Doron at Hechal Shktmo, as Rabbinate Director-General Gedalya Schreiber
looks on. - (foe Malcolm)

Arafat holds talks in Saudi Arabia

YESTERDAY was the first day
Israelis and Jordanians could drive

theirown cars across tbe border, but

by the afternoon not a single car had
crossed the border in cither direc-

tion.

Arye Sachs, head of the Israeli ter-

minal at the Arava crossing tvs»r

Eilat, said the occupants of one car

had tried to go into Jordan, but were
turned back. They were told they

needed Jordanian visas, available

only at the Jordanian Embassy in

Rama! Gan.
According to the agreement

between Israel and Jordan, private

cars from Israel may only now stay

in Akaha. while those from Jordan

may only remain in Eilat. In 20
days’ time, cars from either country
will be allowed to travel freely

ut the other.

HAIM SHAPIRO

However, Sachs said, the cost of
crossing the border tn one'sown car

may still be a deterrent. An Israeli

crossing into Jordan will have to

pay about $120 for insurance and
licensing fees and replacing the

license plates. In addition, each per-

son crossing has to acquire a
Jordanian visa, costing NTS 160.

“At a rough estimate, it would
cost a family offour over NTS 1.000

to cross tbe border. That's a lot of
money,” Sachs said.

He said the cost of crossing the

border for Jordanians is slightly

lower, but tbe Jordanians must also

acquire visas in advance inAmman.
“If the price goes down, and I'm

sure it will. you'll see a lot of cars

crossing tbe border.” Sachs said.

Chirac, Mubarak urge speedy
return to Mideast talks

CAIRO (Reuter) - French
President Jacques Chirac and
Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak called yesterday for a

speedy resumption of Middle
East peace talks to prevent a slide

towards deadlock between Israel

and her Arab neighbors.
- “Those who bet on peace...are

making the good choice. All those
who bet on hate, on reviving past

struggles, are wrong and they will

bear heavy responsibility,’’ Chirac

said after an hour of talks with

Mubarak.
He hoped Syria and Israel, who

broke off talks after a wave of
suicide bomb attacks killed 58
people in Israel earlier this year,

would soon be back at the negoti-

ating table.

The French leader also repeat-

ed an appeal to Israel, which
sealed off the territories in

response to the attacks, not to

punish ordinary Palestinians for

the violence.

“If we want to end the process

of confrontation, the women and
men of this region have to be con-
vinced that tomorrow will be bet-

ter than today. If they are not con-
vinced. the whole peace process

could be put into question,”

Chirac said.

Mubarak warned Israel and

Syria against putting their talks

on hold until the results of Israel’s

elections next month.

“It needs a new push to get

started again... even if the results

are not great., delaying them till

after the Israeli elections and then

the US elections will lead to

deadlock in the peace process,a

he said.
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Pessah Handicrafts Fair

Goldberg Hall, Malha, Jerusalem
Monday, April 8, 12 noon till 8:00 p.m.

All exhibitors should bring their wares,
between 8:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.

All stalls must be set up by 11:30 a.m.,
to be ready for the official opening

at 12 noon.

TANTUR PUBLIC LECTURE
Ecumenical Institute for Theological Studies

Thursday, April 11, 3:45 p.m.

Prof. Richard B. Hays
§

Duke Univ., North Carolina

New Testament Ethics:

Anti-Judaism and the Problem of Ethnic Conflict

Tantur Auditorium, Hebron Read towards Bethlehem/ at Gilo junction.
Parking. Buses 22 (to Bethlehem) and 30 (through Gilo) stop at gate.

Jewish Papercuts: A History and Guide

A beautiful, award-winning art book
by Joseph and Yehudit Shade r.

First Prize: National

Jewish Book Award, USA
H/Gover. lbOpp, MIS 170.00 ("Includes shipping)

gFentjpi 6056 Jerusalem 91060

Tel: 02-380247 Fax: 02-388423

Listen fo Arirfs 7. 711 1 M3 AM 105 FM

adding it would probably be mostly

Israelis going into Jordan.

He also pointed out that there is

already a steady Dow of about 40
care a month belonging to foreign

tourists crossing the bonder.

Winning cards
PALESTINIAN Authority President Tasser Arafet held talks with ^ yesteniav’8 *Bfal Hapayis dai-
semor officials in Saudi Arabia yesterday, the official Saudi media rw..,., . „

reported. Tbe Saudi Press Agency and Saudi television said Arafat met TZ
Crown Prince Abdullah arid Defense Minister Prince Sultan. They gave

V'^C °^ fPades
j

°

no details of the talks. Palestinian sources had earlier said the talks were hearts, Q of diamonds, and o of

expected to center on the future of Jerusalem and the self-rule areas.
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Synagogue P9'\\ Hog

A rare combination of a luxurious, amenity-laden resideariai tower,-an ideal location in |
central Jerusalem andproximity to a new, green park in a neighborhood zoned exclusively

”

for luxury hqusing accord Jerusalem Heights its unique abaction add provide yon with |
the opportunity to reach the very heights ofgood living. Jerusalem Heightsoffers-yon j
a choice of exquisite two, three and four-room residences and penthouses; • Superib

construction standards, including Italian marble, Spanish tiles and Zeykokitchen

cupboards in every apaitment . Elegant lobby with roimd-ti^dockd^r^ . Heated swimming pool . Health
spa, including sauna and fully-equipped fitness room - Sfiabbat elevator . Private underground parking.

Jerusalem Heights will be ready for occupancy this summer. Waretadtejrto viste the exquisite lobby,
swimming pool and model apartment Come see the good life that awaits you at .lerusat™
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